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ABSTRACT 
The training of landscape architects in Brazil reproduces routinely the legend of Burle Marx 
as a self-made professional. That, however, need not be the case. 
The central motivation for this work is the immature state of landscape education and of 
the profession in Brazil. Its intention is to contribute in the process of organising landscape 
architectural higher education in that country and, more widely, to aid educators in 
assessing their practice, identifying methods that can be used conjointly in education 
research. 
Brazil's continental dimensions and notable environmental diversity require professionals 
that can act globally but also cater to particular regional needs. Analysing the current state 
of the profession, a fragmented network and total lack of statistical data on demographic 
and educational characteristics of professionals were perceived as obstacles to the 
development of the profession. This information gap prompted the development of a web 
based survey of Brazilian landscape professionals and students, which provided a baseline 
of information and revealed the significant issues for development of the profession. 
To inform recommendations for the Brazilian context, a study of international preferences 
in landscape education was then performed, using Choice Based Conjoint Analysis via the 
WWW- Analysis of the results provided a basis for recommendations towards a new 
educational paradigm. 
Establishing courses with a transformative pedagogy that focus on coaching students into 
thinking like landscape architects rather than on tile assimilation of a static knowledge base 
is the central recommendation of this research. The adoption of this paradigm will give 
opportunities to satisfy the need for local relevance and to prepare professionals for new 
roles in a changing job market with vanishing geographical and professional boundaries. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND GLOSSARY 
ABA P Arquitetos Paisagistas 
I AsSociagao Brasileira de ABP Paisagismo 
------- ........ Associaqao Nacional, de ANP Paisagismo 
Aiý ", '-, 9'r'e-"a"de'-Pi&ieqdo Ambientali 
Translation or description 
Brazilian Association of 
Landscape Designers (Architects) 
Brazilian Landscape Association 
National Association of 
Landscape Design 
Environmental Protection Area 
Anotaqao de, Responsabilidade Notation of Technical ART T6cnica Responsibility 
tv 0 ty oil C ASLA Xiýne--r'i-c`aiýc an cape jýrchitects 
BR Brazil, Brazilian (in MindmapsqD) 
Conjoint Analysis 
CoordenagdodeAperfeiqoamento Coordination of Graduate CAPES de Pessoal de Nivel Superior Personnel Training 
CBC Choice Based Conjoint -a conjoint analysis method 
CELA Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture 
Brazilian biome similar to the Savannah, occurring mainly in the Cerrado 
central plains 
CREA Conseffio Regional de Engenharia, Regional Council of Engineering, Arquitetura e Agronomia Architecture and Agronomy 
Escola de Belas Artes da Fine Arts School of the Federal EBAUFRJ Universidade Federal do Rio de University of Rio de Janeiro Janeiro 
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Pesquisa em Educaqdo Studies and Research 
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MEC Ministdrio da Educaqao Brazilian Ministry of Education 
MLA Master of Landscape Architecture 
MLTC Medium Level Technical Course: A professionalising modality of 
secondary education in Brazil, accredited by the Ministry of Education. 
Non Degree-Awarding Course: courses of variable duration, offered 
NDAC by schools or individuals, aiming at a public with diverse backgrounds 
and levels of study, not accredited. 
PCP Personal Construct Psychology 
PCT Personal Construct Theory 
PNMA Politica Nacional de Meio National Policy for the 
Ambiente Environment 
SBP 0- S ciedade Brasflia de Paisagismo Brasilia Landscape Society 
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climatic region 
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UFV Universidade Federal de Viqosa Federal University of Viqosa 
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PREFACE: A PERSONAL ACCOUNT 
I considered appropriate to offer a brief account of my own training route in paisagismo 
to illustrate this research, as it is a reasonably recent and typical instance. It shows 
similarities with the professional development of other Brazilians mentioned in the text 
and has the purpose of offering insight into the perspective from which I started this 
research. 
In a manner typical of other Brazilian landscape designers, my training benefited from 
previous opportunities in the arts. Participation in a non-degree awarding course after 
my graduation in agronomy at UFV, 1990, helped me to develop some design and 
presentation skills, which, added to an academic horticultural background, became the 
basis of my garden design practice. I was offered a position to teach at that school in 
the following year, which I accepted. Teaching landscape design for the first time, there 
I had as students a mixture of people seeking to develop into a new career and others 
doing it for pastime. 
Further learning took place when I worked for die Zoological Gardens of the Belo 
Horizonte Zoo-Botanical Foundation in 1992 and 1993, an interdisciplinary eye-opener. 
In charge of food production -the'educative farm section'-and tile park landscape, I 
was also co-responsible for the design and planting in animal exhibits, and helped 
occasionally in environmental education activities. As a result, Zoological horticulture 
and design was later introduced in an agronomy course for the first time in Brazil, yet 
in brief. 
In August 1994,1 started as a lecturer at the Federal Uriiversity of Viýosa -UFV, Minas 
Gerais, -a school of prominence in the national academic scenario. 
My landscape education practice was marked initially by isolation and lack of 
knowledge of landscape educational practices other than those few I had experienced 
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at UFV and later. My pedagogy at the tertiary level reflected my own learning process 
as a whole. This process included, besides the brief teaching practice mentioned above, 
six years of garden design, developed via trial and error and no critical assessment 
apart from my own and the feedback of clients. 
From 1994 until September 1998 1 had the chance to teach c. a. 600 regular students and 
c. a. 300 in extension courses. Many of my former students presently work as paisagistas 
in different parts of the country. 
It was only when participating at conferences like ENEPEA that I met the production 
of arcl-dtecture schools, FAUUSP included, which motivated further experimentation in 
my intuitive teaching practice. From then, however, there were the awareness that 
there were many more doing the same as I was and the support of a few written 
accounts of those trials. 
Subsequent experimentation in landscape education resulted in the work devised with 
the help of my friend psychologist/psychodramatist Dr. EslY Carvalho (Zuin and 
Carvalho, 1998) that applied principles of J. L. Moreno's psychodrama and role-playing 
to landscape education. Tested later with a voluntary group of nine agronomy students 
and a recently graduated agronomist, all from UFV, the procedures achieved 
instigating results. As published, this work showed concern with the continual usage 
of lecturing in landscape education for agronomists. 
The thought that'there must be a better way' for landscape education than that which I 
experienced and was offering challenged me to get on board the present research. 
From 1994 to 1998, c. a. 30 agronomy students were formally registered for internship 
with me at UFV, when we developed designs for sites in UFV units, home gardens and 
public sites together. They populated my office most of the year, and that closeness 
with them strengthened my belief in relational pedagogy, as discussed in due chapter 
of this thesis. To them, the Grupo Flor, my most sincere thanks. 
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CHAPTER1 
INTRODUCTION 
j 
Figure IT BUrle Marx in his studio, 1992 (Photo: Ana IZosa ý )livoira) 
Roberto Burle Mdrx is IIw nic t Ila t 110 tI 101-0 Llý; h d i. SCUSSIO11 a bo Ll t Ll IId SC ýl PC 
architecture I, Brazil can onlit. Although this thesi's i's llot '111 exception to this rulo, 
131.11-le Mar\ %vill not figure here solely as a landscape design icon. 'lo tills Ivsk2,11CII, Il(2 
1)(2C, 1111C tile personification of a is Ili's 'jIItýgeLjj%' Self-t'lLIj'Ilt training as a 
Idndscdpe architect d rule, an exception, or makeshitt arrangement for those in [irazil 
who feel called LIPOII tO CfL2SIrIl 1,111(. iS(', lPCS? 
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The central motivation for the present work is the status of the landscape profession 
and the education of its professionals in Brazil. The intention of this research is to be an 
aide in the process of organising landscape architectural higher education in that 
country and a help to educators elsewhere to assess their educational practice. 
The professional field of landscape architecture, despite its rich past history and 
present, is still being laid out in Brazil, as in many other countries, amidst controversy. 
The architect Guilherme Dourado gave a frank account of the situation when he wrote: 
"Viere is a perverse conflict in Brazil between architects and agronomists who work on 
landscape ardtitecture. This conflid began as a battlefor the job market, and wasfuelled 
by fliefact that professional attributions are legally overlapping. " (Dourado, 1997: 11) 
The conflict mentioned above gave rise to the first hypothesis this research took on 
board to investigate: there is discord in Brazilian landscape architecture and a solution 
for it is necessary. 
Tension stems from the legal vagueness surrounding the landscape profession, which 
is in an unregulated state in Brazil. Paisagistas -landscape designers - are those who 
decide to call themselves so. Professional competencies, rights, and duties are not any 
clearer. 
Legal measures or regulations, nonetheless, will not mitigate this position unless they 
are effective in re-defining the roles played by the actors in the landscape scene, 
resolving, at least in part, the identity crisis of many of them. For that, the discernment 
of what a landscape architect is must evolve and find minimal consensus among 
practitioners and educators from the various academic origins. 
This situation, however, is not unique in the world scene of landscape architecture, as 
literature attests. Similar controversy is present in the history of the landscape 
profession in other countries, as is the case of the United Kingdom. The British 
association that later became the Landscape Institute published, in the April 1943 issue 
of its'Wartime journal of the institute of Landscape Architects', two important articles. 
They painted a picture where landscape architects seek definition of their work field 
with town and country planners, architects, and civil engineers. The group recognises 
the overlapping nature of these professions, alongside with their inter-dependence and 
the need for co-operation Genkins, Addison, Agar, Colvin, Jellicoe and Sharp, 1943; 
Jenkins, 1943). As part of a mitigation process, Jenkins (1943) proposed the formation 
of a combined committee with representatives of the four professions, with 'each 
prepared to sacrifice some of his sectional interests in order to reach an amicable 
agreemene (Jenkins, 1943: 13). 
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Figure 1.2: Beach Park -The largest aquatic park in Latin America, in Ceara, one of the poorest 
states in Brazil. (Photo: Secretaria de Turismo do Governo do Ceard). 
The understanding of the profession of landscape architecture by the Brazilian public is 
just as obscure as the legal status of the profession. It is still considered a luxury for the 
very few, notion strengthened by works as 'Beach Park', shown in Figure 1.2, which is 
an exclusive resort placed in one of the poorest states of the country. The view of 
landscape architecture as a cosmetic treatment of the outdoors prevails widely (Franco, 
1997). This appears often as a problem, though it is reputed to be changing (Leite, 
Bartalini, Macedo, Pellegrino, Mori & Lima, 1996). The public sector, increasingly 
employing landscape designers for the design of public sites, and the landscape 
professionals who are aware of this stereotype and work against it, are responsible for 
this ongoing change. 
General ignorance about the functions of landscape architects as professionals has been 
a deterrent to the advance of the profession. The image of the self made, supernaturally 
gifted designer of vast gardens for the elite -personified by Burle Marx- has been for 
decades the translation of the word paisagista for most Brazilians. This conjunction of 
factors has not helped the development of landscape education, which this thesis 
believes to lie in the roots of the existing problems and to be a fundamental part of 
their solution. 
Education, it is hypothesised here, can lead to a solution for that'perverse conflict' and 
the elitist profile attributed to the profession. This echoes the lessons of another 
Brazilian, the educator Paulo Freire, who wrote about education as an instrument of 
social change (Freire, 1972) and was a major influence in the understanding of adult 
education internationally, and for this thesis. 
Specific education in landscape architecture in Brazil appears embryonic but is in a 
rapid process of development. The demand arising both from local environmental 
needs and from the increasing number of students interested in entering the discipline 
is pressing for growth. 
However, the transition is bound to be long until courses of landscape architecture are 
widely available in Brazil. So far, attempts at establishing postgraduate landscape 
architecture courses were few. With a handful of exceptions, trials had little success or 
were short-lived. 
A Solution for the problems in the Brazilian landscape context will require future 
practitioners to be much more inter-disciplinary. More than that, they will have to 
withstand pressure from the categories presently practising in the design of the 
landscape. Their work will permanently require the participation of other professionals 
such as agronomists and architects, exactly the ones from where most pressure is likely 
to originate. 
As mentioned, the intention of this research is to contribute to the evolution of 
landscape architecture in Brazil through education. It became therefore necessary to lay 
a foundational understanding of education from the general, through professional and 
design training to landscape architectural education. 
The view of education this thesis adopts is transfornzative education. This builds on 
tenets of different trends of humanistic education and uses George Kelly's 
'constructive alternativism' as the structuring theory. Contrasting with the classic 
epistemological approach of 'accumulative frigmentalism', where 'truth is collected 
piece by piece' (Kelly, 1970: 2), the Kellyan approach supports the preference for 
educational philosophies whose aim goes beyond the accumulation of knowledge and 
that privilege an equalitarian relationship between teacher and learner. 
Professional education is understood here as an attempt to cause in students a personal 
reaction to the set of technical practices and body of knowledge that constitute a 
profession. The intended reaction is the starting point of the process that will foster in 
students the ability of 'thinking like a -' 
(Sch6n, 1987: 34) -where the title of the 
professional in question fills the blank. This is beyond reproducing techniques and 
information assimilated. The paradigm chosen for professional education in this thesis 
is refiection-in-action, as postulated by Schon (1987,1991) and discussed by Denicolo & 
Pope (2001). 
Professionals of design, landscape architects inclUded, rely on a 'sophisticated mental 
process capable of manipulating many kinds of information, blending them all into a 
coherent set of ideas and, finally, generating some realisation of those ideas' (Lawson, 
1997: 10). SHICe design is d skill (Lawson 1997) alld involves a particular mode of 
thinking, (JeSigil edLICItiOll is eXplored here as a process of 'coaching'. 
In the bigger picture, this research hop's to assist landscape educators in examining 
their practice and moving towards a position of greater relevance to their context as 
'enablers' -a concept that points to an eVOILItioll ill t1W 1'01tý ()I tll(' teadlel'. 
A. Relevance of this research to Brazil 
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itself 'only' to the beautification of the land for the fortunate few. Aesthetics is an 
inalienable element in the work of the landscape architect. It is also a need that requires 
satisfaction, fact the history of humankind witnessed since its primeval days (Maslow, 
1970). However, as figure 1.3 above suggests, it is a need of all that so often attracts 
misguided efforts for its satisfaction. 
Gardens for the privileged and closed to the majority flourish in Brazil and in most of 
the world today as they did in the past, and they will be planted as long as the 
distribution of wealth remains uneven as it is. Still, this exclusivist practice of 
landscape architecture does not preclude another, inclusive and integrative, that 
contributes directly to the welfare of every social stratum by dedicating significant 
efforts to planning. This other style of landscape practice should be the result of a 
renewed and broader understanding of the profession. This evolved conception must 
contemplate the social significance of landscape arcl-dtecture in shaping the 
environment where humans meet their needs. Moreover, the role of the profession in 
planning and managing the use of the land so that future generations can still benefit 
from a viable environment is a basic and universal requisite that landscape architecture 
exists to help meet. That way, the relevance of the profession and the timeliness of 
investment in landscape education cease to be questionable, as those who graduate 
from landscape courses will be prepared to contribute with far more than tile 
beautification of the land. 
Until the second year of this research, the existence of the landscape design - 
PaisagismolComposiýdo Paisagistical- course in the Fine Arts School of the Federal 
University of Rio de Janeiro was unknown to this researcher. It has gained little 
recognition in thirty years, and few people -even landscape professionals- are aware 
I Literally landscape design 
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distant audiences (Stiles, 2000), is com-l-vto, and is there to he cylored, Flie virtual 
studio' is a reality. Landscape architecture schools may or not benefit from that, taking 
these opportunities to expand their student catchment area. This will receive further 
attention in alapter 
Schools are organising landscape courses, but their scope is still hazy and defined 
locally through the indigenous understanding of what landscape architecture is, who 
landscape architects are, and what they do. At least one post-graduate diploma 
programme in landscape design is now available in the distance learning mode in 
Brazil and will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
Brazil's continental dimensions and notable environmental diversity require 
professionals and a knowledge base that will cater to particular regional needs. The 
situation highlights the requirement of local relevance for research and education, a 
point to which Brazilian practitioners and educators interviewed frequently referred. 
Establisl-dng courses that focus on coaching students into thinking like landscape 
architects, rather than on the mere assimilation of a knowledge base, is a principle also 
proposed to tackle the local and regional relevance issues. 
B. Operational definitions 
The flexibility and at times fickleness of terms involved in this thesis required 
discussion and the stipulation of definitions, in search of consistency. Language 
differences and translations tend to overlook local nuances and cause 
misunderstandings, as in the Brazilian case with landscape related terms. There is no 
pretension of offering final definitions, since, as constructs, they are dynamic. The 
definitions proposed here are, therefore, operational. 
1. Landscape Architecture 
'I am all the time bothered with the miserable nomenclature of Landscape Architecture. 
Landscape is not a good word, Architecture is not, the combination is not - Gardening is worse. ( ... ) 77ie art is not gardening, nor is it architecture'. F. L. Olmsted, 1865, in a letter to C. Vaux. (Pregill & Volkman, 1999.503) 
Turner (1990) raised the issue of the propriety of the nomenclature, reviewing on the 
history of the term in the English language, dictionary definitions, and implications. He 
questioned the title and expressed his preference for'landscape design'. 
Hill (1995), when writing about landscape practice in tropical regions, observes that the 
term 'landscape architect' has not received the same protection that 'architect' has. He 
claims that the landscape arcl-dtect is one who has received formal education in the 
discipline, whereas the landscape designer may as well be someone who has had no 
access to such education but practices in the field. 
Landscape architecture is an interface between various arts and sciences, being itself 
art and science. Other disciplines are interfaces, but is any other as visible? Interfaces 
are, as seen in chemistry and other sciences, the site of more intense activity. This is 
evident in the landscape field, where other professionals besides landscape architects 
act -often with success. The 'ragged and ill-defined edges' (Stiles, 1998: 104), fuzzy 
boundaries of the discipline account both for good neighbouring interactions and 
territorial conflict, where tile alleged trespassers see themselves still within their own 
terrain. 
Resulting from the interaction between environment and culture - perhaps in an 'act 
of mediation' (Eaton, 1997), landscape architecture as a discipline will have its local 
shades and will need to be understood locally. However, globalisation and phenomena 
as the formation of economical blocks demand some degree of homogeneity for 
professions. The mobility of landscape professionals across Europe, for instance, 
requires some degree of standardisation as to what landscape architects are, which 
involves what they know and do. 
Bourassa (1991) argued that landscape architecture should exercise discipline over 
architecture, whose excrescence, instead, it is invited to beautify by hiding with 
vegetation. That is merely juxtaposition. Interdisciplinary work is expected and 
marketed as the logical evolution towards an integrated environment where 'inside' 
and 'outside' are not two distinct worlds. 
Landscape architects are professionals of synthesis, as the prominent Brazilian 
landscape designer Fernando Chacel emphasises in an interview to this researcher 
(int.: 14 June 2000). As such, they have an essential role in teams making decisions 
about the environment. 
A search for given definitions for landscape architecture brings a wealth of material. 
Ever-present concepts included are those of problem solving and decision-ma king. 
The subjectivity of judgements makes the definition of 'problem' rather imprecise, 
especiallv when the subject of the interference is of a mainly aesthetic order. This may 
result in disagreement over one aspect or another being a problem or not. Difficulty is 
a concept inherent to the notion of problem. 'Something put forward', however, iý the 
Greek etymological root for the word (Problem, Collins, 2000), which describes well the 
nature of the design problem described here. 
Problem solving requires problem finding. Finding is as much a part of design as 
solving, and a solution for a design problem may become the problem itself (Lawson, 
1997). This brings the notion of creating problerns to the discussion. 
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Landscape architects could be those who 'create and solve problems with living things 
as well as the inanimate materials and processes of the environment that support 
them. ' (La Dell, 2000: 42). 
The designer's mind creates problems when it, framed by a personal construct system, 
takes the landscape in, processes it, and projects a personalised view of that 
environment through the design solution proposed. Users/clients, who view the world 
through different goggles - their own set of constructs, process that solution 
differently. Thus, problems existing in the minds of the others around the designer 
might have remained unnoticed from the start, and new ones created with the 
intervention. 
Another side of 'creating problems' is that designs may become obsolete and, after 
some time, require intervention to 'update' the solution according to the new context 
-including all its aspects, as changed environmental and social aspects, different site 
use, new or reconstructed scientific knowledge, and technology. Hence, what is 
implemented as a solution today may become or cause problems later. 
Clients/users and designer have, therefore, to formulate the problem in such a way 
that the holders of different sets of constructs involved will understand it and view it 
as a problem needing solution -a clear brief, in other words. Fornitilation now comes 
into to the discussion. Added to the various connotations of the terms raised so far it 
opens ground for an allegorical approach: landscape architecture as hypertext poetry. 
An exploratory way of looking at the landscape architect can be as the'hypertext poet'. 
For this metaphor, let the designed landscape be the text, and the act of writing, the 
design process itself. 
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The hypertext writer is the professional who writes the text to the given theme of the 
brief, putting into coherent discourse a host of information and professionals. 
Otherwise, such information and professions would lack meaning in the landscape. 
However, as in Internet hypertexts, the text itself may not show immediately the 
complete array of knowledge and information it embodies, but provides links to them 
-it is all virtually there. This can imply that the hypertext writer does not necessarily 
have deep knowledge of everything to which the text is linked, but knows enough to 
embed that in the context. 
However, the hypertext poet would go further. More than prose, the poetic text - 
beyond the boundaries of rational thinking - will be personal, emotional, and 
connotative, having form as an inalienable attribute. 
Poetry allows contradictory pieces of information to be associated in the same text and 
still have meaning. Landscape architects are frequently confronted with situations 
where information conflict arises. A brief can conflict with the user or with the site 
itself. The designer then has to process and decide. A denotative view of the task 
would force professionals into an endless teclu-dcal or ethical crisis. Connotatively, 
however, it becomes possible for them to find the point of touch. The poet needs the 
command of language and its rules to an extent that syntax and morphology become 
bridges, rather than hurdles. 
In short, landscape architects are hypertext poets who find, create, formulate, and solve 
problems with processes, living and non-living organisms in their environment. 
Landscape architecture is what they do, with the addendum that, as discussed earlier, 
it should be accessible to all - unlike hypertexts and the Internet. 
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Brazilian Terminoloq 
Some central terms for this research used in Brazilian Portuguesc require explanation, 
rather than simply translation. Because of tile wav, tile Profession and tile LISO of its 
language evolved at different paces in Brazil, translations can be misleading. 
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Although he used to refer to his own works in general as 'gardens' (Marx, n. d., 1962, 
1967,1975), this research accepts as a basic assumption that what the paisagista Roberto 
Burle Marx did as landscape architecture, as much as the paisagisnio of many other 
practitioners in Brazil is also landscape architecture, rather than only garden design. 
Arquitehira paisagIstica should be the equivalent of landscape architecture; however, it 
is used almost exclusively by architects. A less c, itommon variant also exists, which is 
arquitetura da paisagent, meaning exactly 'architecture of the landscape'. Paisagis"lo, 
however, is a term accepted by all strands of professionals for the discipline. 
Arquiteto paisagista (fem.: arquiteta paisagista, masc. plur.: arquitetos paisagistas, fem. 
Plur.: arquitetas paisagistas) is the literal equivalent of 'landscape architece. However, 
since landscape architecture does not receive any legal state recognition as a profession 
in Brazil, arquiteto paisagista will mean, to most people, an architect that does landscape 
design. 
The situation is similar in Spain where paisajista should be used instead of architecto 
Paisaiista, because of restrictions by tile architects' professional association, 'jealous of 
the use of the term architecto' (Holden, 2001: Summary). Although there is no 
restriction from the Brazilian association of architects, there is some discomfort to non- 
architects in using arquiteto paisagista, which sounds restrictive and is then abandoned 
in favour of paisagista as their chosen title. The Brazilian Association of Arquitetos 
Paisagistas - ABAP - only accepts qualified architects or landscape architects who, in 
that case, studied abroad, for full membership. Differently, the National Association of 
Paisagistas -ANP- is open to anyone who produces curriculum vitae showing 
activity in the field, regardless of their educational background. 
Turner's (1990: 29) proposition that "'landscape design' is tile basic name of the art 
which we practice" subsidises the usage of the term 'landscape designer' here for 
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Brazilian practitioners in general, except those trained abroad in landscape 
architecture. However, the Portuguese word paisagista is preferred here to refer to 
Brazilian professionals. 
The section about Brazilian practice of landscape architecture and its regulations, in 
chapter 2, will expand this matter. 
Agronomy and horticulture 
Other terms that need clarification are 'agronomy' and 'horticulture'. The general 
understanding amongst Brazilian professionals in the field is that horticulture is one of 
the fields of study contained in agronomy. 
If agronomy is 'the science whose objective is the cultivation of fields' or 'theory of 
agriculture' (Agronomia, Ediq6es Melhoramentos, 1999), horticulture, being a 'branch 
of agriculture concerned with the cultivation of vegetables, ornamental plants, flowers 
and fruits' (Horticultura, Ediq? 5es Melhoramentos, 1999), is included there. 
Horticulture is popularly understood in Brazil simply as the cultivation of vegetable 
gardens -hortas. A search on the IBGE -Brazilian Institute for Geography and 
Statistics- brings exclusively edible crops under the title Horticultura (IBGE, 2002), 
illustrating this common understanding. For this reason, it is seldom employed outside 
professional circles. In agricultural schools and universities, it is common to find 
Horticulture departments. These will normally offer courses and conduct research on 
fruit, vegetable, and flower crops, ornamental plants, gardening techniques, and 
landscape design. 
Therefore, in Brazil, a professional horticulturist is necessarily an agronomist and not 
necessarily involved with the care or cultivation of ornamental plants or gardens. 
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Another necessary observation is that agronomists are equally known as 'agronomic 
engineers', and agronomy, 'agronomic engineering'. There is technically no difference 
between these notations. 
Design 
The word 'design' itself is of obscure translation. Most frequently, it is used in Brazilian 
Portuguese not translated. Three dictionaries bring it as a noun -never as a verb- 
already incorporated to the Portuguese language (Design , Holanda, 1996; Editora 
Melhoramentos, 1999; Porto Editora, 1999), and one, edited in Portugal, does not 
contain it as a valid entry (Priberarn InformAtica, 1999). When translated, the words 
used as equivalent to 'design' would be, literally, 'drawing', 'project', 'draft', 'plan', 
I planning or its result', and 'conception. Nevertheless, desenho (literally 'drawing') is 
currently used by many authors, figuring in translations as of 'environmental design' 
- desenho aiiibiental (Franco, 1997: 10). 
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C. Research space, scope and contribution to the field 
Reflection on several aspects this research could comprise generated a series of 
questions for which answers would be desirable but would extrapolate the intended 
scope. For that reason, better discrimination became essential. 
From the application of Sch6n's (1987,1991) reflective practice to landscape 
architecture, one question that emerged was, 'how do landscape architects think? ' 
After a brief incursion through cognitive psychology, this researcher concluded that, in 
practice, this is virtually unanswerable, belonging to the realm of tacit knowledge of 
landscape architecture. However, qualification and specification of situations broke 
this fundamental question into other more manageable ones that set this research in 
motion. 
The assumption that the landscape school is a major influence in the way landscape 
architects think and practice lead this research to relate the query above to education, 
hence asking, 'how should landscape architecture be taught? ' Literature review was 
the first method used to respond to that by structuring a theoretical approach to 
education and landscape education. Once established the theoretical framework, one 
way this thesis found valid to examine the practice of landscape education was 
through looking into the value those who offer, receive and have received it attribute 
to some of its fundamental aspects. Therefore, the question that emerged was'what do 
landscape practitioners, educators and students value most in a landscape architecture 
programmeT 
As mentioned, die Brazilian context was the main aim of this research, which specified 
situations and conditions for the investigation. Further specification came when 
considering the hypotheses already raised, which, in summary, were: 
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" There is discord in Brazilian landscape architecture and a solution for that is 
necessary. 
" Education is an instrument of transformation. 
" Education can contribute to a solution for the 'perverse conflict' and the elitist 
profile attributed to landscape architecture in Brazil. 
Thus, a more structured question this thesis endeavoured to answer was: 
Considering the Brazilian context with its assets and needs, and international 
preferences, how should landscape architectural education in Brazil be to foster the 
ability of 'thinking like a landscape architect', and that way catalyse the evolution the 
profession needs? 
Regarding the context, it surfaced that information on Brazilian landscape architectural 
education is, in general, sketchy and scattered, as is the knowledge on those who 
practice nationwide. Reviewing literature on Brazilian landscape practice and 
education and filling the gaps it left by means of interviews and a survey became a 
need for this research and, finally, part of its original contribution to knowledge. 
To complete the picture of Brazilian landscape architecture, needed to answer the 
question broached above, this research also comprised an analysis of Brazilian web 
sites of landscape interest, described later. This procedure, though not original, was 
applied to Brazilian landscape sites for the first time. 
The literature in landscape education, however scantily distributed, is significant, but 
didactics of landscape architecture is a field that, internationally, is yet to receive the 
amount of in-depth research work it deserves and needs. This is understandable when 
bearing in mind the relative youth of Landscape Architecture as a discipline and its 
recent formal existence in the academia. 
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With that background, this thesis endeavoured to offer practical and new elements for 
helping landscape educators to become relevant 'enablers'. That happened here 
through the collection and analysis of data from a universe of practitioners, educators, 
and students. Conjoint analysis -CA-, one of the methods employed, for this 
collection, provided rich insight into the valuation of different attributes of landscape 
architectural education programmes by a wide international audience. The application 
of CA as a research instrument was an original contribution of this thesis to the 
methodology of landscape architectural research, bringing also new international 
information to the field, as contribution to knowledge. 
Concerning its scope, this research did not intend to be a thorough examination of 
educational practice in landscape schools. Therefore, an overview of landscape 
education ideas, rather than a comprehensive and in-depth review, helped set the 
parameters for the field investigation. There is plenty of descriptive and narrative 
literature on landscape education practice in conference proceedings and periodicals, 
and that found use here as background information. 
However, as the paradigm defended here supports, it is necessary that the context and 
people involved in the process have their say and be actively engaged in every stage, 
generating the curriculum, the pathways through it, and instruments for the 
verification of effectiveness of the process -assessment that will be constructive for 
learner and teacher alike. 
The nature of the instruments of data collection posed clear limits to what part of tile 
population of tile world of landscape architecture would be examined. As discussed in 
later chapters, Internet users constituted solely the samples used for both tile Brazilian 
and tile global studies. Although misrepresenting some of the sections of the 
population -e. g., giving a higher than usual degree of instruction to tile Brazilian 
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contingent of landscape designers - the findings give rise to relevant information, new 
questions, and elements for further research. 
When discussing and presenting solutions for the situation in Brazil, the legal aspect of 
landscape practice, though understood as part of the problem and necessarily of the 
solution, was not examined in depth, This remained as object for subsequent research. 
Hence, the solutions and recommendations presented here refer to the educational 
arena. 
D. Research Methods 
An array of methods was employed for the development of this work, informing one 
another and giving the study the conjoint nature indicated in the title of this thesis. 
Literature review was the first method used, instrumental in refining research 
objectives, identifying its space and situating this research in the field, and selecting 
methods of investigation for the other phases of the work. 
A systematic analysis of the content of a number of Brazilian Paisagis? ýio web sites 
offered insight into what Brazilians divulge landscape architecture is and of activities 
in which paisagistas are involved. 
When collecting data in subsequent phases, the subjects selected were practitioners - 
including educators - and students. Part of the investigation endeavoured to establish 
a profile of Brazilian landscape designers, while another part sought to determine the 
preferences of subjects to several aspects of landscape education. 
Preliminary interviews with selected Brazilian landscape practitioners searched for 
their educational history and impressions on the present state of their field of work. 
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Subjects for this part of the investigation were chosen amongst practitioners with 
expression in landscape design and education. These interviews were useful in 
providing some of the first references for mapping the territory for later examination 
with a web based survey with paisagistas, which is referred here as LEPAB. These 
interviews also yielded elements for conjoint analysis. 
The final part of the investigation applied conjoint analysis -CA- term that relates to 
a range of techniques developed from mathematical psychology, and popularised as an 
instrument for marketing research. It measures the value subjects assign to product 
attributes, through the trade-offs respondents make between attributes. CA, therefore, 
emerged as adequate for this research as it allowed quantitative assessment of the 
value by Brazilians and participants from other countries attribute to educational 
variables in the landscape field. Choice Based Conjoint analysis -CBC- was the type 
found most suitable to this study. Making CBC operational over the WWW allowed for 
a larger sample, overcoming geographic limitations. The advantages and limitations of 
the method, its usage via the Internet, and lessons for future research are discussed in 
chapter 4. 
The Internet was the means for administration of the survey questionnaire and conjoint 
analysis, as well as source of information and data, 
E Structure of the thesis 
This thesis is organised in six chapters, described as follows and in MindMaps(D 
preceding each of them, which should be read clockwise from the 'Stare point marked.. 
Chapter 1- 'Introduction', spells out tile objectives and motivations for Ihe research, 
raising the central problems that motivated it. Operational definitions and a summary 
of the main research methods employed are given. 
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Chapter 2- 'Brazil as a context for landscape education', presents the conditions to 
consider when setting up landscape programmes in the country. The chapter also 
exposes the current situation of the landscape profession and education in Brazil, with 
highlights of their history. 
Chapter 3- 'Learning to teach while teaching how to learn - fundamentals for 
landscape architectural education, presents a review of educational paradigms and 
philosophical grounding of this thesis. Education is discussed in general, and in the 
spheres of professional and design training, to support considerations on landscape 
architectural education. Related aspects of relevance to the contemporary practice of 
education are also included. 
Chapter 4- 'Research Methods', presents the procedures used in the investigation, 
with considerations on the paradigms underlying their choice. 
Chapter 5- 'Data analysis', gives the results of the procedures described in chapter 4, 
with statistical analysis of the data obtained and the criteria used for it 
Chapter 6- 'Conclusions and Implications', finalises this thesis by relating the 
findings exposed in chapter 5 with the research questions, problems and needs raised 
at chapters 1,2 and 3. Implications of the findings to landscape architectural practice 
and education in Brazil, limitations of the work, and possibilities for further research 
are raised, closing the chapter. 
Annexes -A CD-Rom is an integral part of this thesis and contains tables and files 
related to the research procedures, including the ivebpages for LEPAB and CBC. A 
printed version of the webpages is also presented as annex. 
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F. Chapter Summary 
It is the intention of this thesis to be a catalyst in the growth process of landscape 
architecture education in Brazil and internationally. For that purpose and according to 
the educational paradigm adopted, there is no emphasis on suggesting a curriculum, 
since it is a response to local needs and possibilities. Likewise, no laws or rights-and- 
wrongs lists are proposed. 
Recommendations this study makes resulted from new findings achieved via the 
various methods employed conjointly, including literature review, interviews, web site 
analysis, web based survey, and conjoint analysis. 
This thesis offered original contribution to the field of landscape architecture in 
knowledge, with the generation of new information about Brazil and international 
landscape architects, and in methodology, applying methods new to landscape 
architecture and to Brazil and, conversely, presenting new applications to the methods, 
used in other fields. 
This chapter laid the foundations of this thesis. It introduced the research problem, 
questions, and hypothesis. This Introduction also examined the relevance of this 
research to the context that generated it -Brazilian landscape architecture-, thespace 
for this kind of investigation in the field, and, briefly, the research methods employed. 
It brought operational definitions of key terms, along with explanations of terms used 
in Brazilian Portuguese and their equivalence in English. An outline of the sections and 
chapters composing this thesis concluded this Introduction. 
On this foundation, this text proceeds, with a detailed description of the research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BRAZIL AS A CONTEXT FOR LANDSCAPE EDUCATION 
:.. 
BRAZIL 
IS NOT ONLY ONE 
C0UNTRY. 
VISIT ALL OF THEM. 
WII,; 
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A. Introduction 
The present chapter examines aspects of Brazil that are relevant to the development of 
landscape architectural education and identifies lacunae tl-ds research can help fill. 
The right to an ecologically and sustainable environment is granted to all Brazilians by 
the 1988 Constitution, which dedicates a whole chapter to environmental issues. The 
country's carta niagna, associated to state constitutions and municipal laws, makes up 
one of the world's most advanced legal systems in that respect (Rodrigues, 1998). 
Many of the constitutional responsibilities of the government and communities are 
functions of landscape architects in most parts of the world. Preservation and 
restoration of ecosystems and their processes, definition of spaces for protection, 
environmental impact studies, reclamation of mined areas, and protection of cultural 
heritage -including natural and ecological values - are some of the explicit duties of 
governments and citizens in regard to the Brazilian environment (Brasil, 1998). 
Though slowly, the understanding of the landscape profession in Brazil is evolving, as 
citizens and government learn that landscape professionals can help them fulfil their 
environmental obligations and improve living spaces not for a few, but for all. 
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Brazil -an overview 
Diversity 
The country, fifth of the world in size, is known aniong many environmentalists as the 
country of 'megadiversity', with approximately 20 per cent of all known living species 
in the planet (WWF, 2002). 
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Geophysical and climatic variations made way to the formation of seven main biomes, 
as in figure 2.2: Amazon -Amaz6nia, Atlantic Forest-Mata AtIdntica, Caatinga2, 
Cerrado savannah, Coastal -Costeiro, Wetlands of the Central West-Pantanal, 
Southern Grasslands- Campos Sulinos and Transition zones - Transigao. From soil 
chemistry to animal life, their differences are dramatic. The individual richness of each 
of these environments demands professionals working there to have, allied to the 
understanding of their physiographic aspects, the ability to research and perform, at 
times, with little information on particulars one task or another may require. 
Socially, the country is equally varied. With the input of foreign settlers since the very 
early days of its recorded history, Brazil is the home of a racially mixed population 
with regional identity. Population history starts from the native Amerindians, divided 
in numerous groups and tribes, numerically estimated as five million at the start of the 
16th century, greatly reduced by disease and killing and diluted by intermarriage to a 
present number of 325 thousand (Ministdrio das Relaq6es Exteriores, 1996). Distributed 
in 215 ethnic groups and speaking 170 distinct languages, 60% of the indigenous 
population inhabit the Amazon region, although only three of the 27 federative units 
have no Amerindian population. (MRE, 1996). 
Starting from the arrival of the Portuguese in 1500, European immigration was 
important. As agriculture developed, millions of Africans from Angola and the Guinea 
coast were brought to work as slaves, becoming another fundamental component of 
the Brazilian people (Newson, 1987; Smith, 1987). The settlement of Germans and 
Italians in the Southern states started during the second quarter of the 19th century, and 
to them, a small contingent of Poles and Ukrainians was added 50 years later. The 
1880s saw a massive influx of Italians, who replaced the Portuguese as the most 
2 Bush lands, North-eastern landscape of Brazil, in the semi-arid climatic region 
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numerous group and were associated mainly with the production of coffee (Preston, 
1987). Japanese groups were also a significant addition, particularly in the states of Sao 
Paulo and ParanA, in the early 20th century (Preston, 1987). 
Because of the interactions between such varied environment and SpeCtrUin of cultural 
origins, tile built environment is also rich in nuances. Both tile vernacular and tile 
professionally designed architecture and landscape ShOW a Multiplicity Of influences, 
in the past and present. '['his topic IS developed further in tile next pages, when 
reviewing topics on history. 
Environment 
"r. 
'c'; 
- "1 
Figure 2.3: Veredas: Brazilian natural torm, frequent in the central dry areas and North- 
eastern Sertio. The Babaýu palm drops its nuts on the creek-, which Clirries them along 
the stream, where germination occurs. Photo: L. C. Marigo 
Complementary laws to the constitution have 111,1de most acts against the environment 
and native species criminal offences, weighing he, wily on transgressors with tines 
and/or imprisonment as penalties (13rasil, 1998a). I'lic entorcenlent of onvironnielItL11 
laws, however, is icopardised by the lack of financial resources in compotent organs 
and I)v Opposing economic interests. 
Brazilian ecological arena is effervescent and internationally marked by stereotypes. 
Logging and burning in the Amazon Rainforest, its consequences in global warming 
and extinction of flora and fauna are usually the limits of international concern, set by 
the media. Deforestation of the Amazon is indeed a major concern and requires action. 
The magnitude of the devastation is suggested by with a single number: the 222 
million cubic rnetres of wood apprehended by government agents ill tile region ill 2001 
(Sociedade Brasileira para (-) Progresso da CiC-ncia3,2002). As serious a threat as this is, 
it does not correspond to the whole reality Brazilian professionals of all related fields 
have to face. 
I: Iý"IIIýý2.1 1t, IIII, IIýItIt, IItII, I, II(ý%%IIIIIIII, ýII),, , 1ý, ýiI, - I'll ý.,. ,I,, ,%I 't -, I: II, I, IIA 
situated in the Cerrado region, Central Vvk2st. (Niotu: lbaias Nlcdolro. s) 
Other ecological domains SLIffer other types of threats. As an example, Cerrado, the 
savannah vegetation that is second to the Rainforest in surface and occupies most of 
,;. 
Considered for many yeaN- the main the central plains, is under thredt by farmini 
3 SBPC: Brazilian Society for the Progress of Science 
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agricultural frontier, it has lost vast portions to agriculture, due to its gentle 
topography, deep and well drained soils, which adapted well to high technology 
agriculture (Grossi, 1996), as illustrated in figure 2.4 above. 
1: 1 'Ll I I, -'J ýI ol-k%ý I"(" 
CarajAs, P, 11thecoloblum , ormlhl)ý11111 in ýý t-t 1-mki 1, ýwst I, %- the M, unir, 111.1,1 I-lVer, and tile 
Anavilhanas Archipelago- (Photos: L. C. Marigo) 
hi a historical aCCOLI[It of conservation efforts In Brazii, Urban (1998) rdises the point 
that has characterised international relations concurning Brazilian nature. In her 
deSCriptiorl, since the days of tile Of tile Pol*tl. lý, IIIL'Se ill 1500, tile S, 1111C CoLllltl'iL', S 
that sent scientists who studied and revealed the wonders of Brazilian nature to tile 
world, have been the ones to consurne lVi(-IIN' till' PrOLILICtS whose extraction meant 
gradual clestruction of their source. 
Devastation has a history as long, as thc coullti'v"S owil, alld Conservationist initiatives, 
thOUgh tilllid, date back almost two cejjtL,, -j,.,;. j,, %, ijjj, tile 111 , Ljý, antagu of 300 "I 'y 
years. The first official conservationist lile,, sL,, -(2 reý, istorcýj ill [irazilian torritory was a 
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decree by Dom Joao, the Portuguese regent. It protected the forests around the main 
water source in Rio de Janeiro, in 1817, when the dwindling supply of water to the 
town was a consequence of deforestation (Franco, 2000). In the following years, the 
transit of naturalists from the Old World grew, as did that of Brazilian specimens in the 
opposite direction. 
At the time of the independence, 1822, Josd BonifAcio de Andrada e Silva was a strong 
voice against the exporting-predatory-extractivist model of development. Hs words on 
that matter, however, did not influence his generation as much as his political positions 
that earned him the tide of 'Patriarch of Independence' did (Urban, 1998). 
Some of those who, in the 19th century, identified and studied Brazilian natural wealth 
also encouraged its protection. People like the Swedish Loefgren, who arrived in 1886, 
paved the way to the creation of the first nature reserves. Inspired by the American 
model of state and national forests, they insistently pressured the federal government 
to invest in protecting forest ecosystems. As a result, in 1937 -three years after the 
creation of the Brazilian Forestry Code, the first national park, Parque Nacional de 
Itatiaia, became fact (Franco, 2000). At that time only two other forest reserves existed, 
one in the state of Sao Paulo and the other in the state of Rio de Janeiro. 
Other campaigners of that time, Roberto Burle Marx included, strongly advocated the 
protection of natural landscapes. His stance was particular in that it stressed the value 
of the other ecosystems as much as that of forests (Marx, 1976,1976a) 
Decades of internal and external debate, motivated by the continuous degradation of 
the various ecosystems and disastrous consequences to climate and land in many 
places have lead to increased awareness, motivating further study, legislation, and 
action -with both positive and negative outcomes. One of the developments of the 
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1980s, for example, was the Politica Nacional de Meio Ambiente4- PNMA. Strongly 
influenced by the American National Environmental Policy Act of 1970, the PNMA, 
through one of the organs created with it, defined and regulated the existing concept of 
APAs5, environmental protection areas, taking care of both nature preservation and 
quality of human life (Franco, 1997, Urban 1998). Since then, the creation and 
management of APAs became an opportunity for the work of multidisciplinary teams 
of which landscape professionals are frequently members. 
Over the years, a large number of initiatives were fruit of the environmental debate. 
Among the people responsible for them are several names strongly connected to 
paisagisnio who, either designing or associated with designers, as the botanist Mello 
Filho, seized every opportunity to denounce environmentally destructive practices. In 
a rare integration of discourse and praxis, professionals like Burle Marx and later 
Fernando Chacel apply the principles of their claims to an envirorunentally sound 
design practice. 
While a landscape practice devoid of attention to phyto-geography exists, the respect 
for the original context of plant species is a constant in the designs authored by 
significant names in the country. Their practice is an example to other landscape 
designers and an important tool for environmental education. These works awaken in 
users the sense that the vegetation in treated sites is a community connected to time 
and place, of which they are part and with which they interact. 
4 PNMA: National Policy for the Envirorunent 
5 APA: Area de Proteqao Ambiental 
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igure 2.6: Proposal for the Aquarium of tile F1,1111ellgo Landfill, Roberto Burk! Marx, Rio de 
Janeiro, 196L). The project presents two didactic sets: aquatic plants and shade loving plants, 
through which visitors WOUILI walk (Marx, 1980). 
Another facet of tile Brazilwn environment to consider is the urban. A rapid process of 
urbanisation happened in the seCO11LI lialf Of the XX Century, and, as Dourado (1()()7) 
I-aiSCd 111d figure 2.7 illustrates, HIC 1gl*iCLIltLII'ý1l countrv of the 1950s changed Into one 
whose Population lives mostly in cities - torming agglomerations like the mcý,, alopflis 
Of SiO P, 11.110, the world's third largest, with 17 million people. Fhere, onvironmental 
deterioration is a capital concern. The Sitl. 1,16011 IS 1'gZky , I'c1V, 1tCd WhUll 
dlItIl Llh()Ilt t110 
economic standard of the population are considered. Exalllillfllý, ' Ll, ltl tl'()Ill 1994, 
Rodrigues (t998: 107) raises that 70.8"., of the pool- mid 57.69',, (it the o\tromek' poor in 
Brazil live in urban areas, causing the phenomenon Of S11.1111S, IS Ill fIgLIl-0 18. 
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re 2.7: Distribution of Brazilian population (Instituto BrasilcirO Lie Geogratia e Estatistica, 2002). 
Distribution of the POPLILIHO11 is Ullevell. 'Flit, historical predomillance of Certain 
regions over the others with regard to PrOdUCH011 111d COIISLIIIIptioll CcILISCS HIO 
7 (- -k imbalance, polariSilIg deVA)PITIent (Barton, I L)9/ ), IStaill, A)IC Urban development is 
another opportunity for landscape architects ill Brazil, as l1willhers ý)t J-danning tuallis. 
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Education In Brazil 
Results divulged by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development's 
Programme for International Student Assessment (2002) show that education 
standards in Brazil are low. The degree of reading, mathematical, and scientific literacy 
of secondary students was assessed the lowest among the 28 countries reputed as the 
most developed in the world (OECD/PISA, 2002), but efforts in changing this profile 
are continuous and improvements were observed during the last decade. 
Recent reforms in the national system of education have included secondary education 
as the final stage of the basic school cycle, a right of every Brazilian 
The outlook is changing towards the 'mastery of basic competencies, as opposed to 
mere accumulation of information' and lifelong learning (Ministdrio da Educaqao, 
2002a: 3). The Ministry of Education recognises that the parcel of 15 to 17-year-olds 
with access to secondary education is very low vis-h-vis other South and Central 
American countries -25% against 55% to 60% for Mercosur and 70% for English 
speaking Caribbean countries (Minist6rio da Educagdo, 2002a). 
With a curriculum that seeks to empower learners for 'life in society, productive 
activity and subjective experience' (Minist6rio da Educaqao, 2002a: 11) the education 
for Brazilians endeavours to follow UNESCO's guidelines for the four axles: 'learning 
how to learn, learning how to do, learning how to live and learning how to be' 
(Minist6rio da Educaqao, 2002a: 11ý- 
For that, the organization of knowledge into three fields, namely, Languages, Codes 
and Related Technologies, Natural Sciences, Mathematics and Related Technologies 
and If uman Sciences and Related Technologies, is set into a programme that privileges 
interdisciplinarity and contextualisation of knowledge (Ministdrio da Educagio, 2002a). 
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A diversified portion, dedicated to meeting local needs of the society, culture, 
economy, and target audience, complements the common national base. 
Table 1 below, exposes the model of progression through the education system in 
Brazil. 
duration Pre-requisites 
(ye s) 
, 
Fýýprimary I Mandatory from the age 8 ':, 
_Usualages: _7to14 
ýof 7 
1ýýgiE; r_ pre- 
1; ry 
3 Primary completed 
Part of the basic ..... ........... .. I.: 
mandatory cycle Techni' I'- ca. il 3-4 completed.,,,,.,,,, Usual ages: 15 to profession, alizing, 
Primary 
17 
University 4-6 
Sequential courses 
Secondary completed + 
approval in entrance Mgher complementation. of 
studies' exam or serial 
Sequential courses 
assessment 
I ýýp 
2 
FU gh erdegree 1-2 
completed 
NISC Higher degree 2 
completed 
Post-graduate Professional Master S 
Degree 2 copplýted 
IVISC completed 
PhD/DSc (exceptionally: direct 4 
transfer from MSc before 
completion) 
Tab'le" 1': 'td'ucati'o'n'* in -Brazil from the basic -/I. prima . ry level . 
Starting from literacy and numeracy at the age of seven, optionally at six, the primary 
cycle is expected to last eight years. Tile following stage, secondary or medium, 
normally lasts three years, leaving the student ready for the selective processes for 
Wgher education. An option is the professional izing secondary degree, lasting three or 
four years, which emphasises professional training and awards the degree of 
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'technician' in the chosen area, still allowing the student to apply for selection to higher 
education courses. 
With varying emphasis and quality, Brazilian secondary students go through an 
extensive program that introduces them to sciences -Biology, Physics, Chemistry and 
Mathematics; humanities -Geography, Languages, History, Sociology, Anthropology, 
Politics, Philosophy; Physical education and the arts. With the exception of those 
following the 'technical' professionalizing programmes, all students are exposed to an 
extensive programme in all the above areas. 
At the end of the basic cycle, students are ready to try entrance exams, organised by 
each higher education institution. More recently, approval in a system of serial exams, 
which take place at the end of each of the three years of medium education, can also 
grant entry to universities. Entrance exams are open to any person who has concluded 
a secondary degree, which increasingly creates opportunities for mature students. 
Most undergraduate courses last four or five years. 
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As a recent introduction, approved by the ministry of education in 1999, a new format 
of higher education are the 'sequential courses', which exist in two modes: 
'complementation of studies', and 'specific training'. 
The first, 'complementation of studies', allows candidates who have successfully 
completed secondary education to receive, within a year, a certificate of instruction in a 
given field of knowledge, but no degree is awarded (Minist6rio da EducaqAo, 2002). 
Only authorised tertiary education providers can offer complernentation programmes, 
and these may either be set up for regular offer or in an individual basis, consisting of 
existing courses from one or more undergraduate programmes grouped into a field 
(Ministdrio da EducaqAo, 2001). No further authorisation from the ministry of 
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education is required once the competent internal organism approve the programme. 
Classes are shared with undergraduate students regularly registered. 
The second, 'specific training', are pre-structured programs offered regularly, lasting 
two years, and awarding a higher degree. They require special authorisation- waived 
in the case of universities- and accreditation from the ministry of education to 
function, and only schools with at least one accredited programme in the field can offer 
them (Ministdrio da Educaglo, 2002). The minimum number of class hours is 1600, 
distributed in no less than 400 days. Upon completion, students receive a higher degree 
and have the option to pursue further studies towards a full undergraduate degree, for 
which credits completed may be accepted, or follow a latu sensu postgraduate degree 
-but not stricht sensit, i. e. masters and doctoral degrees. 
Postgraduate studies are offered in three levels. Latit sensit or 'special isation' 
programmes last one year and are equivalent to postgraduate diploma courses in 
Britain. Strictu sensu programmes, only open to those with full undergraduate degrees 
-not sequential degrees-, are MSc's, lasting two years, and doctoral degrees, lasting 
four. Completion of an MSc is usually required before admission to a doctorate. 
The Ministry of Education - MEC- oversees all levels by means of dedicated bureaus. 
The Higher Education Bureau -SESu6- is the unit responsible for the process of 
formulation and implementation of the National Policy of Higher Education. SESu was 
also in charge of supervising and coordinating governmental anti non-governmental 
funding for all of the 1,180 higher education institutions existing in 2000, of which 61 
were federal, 61 state, 54 municipal, and 1,004 private (Secretaria de Educaqdo 
Superior, 2002). Those schools offered 10,585 undergraduate courses to 2,694,245 
6 Secretaria tie Educqdo Superior 
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students in that same year, of which more than half, 1,807.219 were enrolled in private 
schools (Instituto Nacional de Estudos e Pesquisas Educacionais7,2000). Federal, state, and 
municipal institutions charge Brazilian students only symbolic enrolment fees. 
Accreditation and re-accreditation of higher education programmes are within the 
attributions of MEC and SESu, which are independent from professional organisations, 
although receiving input from their education commissions or departments. Specific 
committees in SESu write and publish curriculum guidelines, rules and criteria for 
assessing the conditions for offer of courses. Including the content of programmes, the 
necessary facilities and equipment, and the qualification of staff, a structure is growing 
for thoroughly assessing courses and schools. 
CAPE9, another bureau of MEC, regulates, accredits, assesses, and, to variable extents, 
funds postgraduate studies in all levels. Again, there is no formal relationship with 
professional associations, but similarly to undergraduate education, input from 
practice in the various disciplines comes through a variety of channels. 
B. Landscape Architecture in Brazil 
"Will we ever have the means to replace our project practice, which has been 
preponderantly to the rich and real estate speculators, with a practice where close 
articulation beftveen public and private action will make enterprises viable? Enterprises 
that not only consider the technical, financial, economic aspects, bit t are also concerned 
with social and aesthetic values? " (Magnoli, 1996: 17) 
Miranda Magnoli's thoughts above on the state of affairs in Brazil refer to a reality 
common to possibly every place on the planet, at some point in their history of 
landscape architecture. Her wish for change is shared by this research. 
7 INEP: National Institute of Educational Studies and Research 
8 CAPES: Coordenaqdo de Aperfeipamento de Pessoal tie Nivel Superior -Coordination of Graduate 
Personnel Traindng 
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The introduction of this thesis stated that Roberto Burle Marx personifies the problem 
that motivates this research, because of his professional development route. In addition 
to that, however, another facet he typifies is the practice of landscape design for the 
rich and the powerful. His practice was an expression of the desires of either the 
economical elite -in monumental private gardens, or of the government -in squares, 
parks, and gardens for governmental buildings. Oliveira (2000) emphasised his 
commitment to fulfilling his mission as an artist, scientist, and educator in his society 
and time. Even so, not denying his concern for the welfare of the whole population and 
the social function of landscape design- vehemently stated in his conferences (Marx, 
1983), the realisation of his designs was invariably connected with political or 
economic power. 
just as his culturally privileged upbringing is not the norm in Brazil, his practice is not 
typical either. Although a watershed, Burle Marx's work is not the sole or the first 
landscape design of expression in the country. To offer a broader picture of the 
landscape context, the following pages present a summary of Brazilian landscape 
architectural history. As no comparison is sought, no attempt 'was made to offer 
parallel descriptions with the same sort of information on each of the designers 
described. The diversity of their training reflects Brazil's own diversity, as do their 
careers and the designs they produced. 
I. People. Places and Times of Landscape Architecture In Brazil 
Literature on the history of Brazilian gardens and parks has recently grown in 
quality and quantity. The main writers in the subject are architects, and the 
production of landscape postgraduate research with historical focus has thrived 
in architecture schools during the last decade. Names, places, and times 
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connected with the design of space are examined briefly in this section, looking 
for their role in shaping the present of landscape practice and education. 
Kliass (1996), backed up by many others, states that landscape architecture as 
profession only started to develop in Brazil during the 1950s, strongly marked 
by the activity of Burle Marx. However, punctual as they may be, some early 
works that preceded his are worth mention. 
Early History-Colonial and Imperial Times 
Brazilian recorded history starts with the arrival of the Portuguese on April 22,1500, 
Until then, human influence in local landscape was inconspicuous, since the millions of 
native Amerindians populated the vast land with a minimal density and their use of 
natural resources was both negligible in relation to the availability and sustainable. The 
agricultural tradition of many of those peoples is still a matter of research in several 
agricultural institutions where their techniques anti selection of plant varieties for 
cultivation have become a paradigm of sustaimAble food production. 
The earliest records point to the grounds of the Friburgo Palace, in Recife, PE, 
Northeastern Brazil, as the first designed gardens in the American continent and first 
public park built in the country. This palace, destroyed in 1770, was the residence of 
the Dutch Prince Nassau, who ruled the region of Recife, state of Pernambuco, during 
the 24 years of Dutch domination. The landscape design is attributed to Peter Post, 
between 1637 and 1644, and is documented in engravings of that period (Vieira, 1994). 
The depictions reveal well divided areas, paths, and copious usage of palm trees. 
Recife was probably the first urban area in the Americas to have planned street tree 
plantings (Macedo, 1999). 
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Figure 2.9: View of Friburgo Palace, Frans Post (in U. V. Baerle, Rerum Per OCtelliliLlIll, 
Amsterdam, 1047) 
- 
-7 
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-w; F. i isr pr, I,.. 
Figure 
-1.10: 
FribLll-, go 1', Il, lCc, gounds plan, by Pieter P()o, 1, otwoon It)37-1044 (I- -t(IIi 11), I)v 
Geroge Nlarkgraf, in G. V l3aerle, Reruni Por ( )CtellniLlIll, Amsterdam, lo-17) 
Plio (to Janeiro was only a Commercial post until It becallie tile Capital of tile Vice- 
kingdom ill 1720. From that point ill hille, '111 urball population lll()t. (, '; table thall tile 
Mom, had seell so far st'll-ted to develop. As the tr'llisit ()t ek-olloillical resoill-ces 
betvveen Portugal ind the colotiv Was (11,11111olled Iroill thell (ill throm'11 Rio, sonw 
investment ill the city's structural development happ"lled. I'llell '111d throll'i"hout the 
W11010 CA(mial period - 1500S to ISOOS, it was ll()t possiHe to characterise a 
Blaziliall 
garden' (Nllr\, 1954). 
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Colonial architecture, a reproduction of Portuguese architecture of the period, had its 
own way of treating the landscape: Urban buildings had their f, )ýadeS aliý'IICLI at the 
streets, and open spaces, when avallable, were the backyards - sometimes planted 
with fruit trees and vegetables. Church courtyards and public plazas were devoid of 
vegetation or tUrniture. The capital of the province and of the state of N/linas Gerais 
until 1897, Ouro Preto, now -world heritage tovvn, is a living example of the colonial 
architecture, landscape, and urban design. 
Fiý, Ltre 2.11. ( )uro Preto, MG, (Photo: A. Zinn) 
Mace, Io& Ce II it I [It ýI( 1992), descr I he the I 'asw WPI Ih Itco de %lostre Výl It ýn ti II 1"'Is allot II ol. 
Pioneer work of landscape design ill Brýlzll, 1,1111t ill 1-(), ) in'split'd Ma Space 
existing ill Lisholl. Built ill a Site IVS1.11tilIg h-OW thC filhllý', ()I A ['011LItCd 
Valell ti III's prolliell'Ide was opell to tile Public ill 17,81ý, 111d it vvas used tor leisure and 
public celebrations of the PortLlý, LICSC CI'MVI) (Bal-t, llilli, 1995). I'lle gardel's ot tllt' 
"The Pub[ic Promenade, by Valentim da Fonsocj e Silva, ( 1-45-1812) 
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promenade are also considered the cornerstone Of Urban spatial structure in Rio and of 
the city's landscape architectural tradition (Cenl(IL]el, 1995). 
I"., 1ý 
I, 
I 
plom" 'i. p 
10,1%ý Passeia POblico 
- ----- -iro /R Rlo do, Janc U 
[1,1sst2io Publico de Mestre Valentim (rcdr, m n b,. I Lii,,. Mauricio Brandoo, ill 
QUAPA-Paisagismo Brasileiro, Gmia de Par(ILICS e Praýas) 
rhe opening of Passcio 1'6blico was, according to Macedo (I'l(KI), the Start oI tho long 
perimi of Ecluctivism W Brazilian landsclu, dosigmMis Listed until 1932, whell the 
hrst gardens by BLIJ-1(-ý 'I'VIL11A WeIV PlalltCd in NeCile, And WaS kh, id0d illtO t"'O Main 
cu rren ts, accorý Ii ng to tI lei r way of orga 11 isi IIr, sp, I ce aI It I \. t it) n. ,\ CI, I ssic ý. tr, llld 
t roa t('L I Space s ta r ti IIf I*( )111 11 gco III ot I-Ic pa It It I oll ot tho te 1,1"1 
iII, c rca tI flý- ), It I i's 
structured ax 1ý and dI IW III f0cal polilt. III opposition, tile Ronwiltic Strand 
cOllcolVed 
ý-. ýPaco as a reproduction ()I 
the '111ý1 ()I tlW 
--eCollti 11,11f ()f tll(. 19th century (Niacedo, 
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The transference of the Portuguese court to Rio in 1808, the French artistic n-dssion, and 
the visiting naturalists were, according to Burle Marx (1954), the main factors for the 
complete change in the ideas concerning the construction of the landscape in colonial 
times. The period also witnessed the shift from the Portuguese colonial architecture to 
neoclassicism, as an inheritance from the French mission (Macedo, 1999). Selection and 
use of native plants with decorative purposes in private places started, coincidently 
with the imports of plants from various other countries, which met immediate success 
in acclimatising to the warm, humid weather and fertile soils (Marx, 1954). 
In the beginning of the XIX century, other designs of Wstorical importance were 
realised, such as the Botanical Gardens of Rio de Janeiro and SIo, Paulo. At the same 
time, the wealthy barons of the Brazilian Empire built their villas in extensive private 
parks. 'Mose large properties in the rural suburbs of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, 
public parks, and squares where all planted with native and imported plants under 
British Picturesque and formal French designs (Macedo & Ceniquel, 1992). 
With all his luggage of contemporary European design, the French botanist and 
landscape designer Auguste Marie Francisque Glaziou came to Brazil in 1860. Besides 
the complete refurbishment of the run down Passeio P6blico, where he introduced 
substantial alterations that led. to its present state, Glaziou authored the most 
noticeable landscape works of the period, like Campo Santana in Rio de Janeiro, show 
in the next two figures, all with an evident romantic style. 
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4.4. -. ce Santana ampo d 
Itio do Juneiro / RJ 
Campo Cie Santana, by Glizioll (1)1,111 ledr, l-n l1v Alt-,,, indra Viude ond 
M, Wricio Brandao in QUAPA-Paisagismo Brasileir(), Gui, i 1ý, llj-,, ý, Isy 
Glazioll's work marks the first glimpse (d illshtutiollaliý'Ilioll ()I the land"'( 'Ire 
profession in that tow", %vith his close 'Issociatioll with the pulflic power. I Ic thus 
created an Interface k"'ith HIO U11), 111IStit: HIM shored Pio (Colliquol, 1095). 
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I, arge pieces ()f topi'll-v, is '111 CýIsy Way to illlp)'ýe ()rd(ýr to plants, C(MI111011- 
place and per,; ist to prosent. Nonotholoss, their labolious Ill'I'llit(. 11,111co, with phlits 
grokvin, g ve, ir-rotmd much faster thall ill Fur(ye, 'Ind dimillutioll of Ival lahlo Space ill II 
Lil 11,111 plots caused topi'll-V to givat part of its 
The roots of Brazilian XX Century landscape design 
Rio de falleiro and Sao P'lillo WOk' file tWo Ill, lill (-(2[ltl'(", ill the XX 
CClItUry. Pie growing ul-h'illisatioll (IC"ItCd I setting where I oca 1 1,11 )d ý; capc 
l)l'0f0SSiOll, l IS COU IdA 1) I)C, l r -ille (. 1-c"Itioll A urlmll public 'ýJmý es 
delli'llided p ý( yI e 
Who Could P1,111 the 1,111LISCý11)C. Altllougli still designing, under imported calwils, thev 
made ibundant use of Ow lush WTVal vegNakmi We hv side witli Hve plonts ot 
traditional use ill F'Linq)e. 
Al-chitecture was then prof . oundly eclectic alld pa'sticlic. Projects tor the mittloors 
III ()d LIC(ld ýp, wos t( I oll tl it, bt Ii I( IiI lg'ý and ( ýl II I'l I wi IIý, tI lo III. T] it - 11,1111t ", II I'l t 
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dominated landscape design in Sao Paulo at the period were Germano Zimber and 
Dieberger & Cia with Joao Dieberger in the late 1800s and his son, Reynaldo, who 
studied gardening in Dresden, from 1919 (Macedo, 1999). 
The years previous and subsequent to World War II marked a meaningful change in 
Brazilian architecture and urban design: modernism, which imposed a new language 
and banished all the stylistics from Eclecticism. Modernism in the landscape was a 
response to the worn out way of laying out planting, but still needed to evolve. 
Magnoli (1986) states that the designs of the fifties were nothing but adornments to 
buildings, reason for the easy acceptance of the work done by these landscape 
designers, who had no say until buildings were finished. 
Three names represent the vast majority of known landscape designs of the post-war in 
Brazil. They were not the only ones, but their production is almost all there is 
documented for the period. 
Roberto Burle Marx in Rio de Janeiro and Waldemar Cordeiro and Roberto Coelho 
Cardozo in SAo Paulo were the main figures of their time. Their professional training 
differed, as did their approach to landscape design and professional outcomes, which 
this thesis does not try to compare. 
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Roberto Burle Marx 
Focus of the majority of works published internationally about landscape architecture 
in Brazil, Burle Marx's life and work are well recorded in books, articles, and 
postgraduate theses. Throughout his life, he gdve numerous interviews on his work, 
often mentioning his professional Upbringing,. Likewise, in Mally Ot his COlIfelVlICCS 110 
would bring Lip references to people and J-)lIICCS tllllt Plaý'ed LI 11111-t in his IOLII-11111g. 
1; 111.1t, 'Ind LIII %1k I larý', h ýIt II A" \"ý kwý,, n-", I'l , 't, 11 I'l, I )'- ) (L 
Landscapu A rchitectu rv 197 1 -200 1, U niversi tv ot P retoria) 
His wealtliv 
famik, with strong intol-est and involvement with art in goncral was the 
St'll't Of hiS tl. Llillillý', I hý ! IIClItiolIC'd tlIdt 1liS 1110thUT IN-IS I k(ýelj 111(. 1 ()l)Lýlj-jIIiljLjL'kI 
gardener and that, when lie w, IS tOLII-tCL-11, hiS t, ltlWl- 14,11-t(ýd g, IRICII I_eViOWS, 
WhICII Ile eX, 1111illed With ýYLlSto. AttIMtti 11W, I IC WLIS 1111VIIIAV StIll"tilll, lliý I)III11t 
collection (Mor\, 11A. ). A trip to Borlill v"ith his whole faillik. ill I Q28, I(w 111 OVe 
tl*L', Itl1leljt 111LJ StLj(jlC-,, iS 01 tU II IS tilt' tLII-IIIII P0111t Wl I 111L % V, IS ,I Ill 
1111deCided vviietlier t() StUdy Inusic or visual arts. ýý'Jtlj Ili.,; ijIIj)R)V0d IW 
glasses, lie had the revelatory c\pcI_i0ljCC 11t tlj(ý' JýOtlllliC C-11-LiCIIS (It D, 1111CII, VVIlIt'll 
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introduced him to, Brazilian plants and their plastic potential. That happened while he 
learned painting, as part of his German cultural immersion (Marx, 1962; Oliveira, 
2001). The contact with Engler's ecological gardens was also influential in his 
understanding of vegetation as an intricate and inter-related system (Marx, 1962). At 
that time, he had the chance to visit galleries and exhibitions, being particularly 
impresses by the German expressionists. He also said that, in his holistic 
understanding of art, music had great influence, stressing the importance of 
experiencing opera on stages designed by the best of the time (Oliveira, 2001a). 
Returning to Rio, he started a three-year degree in painting at the Escola Nacional de 
Belas ArtesIO, at the time directed by LCicio Costa, who persuaded him to choose 
painting rather than architecture. Costa, the urban designer of Brasilia two decades 
later, was the main theoretician of the Brazilian modern movement. Costa's 
unorthodox thinking led him to be dismissed shortly afterwards, but his attempt at 
introducing in the school some of the changes that artistic and architectural Modernism 
demanded bore fruit. That happened before the eyes of the young Roberto and 
influenced not only him, but also many of the architects with whom he would work 
later (Montero, 1997; Oliveira, 2001). 
With the modernist movement gaining terrain, Burle Marx sought to complement his 
learning through reading, frequenting studios of several modern architects and artists, 
and experimenting. As architecture students at the time, his engagement in 
professional studio culture meant learning by doing, through dialogue and 
connivance, in an environment where the roles of teacher and learner were performed 
by all at one time (Oliveira, 2001). 
10 National School of Fine Arts 
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In Recife, Burle Marx was active in architectural circles and influential in the renewal of 
that capital. New friendships, as the one with the prominent engineer and poet 
Joaquirn Cardozo, continued to play an important role in his personal and professional 
growth. He finished at that post in 1937, having started in 1934 (Oliveira, 2001). 
Extensive travelling and observation all over Brazil and the world, received explicit 
mention in his own accounts as major formative elements (Marx, 1962; 1967). 
Travelling also sharpened his eye for the beauties of Brazilian nature that, he observed, 
the drive to copy the Old World so often overshadowed (Marx, 1975). 
Similarly, trial and error was also part of his personal didactics, as he looks back at 
some of his earlier works, sometimes with certain criticism, using their assessment as 
foundation for posterior designs. 
Although yet to show the later firm grasp of the composition of plant communities, 
some of his first works made abundant use of local flora. The garden for Euclides da 
Cunha Square, of 1935, illustrated that with the use of plants from the caatinga, 
including many species of cacti native to the region (Marx, 1962). 
At first, lie recognised that there was no aestlietical difference between his 'painting 
object' and his 'built landscape object' (Marx, 1954: 11), but this position changed 
through the years. In later declarations, he stressed that the design of gardens required 
the attention to other dimensions, as the relationship between species and their 
development through time, giving the art of the garden a particular status (Marx, 
1967). 
As modern architecture gained evidence in the 1950s, it laid a track of projects that 
Roberto Burle Marx followed closely, designing a series of important works, adequate 
to the current modern and nationalistic standards. He valued native plants as major 
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building blocks, and explored them scenically, as his fine arts background would 
encourage (Macedo & Ceniquel, 1992; Macedo, 1999). 
At the time of the project for the Ministry of Education, whose first drafts were 
authored by Le Corbusier, Burle Marx had read his writings and benefited from 
personal contact with the French architect, to whom he 'listened as if to music' (Marx, 
n. d. ). 
Experienced botanists often accompanied him in his expeditions and account for the 
richness and phyto-geographic propriety of his compositions (Marx, 1967, Franco, 
1997). In his address to the Brazilian Society of Botany when receiving his honorary 
membership title, he acknowledged the great contribution that so many of the 
country's most respected botanists gave to his training (Marx, 1983b). The name of 
Mello Barreto is possibly the most frequent one in that respect. 
Part of his contribution to the knowledge of botany lives at his SItio Santo Ant6nio da 
Bica property. There he set up large collections of plants, brought together gradually 
with specimens found during his many excursions to the interior and coast. Donated to 
the Brazilian government in 1993, the Sitio is visited by thousands every year, fulfilling 
its creator's original objective: 'to dignify our plants, contributing for the creation of 
respect and love for them' (Marx, 1975: 52). 
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2000 (Oliveira, 2000) with the initial objectives of inventorying and organising 
electronic storage of his works. Some of his many conferences have been transcribed 
and published, inspiring and challenging those who read thern. 
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Figure 2AS: Largo do ( ariot o, redcslý,, Ilcd k, hill IL! 198 1-1085 (-, ouicc: Macedo, 1000: 71 ) 
Franco (1907) stated that II is nmiol* C011tri bl. It IoII was the cr( "It I() [I of Lies ig II pat torns tII, It 
II1COI'POI'tIteLi 11MI-11', 11 fOl*lll, ltlolls without elther inlit'Itilig, them or Submitting I-)I, lllts to 
tIlC I-MI011,11iSt ORIL'I' ()t tk)pilll. y III lidditioll, IMIAC MIIIA WLIS CIIII)II11tiC ill lit'l-lbil"11g, 
SOCi, II 111d CýILIC, Itloll, ll tLillCtiOlis to his do,; igns ýMar\, 11)o7). F110 desire to civate I 
work tIILIt %\'()tllLl I Model for tr'llistormilig social 'Ind oC011011IR Ivallho's Was 
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always the starting point for Burle Marx, Lucio Costa, and Oscar Niemeyer, uniting 
them, who drew inspiration from Brazilian history but with different expressions 
(Montero, 1997). 
His endeavour to grasp a large area of knowledge led him to develop in the activities 
of painting, jewellery design, music, sculpture and botany besides that of landscape 
design (Oliveira, 2000). 
Burle Marx, who died in 1994, influenced deeply the practice of landscape design in the 
whole country, becoming a signpost. In Sao Paulo, however, his work did not shape 
the city's face as deeply as it did in Rio. For various reasons, including climate and 
social structure (Macedo & Ceniquel, 1992), other designers produced the works that 
changed the face of Sao Paulo. 
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Roberto Coelho Cardozo 
A strong influence in Sao Paulo was Roberto Coelho Cardozo. Born in Portugal in 1923, 
he grew up in the United States. There he trained as a landscape architect at the 
University of California, Berkley, receiving direct influence from the exponents of the 
American East Coast at the time - Halprin, Eckbo, Royston, and Williams, with whose 
work he had close contact (Cardoso, 1992; Macedo, 1999; Magnofi, 1986). 
Along with his wife, Susan Osborn Coelho Cardozo, Roberto started work designing 
for Garret Eckbo. Upon their transfer to Brazil, in 1952, they met Burle Marx and his 
work (Cardoso, 1992; Macedo, 1999). After their short stay in Rio they set roots in Sao 
Paulo, where most of his activities happened - in design, writing and teaching. 
Lima and Sandeville (1997) state that Cardozo brought a new slant to offer variety to a 
landscape practice that was based in artistic presuppositions, as seen in the works of 
Burle Marx and Cordeiro. His analytical and conceptual approach, inherited from 
Garret Eckbo, dislocated landscape design from focusing solely on art and botany to 
considering explicitly function and structure -a needed shift at the time. 
This view of landscape architecture infused his teaching at the Faculty of Architecture 
of the University of Sao Paulo, to which he was personally recommended by his master 
Eckbo. There he started in 1954 and stayed until 1968 (Macedo & Magoll, 2000). The 
training of landscape designers continued, in parallel with his teaching, at his private 
practice, nurturing a few of a first generation of architects dedicated to landscape 
design (Lima and Sandeville, 1997). Kliass, quoted by Dourado (1997), declares, 
however, that his teaching was for architects, having no intention to form landscape 
architects -which nonetheless happened; motivated by the change of perspective he 
brought to the school. 
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Figure 2.19. Roosewelt Square, by Coelho Cardozo (Source: Mact, do, I I)L)L): 1)6) 
f It, founded a new project trend in Brazil, offering a cminturpoilit to the 
h-, lditiOll pI-eV, 1iliI1g ((-', II-dOSo, 1992). Some (if his academic descendants were, with 
him, the fOL111LICI-S Of tile P, 1111ISM Stl'alld (J 1,11"IdSC, 11pe LICSIý, 111. I lOWCVCI', III l9()8 
C, 11'do/0 hI'OLIgl1t hiS tL!, lChil1g, activities at 
FAUUSPII to an end, mid movCd to Lon(JOI) 
in the todlovving year (Macm1k) (Q Nla); noli, 2000) I'lierc lit, timý,, ht it the landscape 
architecture programme of Greenwich University. 
'' FAUUSP: Factililade de Artitutelimi c th-banismo da Uitiverstilaili, de Sdo P11,110 - F, ICLIItY Of 
Architecture and UrbLill D('S', ", 1' ('f t1lo U"i"-""itY "f S'-'O IllillO 
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Waldemar Cordeiro 
Waldemar Cordeiro did his art studies at the Fine Arts Academy of Rome and returned 
to Brazil in 1946. With his very partiCUIar, controversial, and artiCUlate ViCWS Of art, he 
became the leader an, ] theorist of the Concrete movement in plastic arts in Silo Paulo. 
Cordeiro started his career in landscape design in 1950, Initially LIS LI 111(ýLIIIS of earning 
support for his art. Until his death in 1970 lie designed Over One hundred projects 
(Nlacedo, 1999). He transposed his ulldffStlllldlllýý, Of 111-t LIS 1111 interactive and 
participant element Lit life, communiCati0n, and SoCiety into ILiS [)l-aCti('(ý ill 
design. Castillia (1992) mentions that Cordeiro's landscape design did not come mit ()I 
rules Or intuition, but frorn strong scientific concepts. Such tendency was tornialised at 
the field chosen for his last research activities: computer irt, where he was a pioneer. 
hý, ure Clube Fspi, ria, ',, I() Paillo, tw 
Waldelli'll- ( 'mdell-o Macedo, 
Ill distinct phases of his Nvork, cordeiro first, views of tile terraill I. S d 
geographic field on which he Could place i pmchwork of materials I'll(, emphaSis W, IS 
oll two Illaill dimensions. line and coloul., alld not so 111LICII oll ý Aul1w. At .1 latel 
purlod, vertical Planes and VOILMIC', ý,, Iilltld 11101-0 I-11'0111111clict, evell ill his g, 11-dell 
1111 (I tile straight Where te\tulvs, coloul., alld contrast's betweell vegetatioll 
o'; 
white lines of modern architecture became Outstanding (Castilha, 1992). According to 
Macedo ('1999), Cordeiro's design followed the saine principles as Cardozo, but 
incorporated, like Burfe Marx, his own conceptions LieriVCLI from his arts background. 
As his two contemporaries described here, Ilis clients were mostly builders, private 
11( mile ( wv liers, and [it , I[ th cI ubs. 
I I-I, III, IIIIo 11 'Wt HtI (ýdo, 
19914: 97) 
Waldemar Cordeiro's ilifluelicc ill ILIMISCLIPC CLILIC, 16011 ill P, lUIO CXiSLs IS his 
1)1'())('CtS figure aS PMaWgMS Or their till)(2: OWN' 11*0 fl'U(jU(2l1t Sttldý' matter for 
architecture StUdents W that state. Apart 11-0111 that, 11(_' ký', JS t(-'aChilI, 'I, ' 
01)ý)OrtUllitý' that nliý', ht have 11,11111oned ývere it not fol his coriv death 
(MaCedO &- Magnoti, 2000). 
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Brazilian XX Century landscape design -consolidation and growth 
From the 30's to the 70's, the partnership between architects and landscape designers 
became a standard, according to Dourado (1997). The wish for communication with the 
building was the reason for hiring a specialist to lay out the greenery around it. That, 
however, created opportunities for challenging and changing this conception of 
paisagisnio. 
At the early sixties, several more crossed the threshold into professional landscape 
design. This time, three architects and one agronomist are featured, three in SAo Paulo 
and one architect in Rio de Janeiro, all of them descendents of the two Robertos. This 
choice does not mean that the contribution of others from the same period is not 
significant. On the contrary, other names could also figure here, as the national picture 
of landscape practice was already expanding in many different directions, and other 
professionals with different backgrounds were training and starting practice. However, 
these four suited the purposes of this research as representatives within the larger 
number of landscape designers emerging at that time. 
Two of Cardozo's students at USP, Rosa Kliass and Miranda Magnoli, learned and 
perfected his postures and still transmit them to new generations of architects studying 
landscape design, taking this trend further. Cardozo and his pupils were the father and 
mothers of what Macedo & Ceniquel (1992) call the Paulista'2 or Architectural strand of 
landscape design. These, along with Fernando Cliacel and Rodolfo Geiser are viewed 
in more detail in the following pages. 
The information presented below comes from the literature available, complemented 
by the designers in interviews and other contacts. 
12 from SAo Paulo 
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Miranda M. E. M. Magnoll 
She graduated at USP in 1955, in the same class as Rosa Kliass in the school of 
architecture. Miranda Magnoli is, since, one of the most influential landscape 
professionals living in Brazil, who has been for decades the leading theoretician in the 
field. She is responsible for groundbreaking work in establishing landscape 
architecture as an academic discipline at USP, following the seminal work of Cardozo. 
Years of apprenticeship with Roberto Cardozo at his office were vital to her 
professional upbringing (Macedo & Magnoli, 2000), and gave her the chance to see 
critically how the concepts he transmitted in the classroom worked in practice. 
She started straight into landscape practice, and Miranda's entry at the first public 
competition for the design of an urban area in Brazil was very successful. She won first 
place and judges, sponsors, the state construction organ, and architects of the region 
were very receptive to her scheme (Magnoli, 1986). That happened in 1958, and, 
Magnoli (1986) goes on to say, although completely detailed, neither the design was 
built nor she was paid. The next public competition in the country, for the Anhangabad 
Valley, only happened in the 1980s and her classmate Rosa Kliass submitted the 
winning entry and had better luck, seeing the work completed. 
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Figure 2.22: Home in 1poraillv"l, hy Mil-all(I'l (I'lloto: 'ýilvlo Macedo -QUAPA) 
Criticising the direct transposition of fol-c4rIl C'Molls '111d tilt? Subservience of landscape I 
III, %hrmlda (M'y'lloli' II)SO) designers to architedl. ll'Lý, as her master Cardozo did, St 
LICO'edits Some ot his and 
his disciples' works ot the tinie. I ler stron, gest criticistil, 
llovvever, is against tilt' resignation ot Illidso. -ape oicsigners to with 're-, idual 
ti -difications or 
[roln the road network (M, igiloli, 108o). Spaces vill e 
[ Ier ile\t protos., ýiolwl Im )ý ýý ill pal tlwr, ýIlip %% ith KI I'v", il Id ý\ 
I'l, kilk . 1)'I 1\, -, Hw 
, ý( I IA'('\ III( III I'l I v, ý Is (A", ', I (ý( ýII 11*C&S dt t 11(2 Cit Vý )I 'ý, h )I 'at IIk)aI I( ItI le d (It I ', ( ý1-1 k-ý 
PLI[-)IIC ', kltlll-eS (1%1ýlCedo, 1999). 
She started teaching at USP in 1971, dild fl'0111 1974, unsatisfied %vith the practices 
OIIIPIOý'Cd in tile IalldSCa[. )(? CdLIC, RiOll ()f al-ChitCLIIII-C '411dUntS, Mil-allda 
d(2CI) 111,11N'SiS and I-Calignilient of tile teaching k)t landscape desig, 11 to llic 
ývmld k)ldcl and tk) to[' tile ILRLII'L? that l*eSIlIted [1-0111 W011d 
Wal. 11 In her 
Opinion, C, I, -Li(IZ()' educational pl-ame at USP dal mq evyve hl dut wnso "nuWtted 
to challge this reality, She invested all in the dewhipment Qa pnjVm"me W had lost 
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staff and multiplied its number of students. Her goal was to cultivate the new optics of 
a profession that has to deal with social relations instead of individuals, striving for the 
harmonisation of interactions among people and between them and nature (Magnoli, 
1986; Macedo & Magnoli, 2000). 
The conclusion of her doctoral studies, in 1973, allowed Miranda Magnoli to take over 
the coordination of the landscape architecture course that, since Cardozo's resignation 
in 1968, had been surviving with the help of a few temporary hands that never 
developed a consistent approach. From that point, a prolific academic career 
developed, offering the first Brazilian postgraduate course in the field of landscape 
architecture in 1978 and, in the following year, the first latu sensu postgraduate 
programme (Macedo & Magnoli, 2000). With the geographer Dr. Milton Santos, 
Miranda was responsible for the liberation from past methodological and conceptual 
canons, so connected with American and European standards. Their influence, basis 
for the ongoing process of change in the light of the national reality, was engendered 
through their theoretical and methodological approaches. 
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Rosa Grena Kliass 
Another pupil of Cardozo's at FAUUSP, Rosa Kliass, in her turn, dedicated a large slice 
of her efforts to the establishment of the profession, founding and steering ABAP and 
actively representing Brazil at IFLA. There she is one of the first Brazilian members, 
later onlv than Fernando Chacel and LUis Ernygdio de tMello Filho, a botanist whose 
name is associated with many landscape designers in Rio since tile early days of Burle 
Marx (Khass, 2000). 
I\ItllC)Llgll ilIVC)IVed occasionally in formal 
edUcational practice and responsible for 
the first colloquy oil landscape education, 
Roso (. -ýtahhshcd (Icsigner, 'ýIw 
iccd I. S 111 ar (-- 111 t cc ttI () IIIII(, r 
gradll, ltiOll ill 1953 to 1908, when, she 
declares, she did Iwr Idst di-chitectural 
work (NIoura, 'St2rapiao and Mcle"dez, F4, It re 2.24: Ros, IKIi, IS, ', ý ! 'I Iý 'I,, V /i II n) 
2002). 
Motivated h, a request IMILIC dilVCtly tO hCl' dt t1W 11-1-A I L)75 
\ntonio, Fews, Rosa Kliass gathered ill &10 1', ILII() I Ot 11'Cllit(-'CtS 
1,111ý I , C, Ipt, kI eli, 411 IIId f()Ll I ided t Ile A ssociaýýiio 1) raý; ilc I! a (/I' 'k r, III It( -toýý P, I 1,;. 1. ', ' Is ti I ýA P, 
in 1976. (Khass, 2000). '-)lie has served ; ix two-vear nimidat('s O's the pre'sidelit ()I Ali"AP, 
campaigning intensely for the recognition of the protession in Brazil. 
" Braziliall ,tI , lidscape Architects -architects in landscape design 
She was also one of the initiators of the now well-established ENEPEA conferences, 
gathering, in its first edition, landscape design teachers from 18 schools, as she 
informed in an interview (Moura, Serapilo, Melendez, 2002). 1 ler c(m. st, int pr(, sk, ilce at 
I .ýN1: IT- V,, Sim 
ýpeaker, evidelices her 
lilt. 
(iII, II It% (dLIIIL k( II 't -,, tII It A I( )I I 
III II(I. (. ýcho( )1,;. 
fF, 
W1 14 ANNNARIM. 
'-1 Vale do A! ih,, 
, ýIk Io Maý: Cdo -QUAPA) 
Kli, l,,, ý I-, Hw 
%\ Ith ýIw ý\ 
if istribil tiol I ()t 1)1. ()jt, (-ts 
I"I, I/II, IIIk)IIý"IItý, IIkkI It I, itIII 
It 
I lor hest 
project is It ll( ý 
,.. ýIý,, IIý", iI), tIIý, II It ,\, 
1,1111 \ ý11 II 
I) 
IS, 
COM pet i tio I I, 
Dmi rado (1 1) 1ig, 111 i )" II ts I le r 
(? dLIC, 1tIOI), 11 role as provider ()f 01)[101-tI. 1111tiCS tol' VOMIg II'Cl1itC(-'fS iI1t(-'I'('StCd if) 
L111dSCLApe deSiý; 11. In interview to. ) this researcher (int. Kliass, June 21,2000) she detends 
the 'training in practice' I-OLIt(2, as prcdomilmlitlý' III her case, v"Ithmit, 
however, tile chance to e\pcriunce the closelless A1 111 applviltic(ýSllip x", tile )Iie She 
o. )tfers, bringing, her YOLIIIý, ISSOCiatcs to work III the cmiflm-t ()t mi Alice I(IjAcelit to he'- 
dining 1-()0111. 
-1 1 
Fernando Magalh5es Chacel 
Fernando Chacel trained as an architect in Rio 
de IaI It' in) and added tý )it 1) tI He N-1 a rx 's 
a I-t ist I(, IIair and 1) 1 11 It.,, III II )ý, II 11) kIIIrII 1ý', a 
Period 1.,; '111 appl-(ýIltico ill the wastor"', (d I ik o. 
11" Professional life Started collcurrent1v with 
KIM"", 'Illd \111,111kh ill 
III, Iý )( ýII, IIIIIý(ýIvI(-wýIIIt.: CI 1, lo ýI, 
111m. 1 1), ( 'llacel stated that his trailling as o 
1,111(iscape dcsiýgner WlIS mito-didactIC, 
.I Ithough adillitting, that III,, dogree III 
A R' IIi t('('tLl IV W is insti-11111olit'll 111 1) i's 
protessioli'll upbrillgill'i". I'lle illIllit'llco ()I 
fiLHIC %1,11A C, 1111C the tillie 1ý(ýrllalldo with hilli as 111 apprelitict'. Alter 
ill Is II Ills d o"i, r (2 e In arc IiI tectl I re, lie ý,, - oi it on to w () I- kI () rt he In ullici P, i I 
"Idimilistratioll of Rio Lie Janeiro ill a sector responsible for designing 111(1 
the citv's Open Spaces. 
In his priv, lte practice, ho had a partlit'l-dill) with tll(- h)tallist Luis Flllvý', dio do Molh) 
Fillio Ior Sý ears. el 'Ittributes to Nlullo Fillio the ('11)"il-onment'll fakvt Ot his I" * 
work, turther developed working, ill commissions tor Sever'll red"1111,11tioll for 
hydro-electric power plants. While tll('S(I P1.111), 11,11V CIM NIH ish mont prol ects, the 
J)1-A)lC111S l1LI 11,1d to tackle thO LICSiý1,11 L'1111,111k-Cd his interest and knowledge on 
onvirmillit'lit'll impact Illitig, itmil. 
111-11](2 M, IIA'S [)iOI)UL4' work provided chak-ol III 1\'Ik) with a better ground thall the 
f, 111mv one his contemp( ranes toulid ill Sao P, lulo. I'llat Illav have Illado it easicl. Im. 
k6ý 
(Plit )to 
him to go straight from the architecture school into landscape design practice, 
differently from his counterparts in the other state capital. 
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Figure 2.27. Parque da Ulcba 1ý , k"I. 11,111do. Cliacel &- '-, vd11cv Lilillart's (I'llotos: A. /L1111) 
J-JiS ilIVoIVk-lIIt-Mlt ýVith edUcation includes teadling diplollm Icvol i'llidscape (: ()Ill.. S(, s ill 
the states of 
Rio de Janeiro 'Ind Paralla, alld U11durs, ,radLII 
t(2 t(', 1(' IIII k' I : k'( 
dt 
d"Architecturu (ILI Paysage, ulliversitv of Montru'll. III the latter, IlL, I'lught terfil's Ill 
1973,77,81,84, mid 85 -vear %v fie n I, is teaclilng ass is tants were so me ()l- his I il'. St IlLlf. )i IS 
there (, int.: Cliacel, 2000, jUlle 14). 
Even HIOLIg, 11 110t pl'CSCIILIV Ittached to any educational Institution, lie is ro)"ll 1,11 k, 
giving lectures on his work and tcldllllý, ýIwrt ),, v, 11.1olls toplc, 'ý, tr'llisillittillýl, 
his strong onvironmental approach to 
His vast pol-ttollo Contains tile co-author"1111. ) ()[ the largest landscape projcct built ill 
Brazil. That was the reclamatioll Ot thC SUI-1-01111(tillgS Of HIC It, li[)Ii hV(11-(Wl0Ctl'lC [)Illlit, 
the world's I'll-gest power plailt ill operation, with a reservoir. 
.I 
Part of a large complex, the Parque da Gleba E, designed in 1986 and built from 1990, is 
probably the work where his ecogenesis principles are most evident. Ecogenesis, 'a form 
of re-creation of landscapes, creating an anthropic ecosystem based on the natural 
ecosystem ( ... ) more conciliatory and efficient than a simple work of aesthetic 
reclamatioW in his words, impregnated, he states, the work of Burle Marx (Chacel, 
2000: 5). Chacel has recently published his first book on the theme. 
Gleba E, in Barra da Tijuca, Rio de Janeiro is the case through which lie can best 
illustrate the space for landscape architects in environmental problem-solving. The 
project is being developed by Fernando Chacel and his partner, the architect Sidney 
Schwindt Linhares, and involves numerous studies for the reclamation of the restinga 
and mangrove vegetations. 
Chacel has declared that the gesture of landscape design has to be 'impregnated with 
ecological intentions' (2000: 3) as compensation needed for the impact caused by any 
construction work. 
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Rodolfo Geiser 
Born in 1940, Rodolfo started work at the age of 17, as an auxiliary gardener for C&ýI 
Flora, gardening business owned and run by Germano Zimber, who had StUdied for a 
gardening degree in Germany. Shortly afterwards, lie started his agronomy studies in 
Piracicaba, state of SAo Paulo, at ESALQ14' a unit of USP. There he supported his 
studies by planting and designing gardens in the town. In 19t)I, his third year in 
lit, 111(. 1 Pohorto 
(jj)«' \\I) 
111111 the ()[)POI'tLl ni tv to 
!I ''i I Ilk -I IIIIIý, )I Ilk i. 'J., 111 
11(didays (Geiser, 1008). Gwisor 
Mild I'l tcr I tt l'i hu te re. It 
illlp()I, t, lllcc to tII Is 
, lffl-(2lltiC('SIlijI, 
ill ldditiOll to 
his C() II tact w it IItI le Ir ti; f 
Figure 0.28: Rodolto Geiser (Foto: GEANP) 
AIVII I I'lluldes 1)(1tra ill 
Plra ci ca ba. 
UPOI I hiS graduation in I 9(TI, Rodo I fo Geiser ( 1998) 1w (I not d cc ide (I wIwt (I irection II is 
career ShOUId take, and recognisCd that his degrek-ý had Added little to his il`ICI-CaSillý', 
knmvbdge of botanv and garden deAgm He fult the need to deVel0p in 11-tS and 
architecture. At that point his musin Emilio Reichert an engincer and tluilder in Sao 
Paulo, commissioned lAm to design and build a subs of "w". 
'' Estv It i Sit I wrior (to - Agricit It unt I, it i's It- (hicirtis: I. it is ýIe (ýLwiros II igher 'ýc I it) oI ot As; rict II ture 
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Figure 2.29: Illias das Cabras, by Rodolto Geiser 
Filldillg OLIt ill 1904 tI1LIt, 11CCO1. ('1119 tO 111S P1-"teSSi0I)III (-OLIIICiI he WdS IlOt 
, ardells' wýjs 111 111 
It s lt allmved to practice paisagi . smo, but on1v 'Imrks and g Ir ýa 11 
surprise' that marked hilll f0l' ill, mv vears (Gwiser, 1'08ý22). Fill', COLIM be the caLISC Of 
it 11 11 S his belligerellt LtiSCOLII'. Se ill 111 ILILII-CSS tO hiS C011C, Iý', LIL' a 
, indIvsed (Geiser, 1998), I'iddled With infla ill matorv words M (lie voill ot '()Ill. tight" 
'our battle', '01-11' CILISe' 11W Inellti(IIIS Of 11 '[()'It OiIPOI-tLIIIitV' fol- tile C, lteg, 01-V. 
This finding also motivated Rodolto to network with other protessionals in the tield, 
Pal-tiCL11111-1ý' agi-011011liStS, Mlolll lie encouraged to """Ither and have thOil, Sdv at 
Ck)llfel-(-1lCCS 111d ineehngs where IandSCaPC ll*CIlitCCtLllV %VaS J)al't 01 the agenda A 
Paulo, 11)(14, unvoiled to hill, senlinar at the Brazihan institute of architects, ill 
possibi Ii ties of interdisciplinarv m rk and the various ý, L, dcs his %vork could ivoch III 
that same v (,, i r, lie started m eigllt-vc, ii -I('m, C(MI111itl1wilt to wrile af tick's ()n 
landscape design for the agricultIll-Ill Stl[)jll(lll('llt Ot 11 Illllj()I' '11 HIC St, ItL', 
I-, ýe *04 1)-- 
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side by side with Hermes M. de SOLIza (Geiser, 1998), another agronomist and 
published connoisseur of ornamental horticulture. His practice expiInded notably after 
that, allowing hirn to dedicate time to 'selling ideas', rather than planting gardens. 
141 
I: Iý"ýIII--, "(I 1111a d'v, (- II%I\, IýItIIt, I(, I-I-, I-r(I, IIkItk1 11111,1,111( 1 1, '1 111". 1) 
'I'lle led"1111"Itioll dild desigil prolect of 1111(i ol. Island - (1cpIcted 
, ibove. show,; his cilvirmillient'll colicern, III a time whell little was about ecoloý', Y, 
'111led to his Strong (1gricultural background, c\pressed in his soil and I)ILI[It (WiClitated 
description of the work (Gelser, 1997). 
Dt'SpitC IIIS C\P[-CSSCLI ('I-ItiCiS[ll 011 tjJU (j()lljjllIjti()lj ()f 111-ClliteCtS ill IMILISC, )[10 LICSigil 
I'l., ictice, Ills With them is constant, is elliph'isised III his -1111lost 
SL I I. pr isi 11 , g1v - 
111L I It id isci IA illa I-%? 1111d( ý FS tIIIdiII ý', ýIIILi I) I' ICti CO k)fI, II I(. I ýS (, ' II )i ýI IV 
II it L'L 'tII IV , 
111LIStl-M(1ý1 Llý' JjiS 11,11-tilel-Ship with the archituct CIII-I'stialle R. LS"Intos ill hilsilles. " and ill 
111M'riage (Geiser, 2002, july 15). Wheii asked about expressive non-architect landscape 
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designers, Rosa Kliass; (2000, June 21) cited Rodolfo Geiser as the greatest 
representative among the agronomists, highlighting his frequent collaboration with 
architects. She mentions architects '-who are not arquitetos paisagistas, [and] think 
they design the project and Rodolfo plants it. ' (Kliass, 2000, June 21). 
The Associaqilb Brasileira de Paisagisyno15, ABP, has Geiser as one of its founders. Elusive 
in literature, the association was born more out of ecological concerns than of 
professional ones (Geiser, 1998). 
Rodolfo Geiser's involvement with education nowadays is indirect. In the past, 
Rodolfo taught several classes on landscape design to various audience$. He taught at 
the faculty of architecture of Brds Cubas University, Mogi das Cruzes, state of Sao 
Paulo, from 1973 to 1976. Rodolfo was also at the interior design school ESPADD6 from 
1972 to 1976, where he, besides teaching, coordinated the Gardening and Paisagisnio 
course. However, his influence in agronomy schools happens through his emphatic 
participation in professional colloquies, his speeches, and his militancy along 
professional councils for better qualification and recognition of agronomists as 
paisagistas, all supported by his successful career, with, among many other items, 241 
landscape works in his r6sum6, most of which are built projects in all scales (Geiser, 
July 15). 
Is ABP: Brazilian Landscape Association 
16 ESPADE: Escola Pattlista tie Decora& - School of Interior Design of SAo Paulo. 
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Multiplication 
T he four designers presented above were multipliers of landscape thinking and of the 
profession in many different ways. Transforming the mindset of the population, public 
sectors, and entrepreneurs in relation to the significance of landscape architecture, 
these and other landscape designers practicing in the 1960s, 1970s paved the way for a 
rapid and kaleidoscopic multiplication. 
The 1970 decade witnessed the foundation of the first higher degree in landscape 
design, at the Fine Arts School of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro - 
EBAUFRJ17, offering 20 places yearly (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, 2002a). 
In parallel with this first initiative, some practitioners started offering short courses in 
which they taught the principles of their practice. The courses became increasingly 
popular, and in the late 1980s turned into a major source of income to some 
professionals. 
These decades saw, with the upraise of a military dictatorsWp that lasted from 1964 to 
1984, a proliferation of opportunities for designers in the many public projects and 
works started. As the construction of squares and plantation of street trees became 
gradually more recognised as part of their duty, many city councils created 
departments of 'parks and gardens'. Specialised teams in those departments in S2io 
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, and department of planning in Curitiba, treated and created 
hundreds of public sites. These new designs, where the canons of modernism were 
discernible, served as models and as stimuli for the conception and realisation of a vast 
number of other designs (Macedo, 1999). 
The 1990 years were another time of rupture. In a decade that brought new winds of 
economic prosperity under consolidated democracy, BUrle Marx and some of his 
17 Escola de Belas Artes da. Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
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contemporaries were still designing, along with younger generations of professionals. 
Adding many other influences to their conceptions, landscape designers of the 1990s 
started to show post-modern characteris tics in their work, revi. s-iting, Old principles and 
even forms as those of Eclecticism that the modern movement had rejected (Macedo & 
Ceniquel, t992; Macedo, 1999). They associate their views in designs now filtered by I 
strengthened ecological conscience not only among professionals, bUt also growingly 
of the public, after 'Rio 92' - the United Nations Conference on Development and the 
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conferences and publications strengthened the production and propagation of 
academic research. 
The last decade was also prodigal in the offer of flower shows and exhibitions of 
architecture and interior design, which boosted the popularity of paisagistas, creating 
work opportunities with the new upper-middle class, and gave the profession the 
status of a desirable and prosperous career. As a result, courses of paisagisillo and 
gardening -habitually associated - burgeoned, becoming a lucrative industry. 
With the rise of the Internet, a large number of web references to paisagistilo appeared, 
in sync with other areas of knowledge and business. Courses, services, technical 
information, gardening tips, plants, and other products populate the Brazilian web 
space, which has become a further way of making the profession known. The variety of 
approaches and the abundance of material suggested to this research that they could be 
diagnostic of the present state of landscape architecture in the public domain. This 
called for systematic investigation, which this research took on board as a means of 
raising further information for building a profile of landscape practice and 
practitioners in Brazil, at the dawn of the millennium. 
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2. Working with landscape architecture In Brazil 
The introduction of this thesis pointed out that initial literature examination and 
personal contacts strongly suggest the existence of a conflict of interests among 
professional categories involved. This section seeks confirmation to that, exploring 
some of the ways this state of uneasiness comes into sight, and examining the legal 
aspects of the landscape design practice, still a matter of difficult understanding. 
The predicament of 'who should be doing what' is frequently discussed whenever 
landscape professionals gather, as seen in conference proceedings and minutes of 
meetings. Periodicals, newsletters, and magazines often bring some form of reflection 
on the theme. 
In an interview to the newsletter of one of the professional societies, ANP18, the 
architect Sidney Linhares -Fernando Chacel's work partner, called for an end to 'the 
discussion that has been dragging along about who can and who cannot practice 
paisagismo' (AssociaqAo Nacional de Paisagismo, 2000a: 1). 
Addressing his colleague agronomists at the opening session of a meeting of the 
category, Rodolfo Geiser, as mentioned, made vehement protests against the loss of 
professional terrain to architects (Geiser, 1998). 
As different backgrounds exist among practitioners, this research found it useful to 
group them for better understanding, as follows. 
Agronomv, architecture, and forestry are the courses expected to include formally I 
some degree of landscape instruction as part of their academic curricula. Provided 
graduates from these courses have passed those courses, their professional council - 
18 AssociaqAo Nacional de Paisagismo: National Association of Paisagismo 
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the same for the three- permits practice to some extent These would compose the 
first group of landscape practitioners: those legally entitled to practice. 
As a second group, there are those who practice without legal backing but received 
some sort of instruction that supports their practice. They come from other disciplines 
where landscape design is not directly mentioned in the curricula, but have a point of 
touch with the field through ecology, construction, aesthetics, design, or the study of 
space and landscape as physical entities. This group, hence, includes biology, 
geography, fine arts, and engineering in many of its forms, as civil, agricultural, and 
land surveying. Holders of tertiary qualifications in disciplines correlated or not to 
landscape design, recurrently form, beside others with no higher degrees, the clientele 
of the abundant courses of variable length that do not award degrees and receive no 
accreditation. These courses, taught by experienced designers and novices with some 
theoretical knowledge alike, cover a multiplicity of aspects related to paisagisino in 
different levels. The courses are the ingress of many into practice or into the commerce 
of related good and services. As will be detailed later, courses in other levels and with 
better structure and programmes have appeared and are starting to release their 
students into practice -and that will cause further upheaval. This group is also 
accompanied by those who undergo specific landscape architectural education abroad 
and graduates from the landscape composition -cornposiqdo paisagistica- program 
offered at the School of Fine Arts, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, unique in its 
class. 
The third and last group considered here contains practitioners formed entirely in 
practice, not receiving any form of landscape instruction by means of courses of 
whatever level or nature. Though an inconspicuous group, it has practitioners who 
come from gardening practice to the composition of green spaces up to a medium 
scale, but whose work most observers regard as paisagisnio. 
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As this last group suggests, the general understanding of the profession is still very 
much entangled with gardening. As an example, the municipal secretary for the 
envirorunent of Sao Paulo shows this, when she suggests in an interview that a way for 
paisagistas to contribute to the solution of environmental problems in the city would be 
to teach 'open gardening classes' in public parks (AssociaqAo Nacional de Paisagismo, 
2001: 1). This is also apparent in the title of short courses offered by institutions and 
individuals, which often associate paisagisnio with jarditzage"09 thus perpetuating the 
notion that the words are synonymous, instead of the second as a possible ramification 
of the first. 
This review found no references to numbers of landscape designers in any of the above 
categories. In their discussion about the pat . sagi . siiio work market in Brazil, Pettan & 
Goni; alves (1998) brought up the inexistence of a database of professionals, and called 
attention to the difficulty of collecting information about and from practitioners. They 
recommended, therefore, that the association of agronomists of the state of Sao Paulo 
should invest in collecting data on its member professionals concerning their number 
and qualifications (Pettan & Gonýalves, 1998). 
Data collected at CREA-SP on the distribution of associates across professions in the 
State of Sao Paulo only, showed numerical superiority of architects over agronomists, 
allowing space to speculate that architects working as landscape designers would also 
be more numerous. 
L9 gardening 
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Figure 232 Distribution of professionals registered at CREASP per speciaList chamber, from the 
register of active members in 2000 (CREA-SP, 2001). 
The figure above shows that in the state of SAo Paulo alone, the number of 
professionals registered at the architecture technical chamber surpasses the number of 
those registered at the agronomy chamber by 6056. The discrepancy proves even 
greater when the composition of the agronomy chamber is detailed: it includes not 
only agronomists, but also agricultural engineers and forestry engineers (CREA-SP, 
2001). Of those, part of the contingent of foresters -those who opted not to take 
landscape courses at university- and all agricultural engineers are legally excluded 
from the practice of 'parks and gardens'. 
However, this was all that could be found, pointing at a gap in the body of information 
on landscape architectural practice in Brazil that, if filled, should inform future 
discussions and policies. 
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Regulations, interpretations and misunderstandings 
CONFEA20 at the federal level and CREA21, at the regional, compose the regulatory 
system that oversees 850 thousand professionals in hundreds of specialities, who are 
responsible for 70% of the Brazilian gross internal product (CONFEA, 2002). Besides 
many others, the majority of the professions commonly involved in the practice of 
landscape design in the country -agronomy, architecture, forestry, geography, and 
engineering - have their practice regulated and overseen by the system. 
The creation of CONFEA in 1933 was a landmark for professional legislation in the 
country, and to date, the institution is the highest legislative instance for the 
professions it congregates. The law that gave CONFEA and CREA their present 
configuration was signed in 1966, although the earliest recorded mentions to 
professional regulation date back to 1828 (Soares, 1996). 
Each of the professions mentioned has other forms of associations to deal with matters 
of more exclusive interest to each category. Debates happen very often within these 
organisations, which endeavour to protect the rights of each profession, at times by 
reviewing and proposing updates to CONFEA's and CREA's regulations. 
Albeit legislating organisms are well established, regulations for the practice of 
landscape design are complex. The terminology applied is, possibly, the reason for 
most of the convolution. 
For all its affiliated professions, CREA requires that projects and services be registered 
and peer approved at the appropriate technical chamber, ensuring clients receive 
20 CONFEA: Conselho Federal tie Engenharia, Arquitetura e Agronontia -Federal Council of 
Engineering, Architecture and Agronomy; it has national jurisdiction. 
21 CREA: Conselho Regional de Engenitaria, Arquitetura e Agronontia -Regional Council of 
Engineering, Architecture, and Agronomy; functions at state level, and to the acronym are 
added the two letters identifying the state on which It has jurisdiction, e. g. CREA-MG for Minas 
Gerais and CREA-SP for Sao Paulo. The plural 'CREAs' is used when referring to CREA of the 
various states and federal district. 
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quality service, and professionals have the recognition of their authorship and 
intellectual property rights. The procedure, named'notation of technical responsibility' 
-ART22, is mandatory to any work in progress, apart from teaching, that involves 
CREA professionals. When construction or other form of intervention on the physical 
environment is involved, the registry and professional identification details must be on 
public display. This display should be in the form of a poster of no less than one square 
metre in surface, containing ART data, professional identification details of project 
authors and of those technically responsible for the work in progress (CREA-MG3, 
2002). 
According to the Resolution N" 218, from 29 June 1973 (CONFEA, 1973), there are 18 
types of activities professionals in general can perform, as the table below shows. It is 
according to this division that professional activities are framed and ARTs issued. 
22 ART- Anotqillo de Responsabilidade TiLnica 
23 Conselho Regional de Engenharia, Arquitetura e Agronotitia do Estado tie Minas Gerais: Regional 
Council of Engineering, Architecture and Agronomy of the State of Minas Gerais 
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Activities of the different professional forms in 
Categories 
1 Engineering, Architecture and Agronomy entitled 
to 
ý01 
practice 
i co- I ordination and technical g--] F 
F2 7 
1_P_r IF 
jechnical and economic viability study.; F 
04 Technical guidance, assistantship, and consultancy F. 
. ___,..., 
ýagement of construction and technic, 17ýWice; F 
Inspection, forensics, evaluation, arbitration, and 06 
technical report,., ',, 
F, T 
07 Occupation of a technical position and function; F, T, N 
i Teaching, research, analysis, test, and technical 08 F, T, N broadcast, extention; 
.... ..... . 09 Budg! ýýng, 
F, T, N 10 Standard isation, measurement, and_q4ality ontrol; 
Execution of construction works and technical F, T, N 
service; 
12 Ficalisation of construction works; F, T, N 
F, T 13 Technical and specialised production; 
týchnical work; 14 Carry g F, T, _ 
Conduction of teams for instalation, assemblage, 15 1ýF, T, N 
ýL_Sýr maintenance; operation, rep r 
. ....... ... 
-Instalation, 
assemb! ýgýý, Lepý: IK; 
_ Operation and maintenance of instalation 17 F, T, N 
equipment; 
18 Technical drawýng-__ F, T, N 
F: holders of full undergraduate degree - Bachelors andsimilar or higher; 
T: technologists -shorter higher professional degrees 
N: technicians -secondary or medium level professional qualification 
Table 11: General activities of CONFEA/CREA professionals and categories entitled to practice, 
according to Resolution N. 218, of 29 June 1973 
CREAs include 'technicians', professionals qualified through secondary education, 
receiving professional training without proceeding to higher or university degrees. 
Along with those, there are also the 'technologists' - those who conclude a shorter 
tertiary degree in a given subject, not leading, however, to titles of bachelor or 
equivalent. In legal terms, the difference between technologists, technicians, and those 
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who obtained full higher degrees is the number of the activities above they are 
authorized to perform, as exposed in Table II. 
Professional Competencies 
---- -------- - 
Art. I- Professional competencies of the architect or architectural engineer: 
I- activities 01 to 18 at the 151 article of this Resolution, referring to , architectural 
settings and monuments, arquitetura paisagistica and of interior architecture; 
physical plannin& local, urban and regional; its co-related services. 
Art. 2- Professional competences of the agronomic engineer/agronomist: 
I- activities 01 to 18 at the 11, article of this Resolution, referring to natural 
renewable resources; ecology, ( ... ) soil cultivation and use process; parks and 
gardens; its co-related services. 
, Art. 21 - Professional competences of the urban designer: 
I I- activities 01 to 12 and 14 to 18 at the 18, article of this Resolution, referring to 
urban and regional development, paisagisw and traffic; its co-related services. 
Table III: Professional competencies according to Resolution N' 218, of 29 June 1973 
(CONFEA, 1973) 
Subsequent articles of the same resolution, as shown in table III below, govern the 
nature of the activities each professional qualification can practice. 
Therefore, according to the resolution mentioned above, pai . sagi I snio and arquitetura 
raisagistica are professional attributions of architects, since urban design is integral part 
of the architectural degree in Brazil, while 'parks and gardens24 are attributed to 
agronomists (Soares, 1996). This is subject to various interpretations and 
misunderstandings. 
In search for expert opinion on the interpretation of the laws in question, this 
researcher contacted CONFEA, which referred the consultation to CREA-MG, the state 
24 parqzies e jardins 
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CREA where this researcher is registered and was, as such, the appropriate first 
instance. The table below summarises the information raised. 
Information provided by CREA-MG to clarify the legislation 
- ----------- Regional variations in interpreting CONFEA's regulations: 
They exist and here exposed is the understanding for Minas Gerais. 
..... . .......... ......... ... ....... - ......... --- -'-. ---.. __... ____ === . ... ....... Definition of paisagismo and parques ejardins: 
CREA-MG recognises that, commercially, the terms are confounded and 
companies tend to treat parques e jardins as a sub-item under paisagismo, 
though CONFEA attributes them to different professionals. 
......... _: nterpretation of the legislation in Minas Gerais: 
A common understanding of architecture and agronomy chambers defines 
the activity according to services executed: 
o Whenever it involves the cultivation of soils and fertilisation, and 
plant health and management measures, even if under the 
denomination of paisagisino, it is under the responsibility of 
agronomy professionals; 
0 Concerning projects, when they involve the design of space and 
forms, they are under the responsibility of architects and urban 
designers. 
0 Architects can specify planting schemes as far as space occupation 
(e. g. medium height, shade plants, creepers, etc. ) is concerned, but 
not the specification of fertilisers and pesticides. 
Table IV: Interpretation CONFEA/CREA regulations by CREA-MG (Reis, 19 July 19 
2002) 
Reis (19 July 2002), representing CREA-MG, highlights that the same resolution that 
details professional attributions introduced a fundamental subject for professional 
ethics. Resolution N. 218, of 29 June 1973, in its Article 25 states that 'No professional 
can perform activities beyond those that compete to her/him, according to tile 
characteristics of her/his school curriculum, considered, in each case, only the courses 
that contribute to professional training, except where other courses are added during 
postgraduate studies in the same field. '(CONFEA, 1973) 
The article quoted above attributes a break point role to curricula. This raises a further 
issue, since variations through time rendered both agronomists and architects who 
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received exposures to landscape design content that differs amongst peers, from none 
to several courses. Landscape design has been in different times absent, mandatory, or 
optional to students of architecture, agronomy, and forestry. This receives further 
discussion in this text when dealing with curricula. The laws valid at the time 
professionals graduated are the ones that govern how far their practice domain goes, 
unless the more recent Resolution 218 is wider for the profession in question. Hence, 
there are agronomists, who graduated before 1973, who have the right to practice 
paisagis? izo, wl-dle others do not qualify. 
Interpretation of regulations constitutes a difficulty that could account for the low 
popularity of the practice of registering landscape projects at CREA among member 
professionals. Other reasons given for that omission are the bureaucracy and high price 
paid for each ART. 
Because of the regulations exposed above, no one, apart from graduates, technologists, 
and technicians in architecture or agronomy, is legally allowed to practice paisagismo or 
design 'parks and gardens' professionally in Brazil - not even graduates from the only 
existing degree in landscape design, at EBA-UFRJ. According to the recommended 
procedures and precedents examined in other areas, whoever performs professional 
activities corresponding to competencies of a CREA profession other than one's own is 
liable to being denounced to CREA fiscalisation authorities and prosecuted for illegal 
professional practice. Denounces are simple procedures and can be filed over the 
telephone or by email (CREA-MC; S, 2002a). The results from such legal actions can 
vary from formal warnings to fines and, in the case of businesses, closure, However, an 
exam of the available records only found one case of legal action against a person 
unduly responsible for a project of paisagistito, who was condemned to pay fines after a 
25 Conselho Regional de Engenharia, Arquitetura e Agronontia do Estado de Minas Gerais: Regional 
Council of Engineering, Architecture and Agronomy of the State of Minas Gerais 
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first formal advertence (CONFEA, 2001). The other legal ruling found on the issue was 
against a firm, run by a civil engineer, which proposed to offer paisagismo services 
(CONFEA, 1983). 
Under this framework, neither Waldemar Cordeiro, nor Roberto Cardozo, nor even 
Burle Marx would have been legal in their practice, unless their projects were in 
partnership with authorised professionals. 
After thorough investigation of legal records available from CONFEA and CREA and 
contacts with both organisations, no information was found about whether denounces 
happen or about the extent to which legal measures are taken in practice. 
The situation with those who study for their undergraduate degrees abroad is not any 
simpler. To have their degrees recognised in Brazil it would require a long and 
bureaucratic process with uncertain results, and still CREA/CONFEA would grant no 
entitlement to practice. 
As an example, the respected landscape architect Luis Goes Vieira Filho, a 1980 
graduate from the University of Georgia, decided to study architecture in Brazil in 
order to have the right to practice, graduating in 1989 (Kliass, 2000, June 21; Dourado, 
1997). Luis Vieira is not an isolated case, neither are those Brazilians who study in 
North America and Europe and do not return to practice in their home country. 
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Figure 2.33: Imperial HOtel S(ILI, ire, L)v Luis Vieir, i Filho Whoto: Luis Vicira Filho) 
VIIIS IUgýll 111LIddle is at the core of tile debate between architects 111(. 1 . 1ý', I'Onomists. I'lle 
latter continuously express their discontentment with the wgLIlatioI)S HIM prOVOIlt 
them from labelling and selling their work as paioStsino even tll()Ll, illl tll(' illt(A-111CtliLlt(' 
lilld tillal products can he identical as those Offered by architects, the laývflll holders of 
tile label. 
1-'Lll-tllCl- upheaval is expected for NOICII ); I'ýICILIML'S [1'0111 t1W 110%ý IV ( I'O. ItOd (AW ýIlld tW()- 
year 'setjueiltial courses' of landscape design start working in the tiold, ýý()nw of these 
will receive the degree of technologists in pllsa, ýISIII(), with the t(, (: Illllci, llls orig, I 
illating 
trolli tile fe%v existing, secondary landscape courses, and will increase the pressure to, - 
Clearer legislation and defillitiml ot professional Categm-les alld their elititlenwilt to 
practice. 
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Professional Associations 
Another elucidative way to look at the Brazilian landscape controversy is through the 
existing professional organisations of paisagistas. Local associations congregating 
professionals of certain cities, regions, and states exist and some of them were 
examined, along with those associations set up to gather landscape designers 
nationwide. 
Two associations polarise the field. ABAP and ANP, exposed later, differ mainly in the 
training route the professionals they assemble follow. 
In 2000, ABAP and ANP jointly organised the III National Conference of Paisagismo. 
The 2000 conference had, in the manner of European garden festivals, a garden design 
competition, where each association received ten spaces of 25 square metres 
(Associagdo Nacional de Paisagismo, 2000). 
However, in 2001, ABAP pulled away from the organisation of the conference and 
ANP was then in charge. The number of delegates was 310 in 2001, with 
representatives from 20 of the 27 Brazilian federative units and from several countries 
(Bergamasco, 2001). The fourth edition of the event offered national and international 
speakers and was held in parallel with FIAFLORA26 2001, with exhibition of products 
of interest to the landscape and garden industry, and the 13th Brazilian Conference of 
the Brazilian Society of Floriculture and Ornamental Plants. 
Of more local interest, Sociedade Brasflia de Paisagisýiio-SBP27, gained legal status in 
2000, gathering 54 members, open to those who have had over 240 certified hours of 
26 FIAFLORA: Feira Internacional de Floricultura, Paisagismo e jardinagem: International Fair of 
Floriculture, Landscape Design and Gardening. 
27 Brasilia Landscape Association 
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landscape instruction or those approved by an internal committee that examines 
cadidates' work in the field (Batista, 24 October 2001). 
ABP -Associaplo Brasileira de Paisagismo2s is a fourth association this research found. As 
one of its founders, Rodolfo Geiser mentions, ABP was not created with professional 
purposes, rather, as a group for ecological militancy in the 19705 (Geiser, 1998). 
Therefore, it is excluded from this study. 
ABAP 
The creation of ABAP was a single-handed work by Rosa Mass. The task came to her 
from the delegates at the 1975 IFLA technical conference, emphasised by Edgard 
Fontes, Portuguese, then the secretary of the organisation. (Kliass, 2000). 
Upon her return, she invited for a meeting other architects known to work with 
landscape design, with the purpose of starting some form of association. Over a dozen 
architects were present and decided for the creation of ABAP, officially launched in 
May 1975 (int.: Kliass, 21 June 2000). The next IFLA Grand Council Meeting, in 
Istanbul, 1976, approved ABAP as a member and, two years later, Salvador, the largest 
capital of the Brazilian North-East, was the site of the IFLA World Conference (Kliass, 
2000). 
As a first act, ABAP nominated Roberto Burle Marx, Luiz Emygdio de Melo Filho, 
Hermes Moreira de Souza, Mdrio Perri, and Mauro Victor its first honorary members 
(Kliass, 2000). The measure had clear political reasons: keeping peace with the long 
established practitioners who were not architects. Otherwise, the credibility of the 
fledgling society would be shaken in is very start by excluding those names. Through 
28 ABP: Brazilian Landscape Association 
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the years and the mandate several presidents, it grew to reach, in 2001,75 associate and 
five affiliate members. 
The association, although active in promoting short courses for continued professional 
training of its affiliates -in the manner of associations in other countries, does not 
have an official role in landscape education as an accrediting or supervising organism. 
ANP 
The creation of the Associqdo Nacional de PaisagisjII029, ANP, was a consequence of a 
series of meetings of practicing landscape and garden designers organised by the 
central association3O of nurseries and floriculturists of Sao Paulo, early in 1995, with the 
intention of discussing the commerce of ornamental plants. The meetings motivated 
participants to form ANP in June that same year, with around 200 associates 
(AssociaqAo Nacional de Paisagismo, 13 November 2001). Since then, the association 
has had ca. 350 members, not all remaining to present. 
In personal communication with this researcher, the association expressed their 
concern with the lack of definition of the scope of the profession and roles of the 
different types of professionals (ANP, 13 November 2001). They stated that in spite of 
that professionals and organisations from different parts of the country often contact 
them for information, joint work, or policymaking. 
The concerns of the association with training and the academic domination of 
architecture surface in the following declaration by its 2001president: 
29 National Association of Landscape Design 
30 AssociaCilo Central de Produtores de Flores e Plantas Ontamentais 
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... we are finalising studies for the representation of ANP with university councils, 
where higher education policies are established, extending the concept of the paisagista 
beyond the present boundaries of architecture. (Cavallari, 2001: 1) 
Nonetheless, among the guest speakers in its last conference, ANP brought four 
architects, two of which are lecturers of landscape design in architecture schools and 
members of ABAP. Along with them lectured a truly multidisciplinary team, including 
professionals from agronomy, biology, ecology, geography -in many of their 
specialities (Bergamasco, 2001). 
Table 5 below presents a comparison between the two associations. The main 
difference is the exclusive nature of ABAP in that full membersl-dp is open only to 
architects or landscape architects graduated in countries where landscape architecture 
programmes exist. 
Fi; ýu"ndation 
'Presen"t nu- mbe-r* 
of members 
80 120 
Presentation of portfolio with Czir? iculutii vitae confirming 
Membership at least three landscape design the candidate works in 
requirements works or certificate of landscape or garden design or 
professional activity maintenance 
Members'profile Architects, architecture Varied training and lines of 
students and other work 
Recommended 
professional 
Architecture or landscape One of the courses on offer 
training architecture abroad 
(not necessarily a degree) 
Publications, exhibitions, 
Conferences, exhibitions, 
What it offers study 
trips, workshops and workshops, 
lectures, 
discounts with suppliers, lectures, member directory, 
website and newsletter. study trips, website with 
newsletter. 
Associate: architects (75) Associate: professionals and Member Affiliate: other professions (5) firms providing services (80) categories 
Students Advertising sponsors 
Table V: Comparativ e table: ABAP and ANP, ABAP (2000, ); Kliass, (2000, June 21); ANP (1995, 
2002) 
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Brazil at IFLA 
Fernando Chacel, Luiz Emygdio de Melo Filho, and Rosa Grena Mass were members 
of IFLA in 1975 (ABAP, 2000), probably its first Brazilian members. It was Mass, 
however, who started the international connections of Brazilian landscape designers as 
a category, through the door of architecture (int.: Kliass, 21 June 2000). As mentioned, 
ABAP became officially a member national association in 1976 (Kliass, 2000). 
Questioning the validity of the Brazilian representation by ABAP at IFLA, Geiser (1998) 
raised that all others practicing categories are now prevented from joint affiliation, 
since only one association per country is accepted, which leaves to non-architects the 
possibility of individual membership. 
3. Learninq landscane architecture In Brazil 
"Enough of auto-didacticism and the anguish of the searchfor flandscape architectural] 
knowledge through arduous and tortuous ways. " (Kliass, 1996: 48) 
When writing about Burle Marx, Adams (1991) brings up that, at the time of his studies 
at the school of fine arts in Rio, no courses in landscape design existed, The school, 
founded in 1S20, followed the philosophy of the French Academy in uniting painting, 
sculpture, and architecture. The creation of its first landscape programme only 
happened in 1971 (Adams, 1991). 
In the absence of landscape schools for la long time and even after the creation of the 
first, which had little impact, several strands of landscape education in Brazil 
developed, which the following pages examine. As mentioned, the fragmented 
network in the field of paisagismo is a problem. It became evident when this research 
started its search for information on landscape educational practices. Information is 
scattered and insufficient, public sources are incomplete, and few historic accounts 
exist. 
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Setting further hurdles to the investigation, some of the course providers were 
uncooperative when consulted. This researcher understands that an over-protective 
attitude when making information available could be a result of the competition 
existing among course providers. 
Because of these obstacles, few instances and references appear here, and part of the 
information raised is based on advertisements and personal accounts, sometimes 
anecdotal. Nevertheless, what was raised has proved sufficient for the purposes of this 
section, which, far from offering exhaustive diagnosis, seeks to establish a general 
picture, identifying needs and opportunities. 
Recent conferences and publications show that intellectual production in landscape 
architecture is progressively de-centralising from the axis Rio de Janeiro-SAo Paulo. 
Z, however, still The concentration of most research work in FAUUSP and FAUUFRJ31 
exists, and these two schools represent the forefront of Brazilian landscape 
architectural research, attracting undergraduate and postgraduate students from the 
whole country, FAUUSP first and secondly FAUFRJ concentrate most of the academic 
production, and graduate the majority of masters and doctors, who then set out to 
educate a large share of the next academic generation of landscape designers and 
scientists (int.: Macedo, 21 June 2000). 
Meetings and conferences often explore the topic of landscape education. That is the 
case of ENEPEA and meetings promoted by GEAPSP. The events, gathering a 
representative number of professionals among Agronomists, Architects, and others, 
provide an indication of the importance the theme receives. In the course of 
presentations and panels, as this researcher has witnessed, the disagreement between 
31 FAUFRJ: Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo da Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro 
-Faculty of Architecture and Urban Design of the Federal University of Rio dejaneiro. 
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professionals from the different disciplines has been, at times, vociferous. That is so 
despite delegates acknowledge the value of inter-disciplinary co-operation, limitations, 
and assets of each profession involved in the same meetings. 
Controversy is fuelled by affirmations such as Kliass's that Burle Marx always 
employed architects in his office because he considered them more apt to develop his 
projects (Moura, Serapiao and Melendez, 2002). Almost ten years after his death, it is 
unlikely that there will ever be either confirmation or dismissal of this statement. 
At the five editions of ENEPEA, since 1994 participants have discussed the theme of 
teaching landscape architecture to architects. Initially introduced as a central topic, the 
issue lost its urgency in those meetings once national guidelines for architecture 
courses included landscape design as a mandatory subject area. It lost its precedence to 
other research and practice matters. The first ENEPEA included the presentation of 26 
papers on landscape education out of 35 in total (ENEPEA 1,1994), while the second 
had 9 out of 79 (ENEPEA 2,1996). The IV ENEPEA, in 1998, had four papers presented 
on themes directly related to education from a total of 79 posters and presentations 
(ENEPEA 4,1998). Finally, the 2000 and fifth edition offered 109 opportunities, 
including presentations, panels, posters and workshops, of which eight were centred in 
landscape education -seven of those presented during the last section of the sixth and 
last day of the conference (ENEPEA 5,2000). That suggests, at least, a shift in priority. 
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Architects Lucia 
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landscape design practice In Brazil. Alliong them, architecture 'llid 'T1,0110111V Wort, I 
WICCted for a closer examination ill this wctloll, becallse of thell. promillence ill the 
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information -albeit partial. Brief mention is also madc to the first landscape dogroo oil 
otter. 
Architecture Schools 
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besides the projcct tý*objccts, landscap's, citic"; am/ n-glons. The theincs will approach 
problems of greater social interest, through attending to social needs. (Minist6rio da 
Educaqdo, 1994: Art. 4' line 3) 
Deriving from the decree above, the present curriculum guidelines for architecture 
schools detail the conditions for the offer of arcl-dtecture courses down to study themes, 
as history, theory, aesthetics, and to school facilities and equipment, i. e. laboratories, 
studios, classrooms, and the like. The way each school addresses these guidelines 
varies, and this thesis looks at two examples only, perhaps extreme ones, as 
illustrations. 
The history of landscape design in schools of architecture dates back to Roberto Coelho 
Cardozo in 1952 and has all its first chapters at FAUUSP. Consolidation, however, only 
started with Miranda Magnoli 21 years later. From the moment she took over the 
leading role in the landscape sector of that school, Magnoli worked on three main 
aspects: the conceptual and methodological framework of the discipline, re-evaluation 
and update of teaching practices, and the formation of a team with strong interest in 
paisagisnio research and teaching (Macedo & Magnoli, 2000). Since the 1970s, many of 
FAUUSP graduates have established their practices or assumed teaching positions at 
schools of architecture in different parts of the country, adapting and mixing 
conceptions that evolved from Cardozo's postures to different contexts (Macedo & 
Ceniquel, 1992). 
Another sl-Lift Miranda Magnoli found necessary in the early days of paisagisnio at 
FAUUSP was the enhancement of research, counteracting the stagnation architects had 
undergone by becoming 'drawing board professionals' (Magnoli 1986; Macedo & 
Magnoli, 2000). Imposing the research bond as a condition for staff admission was a 
costly solution, as it dissuaded practitioners who wanted to keep the income their 
offices provided, which university salaries could not match (Magnoli, 1986). In 1976, 
FAUUSP admitted five new lecturers and, in the following year, they would start their 
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postgraduate studies in parallel with their teaching, integrating undergraduate 
students in their research despite the chronic lack of resources (Macedo & Magnoli, 
2000). 
A member of this new team was Silvio Soares Macedo, born in 1949 and graduated as 
an architect in 1974. His profound roots at FAUUSP, where he studied for his 
undergraduate, masters and doctoral degrees under the supervision of Miranda 
Magnoli, and where he teaches since 1976, do not hinder his national mobility. Silvio 
has helped set up landscape design courses in architecture schools throughout the 
country (int.: Macedo, 21 June 2000), directly bi situ or indirectly through his abundant 
publications and large number of supervised postgraduates. 
Macedo & Magnoli (2000: 15) mention research on'Educational Methods' as one of the 
interests at FAUUSP. Works such as those by Macedo & Silva (1994) are pioneer 
endeavours in providing students and tutors with specific tools for landscape 
education. In a time when computers were just beginning to be more available to 
schools and students, they developed software that allowed experimentation with 
vegetation and scale in organising outdoor spaces (Macedo & Silva, 1994). 
When asked about other initiatives in landscape education in architecture schools, 
Macedo (June 21,2000) divided schools into two groups. A first group consists of those 
schools that develop their teaching practice starting from FAUUSI-Is proposals, and the 
second is composed by schools. adopting a 'traditional' view of landscape, with a 
general reading of the landscape concluded with the design of spaces, generally on a 
small scale, as squares and gardens. 
The view developed at FAUUSP considers that students should have the opportunity 
to develop landscape theory allied to design and an understanding of vegetation as a 
major structuring element of the landscape, which, though desirable in Brazilian 
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interventions, is not essential (int.: Macedo, June 21,2000). This posture is a reaction to 
schemes traditionally proposed by architects in which the use of vegetation is primary, 
despite good general layout. 
In an endeavour to free paisagismo from its stigma of working with residual spaces, the 
curricula invests in the development of the ability to design external space integrated 
with built space, which should cease to be the immutable constraints to which 
landscape architecture is reduced (int.: Macedo, 21 June 2000). Therefore, FAUUSP 
offers two mandatory courses on landscape design, one in the second and on in tile 
third semesters of the architecture undergraduate programme. These courses start 
from conceiving urban open space, develop on how to work with resources and tile 
dynamics of the place, and culminate in the design of urban spaces, as illustrated in the 
table below. 
Course: AUP650 - Architecture of the Landscape 
1. Landscape - definitions and reading methods; 
2. Elements of urban landscape; 
3. Architecture of the landscape -definitions and project methods; 
4. Scale and dimension; 
5. Project procedures - functions; 
6. Briefing and uses; 
7. Aesthetic standards; 
8. Open urban spaces -form, dimension, morphology, appropriation types, 
and environmental quality; 
9. Design/ structural project of streets, plazas, patios, and squares; 
10. Urban system of. open spaces - conceptual, and project fundamentals. 
Course: AUP652 - Land ýmpeplanning 
1. Landscape planning -concepts, methods and techniques; 
2. Landscape ecology -fundamentals; 
3. Ecological corridors and green corridors; 
4. Landscape morphology and elements -patterns of human configuration; 
5. Introduction to environmental issues and their relationship with the urban 
environment 
6. System of open spaces -distribution criteria, dimensions and form; its 
relationship with the urbanisation process and environmental constraints; 
7. The role of infra-structure in urban landscape configuration; 
8. Landscape project fundamentals; 
9. Private vs. public. open spaces -introduction to project. 
Table VI: Programme of the two mandatory courses for architecture at FAUUSP (FAUTJSP, 
1998: 1,2000: 1) 
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Complementing the two mandatory courses, two other optional ones are available, one 
on plants and planting design and the other on the design of urban parks. 
Atelier or studio work is part of the pedagogy at FAUUSP to a reasonable extent, as it 
is a common practice in many architecture schools in the country with varying 
proportions of time dedicated to it. Landscape projects are part of the 'atelier courses' 
at FAUUSP. 
The profile of the landscape group at FAUUSP is far from typical. With the longest 
history among its Brazilian peers - 40 years - the planned growth of the school paved 
the way for the constitution of a full-time staff of nine lecturers with doctoral 
qualifications, which is unlikely to be surpassed of even equalled elsewhere in Brazil. 
Approaching the other end of the scale, the programme of architecture at the Federal 
University of Viqosa -UFV, Minas Gerais, is still striving to integrate paisagismo into 
the architecture curriculum. The course is new, created in 1992 and inserted in a 
university with established tradition as an agricultural centre. Presented in its early 
days with the problem of having to offer landscape education without any staff trained 
in the subject, the Department of Architecture and Urban Design - DAUUFV, has had, 
since, the collaboration of a lecturer from the Forestry Department, Dr. Wantuelfer 
Conqalves, a forestry engineer who had his doctoral studies at FAUUSP under the 
supervision of Silvio Macedo. 
DAUUFV and forestry students receive their landscape instruction side by side, in 
courses offered by the Forestry department, recommended for their eighth or ninth 
semesters (Universidade Federal de Viqosa, 2000). This creates the opportunity for 
students to develop their academic projects in mixed teams of architects and foresters 
-as an introduction to multidisciplinary work, resulting in works of better quality 
than those developed by single discipline groups (Gonqalves, 1998). Most of the 
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content is concentrated in one mandatory course, as described in table VII. A second 
mandatory course covers the design of parks and principles of planning. Studio 
courses are also present, but with little mention to landscape design work. 
Course: ENF386 - Landscape Planning 
1. Concepts and definitions 
2. History and evolution of landscape design and paisagismo as a professional 
field; 
3. Styles and schools of landscape thought, 
4. Analysis and survey of the elements composing the urban and rural 
landscape; 
5. Factors of natural and social influencing landscape projects; 
6. Principles of aesthetics; 
7. Project studies for the system of urban and rural green areas; 
8. Identification and grouping of plants commonly used, in landscape design. 
Table VIL Programme of mandatory courses for architecture at DAUUFV (Universidade 
Federal de Viqosa, 2000: 343) 
Architecture schools in Brazil are still adapting to the introduction of landscape 
architecture as a major topic in courses, but their many and varied efforts produce 
noteworthy material, registered and presented at conferences. The evolution, therefore, 
is much more conspicuous than what happens in Agronomy schools. 
Agronomy Schools 
An expressive number of Agronomists practice in landscape design, but as raised by 
Geiser (1998), their dispersion through the vastness of rural Brazil makes them weak as 
a category and less evident than architects, who tend to gather in urban centres. As a 
result, communication is also weak and the interchange of information between the 
academy and practice, deficient. 
Differently to schools of architecture, which in general document their educational 
experiences in internal and external publications, agronomy schools have few records 
in that respect. This author has found that publications by agronomy scholars in the 
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landscape field focus primarily on horticultural, botanic, and ecological aspects of the 
practice, leaving design in a secondary position, with virtually no mention to 
education. 
A time-honoured voice in landscape design in agronomy schools is Maria Esmeraida 
Demattd. She graduated in agronomy in 1966 at the agricultural unit of USP - 
ESALQ32, where she also received her masters and doctoral degrees in plant science 
(Demattd, 1999), and latu sensu degree in paisagisnio at FAUUSP, 1980. Maria Esmeralda 
affirms that that'the content of undergraduate agronomy courses in Brazil is one of the 
best in providing training for a landscape designer' (DemattL*-, 1998: 98). She completes 
her statement by quoting the areas of study agronomy programmes offer, as required 
by the Federal Education Council under the norms published in 1984. These, however, 
do not include design theory and aesthetics, which appear in course materials but in 
levels no deeper than the introductory, and not always incorporate technical drawing 
instruction (Universidade Federal de Viqosa, 2000; ESALQ, 2002). 
The academic training in agronomy includes courses on land use, rural planning, and 
environmental management of the land (Ministdrio da Educaqao, 1999). These should 
promote the understanding of planning processes and work in large scales (Mazzilli 
and Geiser, 1998). However, the practice of agronomists as landscape designers tends 
to focus on the horticultural correctness of compositions rather than on planning or 
aesthetic principles, as an examination of project descriptions offered by the 
agronomists Geiser (1997) and Brfto (1997) illustrates. As an exception, Mattlies (1997), 
also an agronomist, presented more details of use, space design, and aesthetic 
principles in his description of his project, featured in the same publication (Dourado, 
32 Escola SuIvrior de AgHcultura Litiz tie Queiroz: Luiz de Queiroz Higher Agricultural School 
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1997). The prominence of vegetation figures, declaredly, in Demattd's (1999) 
instruction. 
The credits system adopted in most tertiary schools gives little opportunity for the 
integration of the different curricular courses. Demattd (1998) affirms that an axis 
connecting courses and giving meaning to the contents of the curriculum is missing, 
and proposes that the subject'planning' could function as such axis. 
Paisagis)no presently figures in programmes as a component of optional courses on 
'Floriculture, Gardening and Paisagismo' as in the Federal University of Viýosa (2000), 
or on 'Paisagisnio, Parks and Gardens', as in ESALQ (2002). 
ISWWF. 11ý0 V". M. FM i Q. III I-Fl. MR 
1. Economic aspects and perspectives of the flower market; 
2. Plant health aspects in floriculture; 
3. Physiology and control of flowering; 
4. Physiology and post-harvest management of cut flowers; 
5. Planning of commercial production in floriculture; 
6. Paisagisyno: concepts and practice; 
7. Characteristics and identification of ornamental plants; 
8. Factors influencing the landscape and the design of gardens; 
9. Planning, plantation and maintenance of gardens and parks -general 
aýpýýts. 
TaGiie'ý'I'Ii: ' ltýurse description: FIT 480 - Floriculture, Gardening and Landscape Design (UFV, 
2000: 375) 
Courses on Landscape Design and Ornamental Plants, as above, became mandatory for 
Agronomy students in 1984 (Demattd, 1998). Syllabi resulting from that resolution 
often include both topics, meaning that time dedicated to the specific teaching of 
paisagismo is a variable share of the usual 60 class hours allocated. Dematte (1998) in 
consultation with six schools in the state of SIo Paulo raised that the actual number of 
hours dedicated to the specifics of paisagismo vary from three to thirty as part of 
mandatory courses, and sixty hours as optional Courses in two schools, with a similar 
situation occurring with the ornamental plants contents. However, as the course 
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catalogues for UFV33 (Universidade Federal de Viqosa 2000) and ESALQ (2002) show, 
courses on floriculture and landscape design are no longer mandatory. 
Recognising the lack of material available in Portuguese, course books were produced 
internally in schools and made available to students, as was the experience of this 
researcher (Zuin, 1997). With that same proposal, Demattd (1999) published a booklet 
on the principles of landscape design specifically destined to agronomy students and 
based on her agronomical experience in practice and education. 
In this booklet, she tries to cover in a very succinct way, most of the situations 
agronomists may face in the practice of landscape design, such as the design of 
squares, parks, farms, roads, street trees and, with more detail, home gardens 
(Demattd, 1999). Principles of design, professional practice, and plant lists with their 
recommended uses are some of the other topics covered, in a collection of the basic 
notions she worked to transmit during her teaching practice, as mentioned in her 
presentation page (Demattd, 1999). 
H. W. Stuart Montenegro (1983) produced a similar booklet on garden design for 
agronomists in 1983. This, despite being an internal publication at ESALQ, circulated 
among many agronomy schools and influenced other course books as Demattd's. 
Apart from this researcher's accounts and personal experience, no information was 
found on the pedagogy of paisagisnio in agronomy schools. Past contacts with other 
agronomists, involved or not in teaching, lead this author k) accept that there is little 
variation from the classroom based instruction model except for isolated and short- 
lived trials. Lectures with and without slides, nursery visits, and occasional visits to 
other sites of interest appear to be the usual teaching methods, while written exams, 
33 Federal University of Viqosa 
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essays, and/or simple garden projects are the means of assessment. Studio work 
appears to be totally absent from agronomy schools. 
Landscape Design at EBAUFRJ 
The creation of the course in the beginning of the 1970 decade was a pioneer 
endeavour. The programme has existed for over 30 years, although little was raised 
about its evolution. It has produced respected designers, but the programme has little 
national expression, as suggested by Macedo (int.: 21 June 2000). 
Recognised by the ministry of education in 1979 (Universidade Federal do Rio de 
Janeiro, 2002a), the programme, however, is not accepted by CREA as sufficient 
training of professionals to practice landscape or garden design. 
Twenty places are available yearly for the four-year degree. The two first years of 
study are entirely dedicated to the arts, with drawing, art history, and courses on 
theory of the arts, architecture and design (UFRJ, 2002). At the third and fourth years, 
the introduction of specific contents of landscape design happens, with two units on 
the history of gardens, four on garden design, and two on garden furniture. Tile 
majority of optional courses available cover different fields of visual arts. 
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Description 
1_ý, 'biganisaiion of spaces at'residentiaI'_'__'dens, -'' _71 PF 
Garden Design 1 
2. 'Laih&ýcijýdesignas a technique; 
3. Various types of landscape; 
__. 
qiaphicý representation of landscap qsigiý eA e ýMeýq. 
1. Organisation of ui6aýnlýnd - scapes; 
Garden Design 2 2. Rural and urban landscape design; 
3. Notions of ecology. 
1. Organization of macro-spaces; 
2. Urban landscape design; 
Garden Design 3 3. Leisure areas; 4. Squares and public gardens; 
5. Circulation squares; 
6. Pedestrianised streets. 
1. Planning and preservation of natural environments, 
2. Protection of natural forests -conservation techniques; Garden Design 4 3. Importance of ecology; 
4. Landscape design for roadsand motorwaysý., 
Table IX Landscape design courses at EBAUFRJ (UFRJ, 2002) 
Course titles and descriptions suggest emphasis on gardens, though descriptions 
include studies of designs for larger scales and environmental concerns. Macedo (int.: 
21 June 2000) implies that detachment from the construction of space, dedicating 
efforts to the design of gardens for gaps in the built fabric, could be the reason for the 
discreet impact of the school. 
Latu sensu post graduate studies - the 'Specialist' degree 
FAUUSP offered in 1978the first postgraduate latit Sensu course, or'specialist degree' in 
landscape architecture in the country (Macedo & Magnoli, 2000). Other schools 
followed suit, but the offer of such courses has never been constant in most places. 
Lasting approximately one year and taught in approximately 400 hours, the main pre- 
requisite for entrance is a completed university degree or, more recently, a completed 
sequential course (Minist6rio da Educaqlo, 1999). Its equivalent in the British system 
would be the postgraduate diploma. There is usually no restriction to previous 
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qualification of candidates (Universidade Federal de Lavras, 2001; Universidade 
Estäcio de Sä, 2002). 
In 1998, FUNESO, Foundation for Higher Education in Olinda, in the north-eastem 
state of Pernambuco, offered the specialist degree course in paisagisnio described in the 
next table. The nearby capital of the state, Recife, was where Burle Marx's career 
started to gain momentum, leaving a collection of works preserved in the city. 
To prepare professionals for the study and planning (of 
landscapes? ], with a. multidisciplinary aspect and with scientific General 
objectives 
basis, the organisation of the territory, ensuring biologic balance of 
the landscape, considering the social, economic, and cultural 
points of view. 
..... .. 10 co . urses, 273 hours' '' 'of: ý 390 class hours.. 
Description theoretical/ methodological content and 117 hours of practical i; 
activities. 
Final dissertation and several projects and assignments during the Assessment 
course. 
Places/year 45 
Admission Analysis, of curriculunt vitae and interview. 
Requireme. nts- 75% frequency to activities, minimum score of 70% in all courses 
Degree Specialist in_Paisagismo 
Didactics 30 
Botany 45 
Soils and fertility 30 
Eco-paisagismo 60 
Programme Nurseries 45 
and hours 
Research methods and techniques 30 
History of the art of gardens 30 per course, Paisagismo 30 
Urban green spaces 45 
Landscape projects 45 
Dissertation 60 
Total 450 hours 
Table X: Course structure at FUNESO (1998) 
Despite the lack of a detailed description of contents, it remained obscure the reason 
for the presence of the topic 'Didactics' and 'research' in the programme, considering 
the short time available for the whole course, neither research nor teaching oriented 
ill 
according to its official description (FundaqAo de Ensino Superior de Olinda, 1998). 
Another observation is the importance given to gardens, by the use of 'garden are. The 
course was founded and is directed by an agronomist, area of knowledge predominant 
but not exclusive in teaching staff, most of which with postgraduate degrees. 
A more recent option is the specialist degree offered as a distance learning programme 
by the Federal University of Lavras, UFLA, Minas Gerais state (Universidade Federal 
de Lavras, 2001). No detailed description of subjects was obtained but titles show 
prominence of horticultural subjects, as might be expected from the strong agronomic 
tradition of UFLA. 
UFLA course programme WWFM- 
1. Plant morphology and taxonomy 45 
2. Physiology of ornamental plants 45 
I Propagation of ornamental plants 45 
4. Ornamental plants: classification and usage in landscape design 45 
S. Pests and diseases of ornamental plants 45 
6. Techrdcal drawing 45 
7. Paisagisino 1: History, definitions and characterisation 45 
S. Paisagismo 2: macro and micro paisagisino 45 
9. Landscape projects 45 
10. Construction and maintenance of gardens 45 
11. Urban arborisation 45 
Total 495 
Table XI: Latit sensit course offered by the Federal University of Lavras (Universidade Federal 
de Lavras, 2001: 13) 
Other courses have different approaches. Views as those of FAUUSP are embedded in 
courses offered by its former and present postgraduate students (int.: Macedo, 21 June 
2000). Silvio Macedo (int.: 21 June 2000) and Rosa Kliass (int.: 21 June 2000) expressed, 
when interviewed, their support of latit sensit postgraduate courses as training for 
landscape designers in Brazil. 
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Strictu sensu postgraduate degrees: Masters (MSc) and Doctorates 
There are no specific landscape architecture postgraduate programmes in Brazil. TI-ds 
is what a search for programmes or subject areas at the most comprehensive database 
of postgraduate programmes in Brazil would reveal at first sight (CAPES, 2002b, 
2002c). However, a search for the keyword paisagisino, in a database of 125 thousand 
postgraduate thesis and dissertations published in the country between 1996 and 2001 
retrieves 7 doctoral thesis and 29 MSc dissertations (CAPES, 2002). This number is 
much higher when including any of the co-related terms mentioned here, e. g. 
arquiteftira paisagistica and parques e jardins. Postgraduate research in paisagistno and 
'parks and gardens' topics was found to be developed chiefly in departments of 
architecture, urban design, plant science, horticulture, geography, forestry, and 
biology, among others (CAPES, 2002). 
Similarly to Miranda Magnoli's doctoral work (Macedo & Magnoli, 2000), the habitual 
practice for those desiring to follow strictu septsu postgraduate studies in landscape 
architecture in Brazil is to develop research in landscape related themes in correlated 
schools or departments, as architecture, urban design, horticulture, plant science, and 
forestry, illustrated in the next table. 
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"Architectu and, --, "' re I Urbýý Urban Environmental Siiuctures FAUUSP 
I 
Design -Landscape and Environment 
Theory and Project - Design of 
FAUFRJ Architecture the Landscape and of the Build 
Environment 
FAUFRJ Urban Design 
Urban Project Green Areas 
an, d,., Urban Landscape 
UFV Forestry Forestry Sciences 
UFLA Agronomy/Plant Science 
Plant Production - Floriculture 
and faisagismo 
UNESP Agronomy 
Plant Production - Floriculture 
and Paisagisnio 
Plant Science Paisagismo and 
ESALQ 'I Agronomy Science and Technology of 
Flower Production 
Table XII: Pos tgraduate research programmes including landscape design research. Sources: 
CAPES (2002) , Gonqalves (letter: 22 April 1999), Macedo & Magnoli (2000), UNESP (2002), ESALQ (2002a ), UFLA (2002) 
The first school to offer postgraduate course subjects in landscape architecture was 
FAUUSP, in 1978 under the direction of Miranda Magnolli (Macedo & Magnoli, 2000). 
In 2000, according to Macedo & Magnoli (2000), 29 theses and dissertations had been 
approved there and 29 others were in progress. Research groups in different 
universities in various states of Brazil are gradually growing, as staff return from 
postgraduate studies in the USA and Europe, adding diversity to tile sector. 
MSc doctoral programmes in Brazil follow the North American model of compulsory 
and optional taught courses, research, and dissertation/thesiS, usually completed 
within two and four years respectively (CAPES, 2002a). 
The institution responsible for the regulations and coordination of postgraduate 
studies in Brazil, CAPES34 (1998,2002a) approved the offer of professional masters in 
34 CAPES: Coordenqdd de Aperfeicoantento tie Pessoal tie Nivel Superior -Coordination for the 
Development of Ffigher Level Personnel 
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1998, which makes provision for the offer or courses in a format similar to American 
and British conversion MLAs. No landscape architecture programs were found 
implemented until this thesis was finished. 
Sequential courses 
Although the format is recent, sequential courses of landscape architecture are being 
organised and enrolling their first students. 
A school found offering a'specific training' course was the private Ardiembi Morumbi 
University in SAo Paulo. Their two-year Paisagisitio e lardinagent3s degree is divided into 
three blocks of courses, as displayed in table XIII below, and intends to offer 'an 
ecological approach, through which the student will be able to plan, build, and keep a 
garden, respecting plants, the environment and the client' (Universidade Anhembi 
Morumbi, 2001). The association of the course with gardening is evident from the title 
to course descriptions. 
Course Description 
General basis: 
Courses that build social, philosophical, psychological, and methodological 
thinking and understanding of human communication; 
Architectural basis: 
Courses covering themes of art, aesthetics, architectural drawing, 
architectural resources and graphic representation. This block enables the 
student to plan and execute landscape projects. 
Specific training: 
This large block of courses puts the student in contact with gardening and 
the environment, involving knowledge from biology, agronomy and 
forestry. 
Table XIII: Study Foci -Landscape Design and Gardening (Universidade Anhembi-Morumbi, 
2001) 
35 Landscape Design and Gardening 
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No examples were found of 'complementation of studies' programmes on landscape 
architecture. As hypothetical instance, a complementation programme on 'landscape 
preservation' could be set up by grouping courses from the architecture, agronomy, 
geography, and history undergraduate programmes regularly administered in a given 
university. 
Once these courses become established, further discussions with CREAs and CONFEA 
will be necessary, since graduates or not from other disciplines will have received 
officially certified instruction in the field that can equal or even overcome in class- 
hours that of agronomists and architects. 
Medlum level 'technicai'courses 
As a subsequent extension of secondary/ medium level education, or integrated with it 
at school, courses known as 'technical' -MLTC here- prepare students for 
professional practice, generally at the auxiliary level. The CONFEA/CREA system 
recognises these degrees in the agronomic, architectural and other areas, as mentioned, 
allowing the practice within a more reduced scope of activities, Although authorised 
by the ministry of education (Ministdrio da Educaý, Io, 20021), landscape design MLTC 
graduates are not accepted at CREA yet, similarly to EBAUFRJ landscapc graduates. 
The two schools featured in the next tables started as non-degree awarding courses. 
The demand from students for further studies encouraged providers to organise the 
technical courses and seek accreditation (INAP, 31 October 2000; Batista, 1 October 
2001). 
Both courses are taught by multidisciplinary teams, as tables XIV and XV show, but the 
structure of the curricula reflect the predominance of a design orientated group at 
[NAP and an environmental sciences orientated group at EPB. 
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A problem mentioned by INAP (31 October 2000) is frequent student dropout, which 
they attribute to the cost of fees and time commitment. This research found no public 
providers offering courses free of charge. 
INAP course description 
Started 1997 (school founded in 1976) 
-Students 100 until 2000 
cture 900 class hours, 10 hours practicum, 20 courses, in 1.5 or 2.5 years 
Teacl-dng staff Architecture, uibaril design, interior design, fine arts, civi 
background engineering 
Assessment I Several projects, exams and assignments during the course. 
Places/year 
Admission bng-oi-n-g-o-r-fi-n-is-h--ed--3"rd-years'eco-nd-ary--ed-u-ca-t'ion 
75% frequency to classes per module, minimum score of 60% in all 
Requirements courses; conclusion of secondary education by the end of the 
course 
Degre e Technician in Paisagismo 
Art History I& 11 88 
176 Gardening Theory and Practice 1, U& III 
(horticulture and botany) 
Ecology and Environment 22 
Presentation Drawing I& 11 22 
Architectural Drawing I& Il 88 
Programme Perspective Drawing 88 
and hours per Computer graphics in landscape design 44 course 
Model making 66 
Materials and technology 44 
Theory of landscape architecture I& 11 44 
Landscape projects 1,11,111 & IV 66 
Supervised practicurn 242 
Total 990 hours 
Table XIV: Course structure at [NAP (31 October 2000) 
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Escola de Paisagisma de Brasilia - EPB - course description 
-7 1 
nts 
800 class hours, 200hours practicum, 200 hours stud trips, 27 Structure y 
d courses, in 2 years 
[-Fiiniýl dissertation and several projects and assignments during the Assessment 
course. 
Teaýl .... .... 
Staff Architecture, agronomy, forestry, biology 
background 
----------- -- Placei/ye*a`r 45 
ssion ----- -- Ong6liiE-ý6ý-ti'nis-h-ed 3rd year secondary education 
to, c. lasses per mod-ule; minimum score of 70% In all1l 
Requirements courses; - conclusion "of, secondary education by the end of the 
course 
Degree Technician'in'Paisagilsmo (wai 
Landscape History 
Technical Drawing 1'& 11 
Surveying and Topography 
Plant Sciences 
Gardens: plantation and maintenance 
Climatology and Envirortmental Comfort 
Programme Envirorunental Studies I& II 
and hours per 
course, Landscape business administration 
Lighting 
IT & Computing I, Il & III 
Organisation and management of Nurseries 
Landscape projects I, II, III & IV 
Materials and Construction 
Total 
ting foiaccreditation) 
30 
100 
20 
60 
itenance 60 
ital Comfort 10 
40 
ration 60 
50 
110 
nt of Nurseries 60 
IV 320 
264 
800 hours 
Table XV: - Course structure at Escola de Paisagismo de Brasilia (Batista, I October 2601) 
30 
100 
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Non Degree-awarding Courses 
This research has found that a number of institutions and individuals offer courses in 
landscape design with variable duration and content, which do not award any official 
qualification or degree. Some courses are legally authorised to function as commercial 
establishments and are subject to general regulations as service providers. Regulations 
and guidelines, however, apply neither to contents, nor to pedagogy, nor the value of 
fees. 
The scope of such courses is varied, as is duration. Offered by university lecturers or 
practitioners of diverse origin and levels of experience, courses may last from a few 
hours to several days, some times in a series of consecutive modules (Winters, 19 
September 2001; IBRAP, 2000a). 
Due to the short time most of these courses last, their character is above all informative. 
Gustaaf Winters has been offering courses at a regular basis since 1990, with seven 
different programmes at different levels (Winters, 19 September 2001). His 'Centro 
PaisagIstico' has taught approximately 3,200 students the basics of landscape design in 
units of 30 to 37 hours, usually taught in a week (Winters, 19 September 2001). 
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Cour se Profile - Centro Paisagistico Gustaaf Winters 
d-LAhds I 
Students to date r_ý3_, '3,200 
A yerýpZye ýa: rý [305 
Public 
!a 
[Agrono istVar itects, io ogists peo le, in the nursery and p 
landscaoing business. la 
Levels ant modules 
Duration 1 30 to 37 class hours pýr modu le 
1. Hiýtory and evolution of gardens; 
2., Ait and science of landscape design; 
Main 3. ' Design in týý scales macro -rural and urban- and micro 
programme home giidens; 
topics 4. Plants and their use; ' 5.,, :,. Project practice; 
6. Presentation: by hand and computer-aided. 
Teaching staff. 
number and 1- Agronomy, Brazil, landscape architecture, Holland 
trainin 
Legal recognition : I'Jjone 
t-a6le-X-Vl: -Co-urse--Pr-o-"fil-e--*--Ce-'nt-ro Paisagistico Gustaaf Winters (Winters, October 27,2000; 
September 19,2001) 
When asked about his former students' practice, Winters (19 September, 2001) states 
that their most frequent activities are small scale garden design and planting, followed 
by plant commerce and nurseries, garden maintenance, and, occasionally, design of 
large and public areas. 
Distance education is current practice among these courses. An example is the 
'Professional Paisagisino Course CD-Rom' (Ndcleo Profissional de Paisagismo, 2001). 
Advertised on the internet along with the offer of free consultancy and environmental 
management services, the course builds upon the experience the coordinator gathered 
after teaching c. a. 650 students over ten years (Teixeira, 22 September 2001). Stating 
that 'This CD-Rom course contains hundreds of photographs, examples, and practice 
drills for you to learn how to design the paisagisiiio of a garden, from blueprint to 
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budgee (Ndcleo Profissional de Paisagismo, 2001), the provider offers online assistance 
and practice drills and a final certificate of achievement. 
Some of the courses on offer have inviting titles, as 'computer graphics and 
photomontage' (IBRAP, 2000,2000a), 'ecologic landscape design' Gornal da Paisagem, 
2002), and one on 'perception development in the design of gardens' that gives 60 
hours of garden design teaching Gornal da Paisagem, 2002). 
This research detected a greater frequency and offer of courses in the cities of Rio de 
Janeiro and Sao Paulo. More widely, student unions in many universities set up yearly 
'academic weeks', when they invite lecturers or practitioners from other institutions to 
teach short courses and workshops in areas of their interest, including those related to 
landscape design. 
C. Chapter summary 
People, places, and circumstances thiat influence, in various degrees, U-iose who become 
landscape designers in Brazil were featured in this chapter. 
There is much more happening in Brazilian landscape design than what isolated 
authors have recorded. Gathering initially some of these scattered accounts from 
literature and complementing them through interviews with influential paisagistas still 
professionally active has been a contribution of this chapter to tile knowledge of 
landscape architecture in Brazil. 
By bringing up various instances where friction occurs, this review gave grounds to 
accept the hypothesis that there is discord in the landscape architectural arena. If 
solutions for that are delayed, the pressure coming from a growing number of those 
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trained in the many ways described to practice may discredit the professional exercise 
of those legally accredited -by dilution in the best of scenarios. 
An apparently poor numerical expression, their distance from the myriad of people 
and institutions offering landscape education, and their corporatism ascribes little 
relevance to professional associations. These institutions are alien to the offer of 
landscape education through the official channels. 
Higher education programmes that include paisagisnio are regulated directly by the 
Ministry of Education, which establishes policies and funds, totally or partially, the 
fulfilment of the requirements it imposes for accreditation. This divorce between 
practice and education is identified here as one of the causes of the conflict. 
This examination identified several lacunae in the information available, with reference 
to practice and education. If any action towards the improvement of the Brazilian 
landscape context is desired, filling the existent gaps is a pressing need. Therefore, the 
review presented in this chapter raised a series of questions and suggested many 
others, all listed below. This research takes on board to seek answers for them, while 
pointing methodological directions for continuation of tl-ds task in other research 
opportunities. Quantitative answers, by helping to estimate proportions of such a 
variety of practitioner types and education possibilities, would substantiate further 
evolution of the field, allowing future adjustments in professional regulations and the 
offer of more appropriate educational opportunities. 
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c. How high is their education level? 
d. What is the most important component in their training, the auto-didactic or 
the academic? 
e. How much landscape design instruction have they received? 
f. Is practicum/ apprenticeship an important means of instruction? 
g. How long have they been practising? 
K What do they do in their practice? 
i. How effective is the network of professional associations? 
jý. 
_... _ 
Wha 
. 
js th9i. ýA9ý9gqiphic. pr9file? 
Table XVII: Questions for investigation on Brazilian paisagistas 
Although professional legislation figures here as a source of problems and urgently 
needing revision, it is not an intention of this thesis to go further in that issue. 
The Brazilian context was portrayed here as rich in opportunities and resources - 
human and natural- that make landscape education possible and potentially rich. In 
the face of the sector's expansion in Brazil, the next chapter will examine education as a 
possible solution chosen here for this quandary, looking for a paradigm applicable to 
the reality disclosed. 
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a. What is their occupation? 
b. What is their background? 
How and where did/do they learn paisagismo? 
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CHAPTER 3 
LEARNING TO TEACH WHILE TEACHING HOW TO LEARN - 
FUNDAMENTALS FOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL 
EDUCATION 
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A. Introduction 
The previous chapter gave basis to accept the hypothesis that discord exists in 
Brazilian landscape architecture and that a solution for it is necessary. Following with 
the hypotheses raised in the introductory chapter, the discussion moves on to examine 
education as an instrument of transformation and, as such, a possible solution for the 
prevalent discord in Brazilian landscape architecture. This chapter sets out to analyse 
these points through literature, identifying issues needing further investigation and 
forming a base for that. 
The present chapter does not intend to be a thorough exploration of the infinite 
possibilities in educational theory and practice. Its objective is, as a framework, to 
support efforts towards a systematic approach to landscape education and the 
generation of feasible solutions for the Brazilian context, with, however, broader 
applicability. 
Steinitz (1997) affirmed that there is a need for constant review of landscape 
architectural education. Later, Patrick Miller (Landscape Architecture, 1998: 102) 
strengthened this position when judging that schools are not preparing students well 
for the two things they need to learn: 'how to save the world' and 'how to make 
money'. This chapter, hence, tries to offer elements for reviews that will help landscape 
schools to fulfil their mandate. 
Although general in scope, the literature review was conducted with landscape 
architectural education in mind and the issues discussed for the general setting apply 
to the specific setting of landscape education. The concluding section of this chapter - 
H- raises some of the specificities concerned with landscape education, following, 
though not item by item, tile sequence of the previous sections, underlining some of 
the ideas discussed in the initial sections. 
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B. How to teach - an overview of educational paradigms 
So we usually do things the way we have done them before or the way others appear to 
do them. Moreover, novel ideas, when openly expressed, can be disruptive to ourselves 
and disturbing to others. We therefore often avoid them, disguise them, keep them 
bottled up inside in our minds where they cannot develop in the social context, or 
disavow them in what we believe to be loyalty to the common interest. (Kelly, 1970: 3) 
In 1964, the educator Paulo Freire was incarcerated in Brazil for his unconventional 
manner of teaching peasants of the country's poorest region how to read and write. 
Freire's imprisonment and later exile in Chile were the recognition that the libertarian 
education he proposed was a threat to the old order (Sliaull, 1972). That prompted the 
recently started military dictatorship to remove him from the picture -thankfully 
preserving his life, unlike that of so many others. 
Freire's 'pedagogy of the oppressed' (Freire, 1972a), besides proving effective during 
the literacy campaigns in the Northeast of Brazil forty years ago, became an 
internationally influential work in the education of adults (Denicolo & Pope, 2001; 
Taylor, 1998). His humanistic view of education as a horizontal relationship of shared 
power has echoed in the writings of numerous educationalists after him. 
The'culture of silence', which Freire (1972,1972a) described as the one submerging the 
dispossessed and perpetuating their situation, is not restricted to the poor anti 
illiterate. The concept, generated from the dichotomy 'dominating deaf metropolis- 
alienated silent colony', finds consonance, almost half a century later, in a youth that is 
drowning in information and succumbing silently to the domination of a globalising 
media. 
The dichotomies metropolis-colony, oppressor-oppressed are, according to Freire 
(1972a) and accepted here, a figure -perhaps a subconscious image- of the 
traditional teacher-learner relationship, 
Educational paradigms exist aplenty. They overlap in time, even though some may 
seem to be evolutions of others. Landscape schools, most of which are younger than 
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this debate, presently apply variations of the perspectives presented next. These are not 
in a chronological order. The classification adopted is essentially the one presented by 
Pope & Keen (1981) and updated by Denicolo & Pope (2001). 
1. The slate Is blank 
The assumption of the tabula rasa for the novice student permeates much of the 
classical thinking on education, along with the Lockean tradition of a passive human 
mind. 
Starting from the classical cultural transniission -whereby education is a process of 
accumulating bits of a universal truth, perspectives on education have evolved. 
Antiquated as it may seem, however, this first approach is, according to Denicolo & 
Pope (2001), present as the basis of much of modern educational technology and 
behavioural modification attitude to education and skills training. That is true when 
accepting that, by imitating expert behaviour, novices internalise knowledge, values, 
and skills located in the culture, previously acquired by the educator. 
Also known as illstntillelitalisni, the realist approach of cultural transmission measures 
the outcomes of education in terms of performance rather than attitude (Pope & Keen, 
1981). 
The 'banking' concept of education was Freire's (1972a) way of criticising 
instrumentalism. He compares the minds of students undergoing habitual education to 
banks where the teacher, by issuing communiqu6s instead of communicating, makes 
deposits. Students, empty receptacles, receive patiently, memorise, and regurgitate 
later. Knowledge is a gift bestowed by those considered knowledgeable upon those 
who know nothing. Freire (1972a) describes this as deliumanising, as it denies inquiry 
and praxis, instituting the structure of dominator-dominated. As part of tile structure, 
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the coercion instrument exists in the form of the grades given by those in control, 
which figure as punishment or recompense. 
As mentioned above, communication is an important aspect: it incorporates differences 
of power to the relations (Fairclough, 1989), and in the case of education, it establishes 
teachers in a hierarchically superior position. Fairclough (1989) attributes to the 
language the twofold character of being socially determined and having tile power to 
determine society, as below: 
... whenever people speak or listen or write or read, they do so in ways witich are detennined socially and have social effects. (Fairclough, 1989: 23) 
Social power structures are shown trough and maintained by the use of language, but 
can be changed by it. Discourse affects society, contributing to social continuity or 
change. 
Even though most other major schools of thought have counteracted instrumentalism, 
as suggested earlier, a resistance focus of it exists in competence-based courses -a 
response to the demands of international competition for an educated workforce 
(Denicolo & Pope, 2001). In some of those courses, particular behaviours are the sign of 
achievement that intellectually passive and very busy students give in assessments. 
This is so despite the progressive or humanistic student-centred discourse is the 
pretence empowering language of such courses (Armitage et al., 1999). 
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2. The slate Is not-blank 
Further perspectives developed from the notion that the learner's mind is not a tabula 
rasa. As a result, it remains for educators to know that the pre-written lines affect their 
task from beginning to end. The next conceptions exposed show different ways of 
dealing with the contents of the'slate' -or students' minds. 
The slate Is not blank -let It feel it Itself 
By turning the focus of education towards emotions, feelings and thoughts, and 
introducing the notion of 'inner good', the rontanticist view, prevalent in tile nineteenth 
century, rejected cultural transmission (Pope & Keen 1981). The 1970 decade saw 
followers of the movement bringing 'contract learning' to vogue (Denicolo & Pope, 
2001), with introspective autobiographical material being used to inform decisions of 
those involved in the process. 
Educators of adults in the 1970s proposed formal agreements about rules, expectations, 
and commitments as a means of increasing mutual respect and valuing between the 
parts involved. 
The slate Is not blank -let It push Itself forward 
Another perspective, progressivisin, defended learning based on a motivation that 
comes from within the learner, rather than on externally imposed knowledge (Denicolo 
& Pope, 2001). In its own way, progressivism rejected cultural transmission by 
suggesting that the role of the teacher should be to facilitate students in the process of 
'learning how to learn' (Pope & Keen, 1981). Experiential problem-solving situations 
became the centre, and the teacher, the facilitator of a continuous involvement with the 
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subject matter, i. e., someone who encourages critical thinking for the reconstruction of 
previous ideas. 
Although with almost a century's delay, as Denicolo & Pope (2001) state, the 
commonplace concepts of lifelong learning, experiential learning, and continued 
professional development are echoes of progressivists' theories. 
The slate Is not blank -leave It alone 
A development of the 1970s, de-schooling, with reminiscences of existentialism, argued 
for the end of the school as the world knows it, in favour of an environment where 
learners find their own truths for themselves and incorporate them to their view of the 
world. 
In this school, Denicolo & Pope (2001) expose, teachers are people who assimilate the 
subject matter as a real issue for themselves, as part of their inner world of feeling, and 
create an atmosphere of mutual trust where they meet with students. Students then 
have the responsibility of accepting or rejecting teachers' interpretation of the subject 
matter. This principle is common to the next perspective, the humanist. 
The slate Is not blank -/et It transform Itself and change the world, with 
a little help 
Himiaidstic education arose as an intrinsically life changing process that can transform 
not only the people involved but also their society. Self-actualisation (Maslow, 1987), 
co-intentional education, critical thinking (Freire, 1972a), reflection-in-action (Sch8n, 
1987,1991), ernancipatory education, transformative learning (Mezirow, 1990), anti 
more became part of the vocabulary of pedagogy. 
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a. 
Learner-based learning replaced the traditional approach of teacher-based learning. 
The former is self-initiated, requires personal involvement and is evaluated by students 
in terms of meeting their needs or not (Denicolo & Pope, 2001). 
As an example of the resonance of humanistic education, reforms in higher education 
in the UK have shifted the approach from 'teaching and learning' to 'learning and 
teaching', whereby study programs are structured around learning outcomes rather 
than teaching objectives. Educators are then facilitators of student learning. (Maier and 
Warren, 2000) 
The importance of the interpersonal encounter, emphasised by psychologists notably 
in the 1960 and 1970 decades, reached pedagogy and made its mark. The potential 10 
transform deeply all parts involved approximated education and therapy to the extent 
of bringing the discussion to the verge of an ethical debate. 
Maslow (1987) states that learning is interrelated to character formation; it is also 
experiential, i. e., closely dependant on significant personal experiences. He points out 
five main components of 'character learning' or'intrinsic learning', exposed below. 
" The educative effects of unique (nonrepetitive) and profound personal 
experiences, 
" The affective changes produced by repetitive experiences, 
" The conative changes produced by gra ti fication- frustration experiences, 
" The broad attitudinal, expectational, or even philosophical changes produced 
by certain types of early experiences, 
" The determination by constitution of the variation in selective assimilation of 
any experience by the organism. 
Table XVIII: Maslow (1987: 35) on'character learning' 
Humanistic educators of the 1960s asserted that society should accept its members as 
autonomous and unique, opposing the conventionil vie%v of education as aimed at 
adjusting the individual to the society as it exists (Cox, 1987). At the same time, the 
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classroom became the starting place of a revolution with power to transform society 
into one that is more effective in encouraging human self-actualisation. 
Transformative learning is a more recent pedagogical proposal, organised by Jack 
Mezirow, which embodies humanistic educational principles. Taylor, (1998: vii) 
explains transformative learning as 'the process of making meaning of one's 
experience'. It revolves around the reflective assessment of presuppositions and the 
changes they should suffer to better interpret reality. As it is a model of education for 
adults, drawing heavily on critical reflection, transformative learning is a valid 
paradigm for discussing higher education here. 
A desirable outcome of the instructional process is making the learner a more 
autonomous thinker and someone who, rather then acting uncritically on values, 
meanings, and purposes of others, is able to negotiate their own, (Mesirow, 1997). This 
is a basic premise for curricula, emphasising content that goes beyond die boundaries 
of the subject matter. 
For their text on the integration of technology into education, Maier and Warren (2000) 
accept transformative learning as their core approach to education, which they believe 
to comply with the present economic agenda in its demands for work-forcc 
qualification. They organised the tenets of transformative learning into a diagram, 
adapted and presented as Figure 3.2, on the next page, where they acknowledge tile 
inter-dependence among learning environment, tutoring environment, the individual, 
and the group, also presenting their desirable cha racteris tics (Maier and Warren, 2000). 
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Almost 25 years since Mezirow published his first works systematising his approach, 
transformative learning as a research topic has expanded in the area of theoretical 
critique, but very little into its practice. In a review of recent works on the theme, 
Taylor (1998: 1) summarises limitations of the process into several points, as below: 
" The significant influence of context, 
" Its relationship or lack thereof to social action and power 
" The varying nature of the catalyst of the process (a disorienting dilemma], 
" The interdependent relationship of critical reflection and affective learning, 
" The role of other ways of knowing and relationships in learning, and 
" An overall broadening of the definitional outcome of a perspective 
transformation. 
Table XIX Limitations of transformative learning (Taylor, 1998: 1) 
This research acknowledges that the context -place, time, and mindset- where the 
learning process happens conditions every part of it, therefore, it cannot remain out of 
the discussion. What happens around students and teachers affects the way they learn 
and teach. The local context where the teaching environment -classroom or other- is 
inserted matters as much as the planetary one. Identifying the influential facts of the 
context and using them to the advantage of the process are roles of the teacher. 
Likewise, it is accepted here that social action is an outcome of education even when it 
is not a stated goal; that the whole of the human mind -rationality and emotions - is 
involved in the learning experience; that learning is relational and that the outcome of 
it is affective as much as it is rational. 
The limitations of transformative leaming exposed above motivated some more 
elaboration on the theme. Other authors, developing Mezirow's positions, proposed 
the term transformative educatioti (Denicolo & Pope, 2001). 
Transformative education, a flexible concept, incorporates here elements from some of 
the previously discussed educational approaches and the overlapping conceptions of 
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'active learning' (Denicolo, Entwistle and Hounsell, 1992), Cox's (1987) reading of 
Maslov-/s theories into 'transpersonal education', and Freire's (1972a) 'dialogical 
character of education as the practice of freedom. The tables that follow summarise 
these views. 
Active learning 
A search for meaning and understanding; 
Greater student responsibility for learning; 
A concern with skills as well as with knowledge; 
An approach to the curriculum which looks beyond graduation to wider 
career and social settings. 
Table XX Basis of active learning (Denicolo, Entwistle & Hounsell, 1992: 3) 
Transpersonat education 
Education of the whole person, exposing people to the mysterious in 
themselves; 
Emphasis on learning how to learn; 
Learning as a journey reflecting the discoveries of personal transformation. 
Table XXI: Cox's reading of Maslow's educational theories (1987: 255 
Dialogical character of education as the practice of fteedom 
Education based in dialogue, and that is 
" The encounter in which the united reflection and action are addressed to the 
world which is to be transformed and humanized; 
" The source of significance for humankind as those who name and transform 
the world; 
" Not liable to being 'reduced to the act of one person's "depositing" ideas in 
another', nor to becoming 'a simple exchange of ideas to be "consumed" by 
the participants in the discussion'; 
"A horizontal, mutual trust relationship, founded upon: 
0 profound love for the world and humankind, 
0 humility, 
0 faith in people's power to make and remake, to create and re-create, and 
in their vocation to be more fully human, 
0 hope as the driving force of human self-actualisation, 
0 critical thinking that discerns an indivisible solidarity between the world 
and human beings. 
Table XXII: Dialogi cal education according to Freire (1972a) 
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This iesearch found that the position of transformative education could still benefit 
from expanding the discussion about the interaction between educator and educated, 
which is considered in the next paragraphs. 
3. Makinq sense of the writinqs on the slate 
We start with a persom Organisms, lower animals, and societies can wait. (Kelly, 
1970: 9) 
In one of the corollaries that develop personal constnict theory, PCT, from its basic 
postulate, George Kelly (1970: 22) states thatto the extent that one person construes the 
construction processes of another, he may play a role in a social process involving the 
other person'. This 'sociality corollary' is central to the understanding of education this 
thesis takes on board. 
Since 'a person's processes are psychologically channelised by the ways in which he 
anticipates events' (Kelly, 1970: 9), educating this person under a transformative 
paradigm, as exposed above, requires from educators the willingness to understand, at 
least minimally, how their students anticipate events. This way of anticipating is, in 
fact, each person's own system of constructs in action, the eyes -or goggles - through 
which they see the world. Teachers have to learn to see the world through their 
student's eyes, knowing that both intellect and emotions are involved. 
Kelly (1970) explained psychological processes with the metaphor 'man, the scientise. 
As scientists, humans are constantly involved in a process of observation, 
interpretation, prediction, and control (Denicolo & Pope, 2001). People test their 
constructs all the time, assessing the accuracy with which they can predict the 
outcomes of situations. That way they keep their constructs as they are or modify 
them, in search of better ways of predicting in the future. 
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While not mentioning PCT as a direct source, Mezirow's (1996) following statement is 
congruent with it: 
... learning is understood as the process of using a prior interpretation to construe a 
new or revised interpretation of the meaning of one's experience in order to guidefuture 
action. (Mezirow 1996: 162). 
A teacher interested in engaging in a dialogical interaction with a learner must 
consider that there are two diverse construct systems at play. The construct system of 
each participant conditions every transmission and every reception from each side. In 
other words, people cannot contact an interp reta tion- free reality directly (Banister & 
Fransella, 1986). 
As such, the experience of education is a constant crossing of evolving construct 
systems, hence, an extremely complex interaction, as sketched in figure 3.1. This figure 
also acknowledges that the same construct systems mediate and condition tile 
assessment of student feedback -process that should contribute to the evolution of 
students' constructs. The figure, however, does not emphasise that teachers' and 
students' constructs are being tested and modified all the time because of interactions 
inside and outside the educational environment. That makes the process even more 
dynamic. 
This understanding can help relieve tensions in a time of uneasiness in schools. 
Bewildered teachers of all levels recognise that not everything is under control in the 
classroom. They look for ready solutions to improve their performance -so often 
measured by their popularity amongst students. A vast number of publications 
presenting solutions and teaching techniques populate teachers' shelves. 
Some educators are aware, even if not formulating it in the same terms, that their 
problem relates to not complying with PCT's sociality corollary, Le.: a clash between 
different ways of seeing the world may be the cause of failure. This may also appear as 
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a difference in the way both sides approach the educational environment: different 
desires, different perceptions of needs, different objectives. 
Existing reality =R 
Teacher's construct system at moment 1 
Teacher's 
construction of R 
- Rt 
Teacher's choice of 
process for 
transmitting Rt - Pt 
Student's construct system at moment 1 
Student's interpretation 
Student's of Pt - PS 
interpretation of Rt 
Rts 
ON;, 
Student's constructio of 
R- Rs 
Student's means of 
feedback for Rs - Fs 
Teacher's construct system at moment 2 
Teacher's 
construction of Rs 
= Rst 
Teacher's interpretation of 
Fs - Ft 
Teacher assesses Rst by 
comparing it with Rt 
Student's construct system at moment 2 
Student modifies Rs - 
Students interpretation of 
or not assessment's results 
Figure 33: Personal construct model of education 
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The discrepancies can occur in different levels. One standpoint this thesis deems 
incomplete is that the onset of postmodernism as the dominant weltanschauling is a 
source of conflict in the classroom. This view would accept the presupposition that, in 
the 2000's, one side is 'modern' while the other, 'post-modem. 
The labels 'modern' and 'post-modern' are not at all clear, neither are time limits for 
them. It would be limiting and imprecise to sort people chronologically by a division as 
trimly proposed by Oden (1992), that suggests that modern age started with the fall of 
the Bastille in 1789 and ended with the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. The argument is 
even more inadequate in a time when the norm of teachers older than their students 
has been broken. 
However, part of the set of teaching practices in use holds connections with another 
historical moment, causing problems. Pope & Keen (1981: 32) address that: 
-Educational procedures developed during an era of relative stability and certaintyare 
no longer able to provide the student with Me skills lie needs to exist effectively in 
contemporanj society. (Pope & Keen, 1981: 32) 
Another view, constitutional as what is advocated here, is based on typologies. One 
example is the approach of Grasha (1996), in his book 'Teaching with Style -a 
practical guide to enhancing learning by understanding teaching & learning styles', 
where lie grouped teachers and learners into categories or styles. This carries, Graslia 
(1996) admits, the risks caused by rigid or inadequate labelling and accommodation, 
but stresses that his model does not exempt teachers from self-reflection, analysis, and 
the exploration of a conceptual base for their teaching. His advice is that teachers 
should remember students are different and, therefore, ensure instructional processes 
take that into account. 
As part of an integrated model, he explains that teaching styles are based on beliefs 
and behaviours that faculty display in the classroom, affecting the way they present 
information, interact with students, manage classroom tasks, supervise course work, 
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introduce students to the field, and mentor them (Grasha, 1996). Learning styles are 
personal traits -motivational, perceptual, sensorial, cognitive, relational, and 
physical- that affect the way a person relates to teachers, peers, and the environment 
(Grasha, 1996). 
After analysing the possible interactions between the categories from his typology, lie 
offers an integrated approach for the educational process. Grasha (1996) suggests a list 
of 45 presently used pedagogical practices -from lecturing, through guided design, to 
practicurn - and shows teaching and learning styles with which they are most closely 
associated and, when used, should bring best results. The tables presented next 
summarise Ws categories. 
Possesses the knowledge students need and is concerned that students 
Expert receive it and are well prepared. Maintains expert status among 
students by displaying detailed knowledge. 
Formal Has status because of knowledge and position. Concerned with 
authority providing positive and negative 
feedback, learning goals, rules of 
conduct for students, and correct, standard -ways of doing things. 
Personal Believes in teaching by personal example, oversees and guides, shows 
model how to do things and encourage students to emulate. 
Places emphasis on the personal teacher-student interactions. Guide's by 
asking questions, exploring options, suggesting alternatives, and 
Facilitator preparing them for informed choices. Has a goal of developing 
initiative, independent action, and responsibility in students, providing 
support and encouragement. 
Seeks to develop students' capacity to perform in an autonomous 
Delegator fashion. Students work on projects independently or in groups with 
autonomy and teacher is a resource person, available on request. 
Table XXIII: Teaching styles (Grasha, 1996: 154) 
An educator's teaching style, Grasha (1996) points out, is a composition of different 
degrees of each of the five basic styles, within a hierarchy of primary and secondary 
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styles. Therefore, as an example, a teacher can be primarily an expert/formal authority 
and have personal model/ facilitator/ delegator as secondary traits. 
Learner styles, on the other hand are: 
Learn material to perform better than others, compete for the 
Competitive rewards; like to be the centre of attentions and to receive public 
recognition of their, achievements. 
Feel they, can learn by sharing ideas and talents, are'cooperative Collaborative and like to work with others. 
Not enthusiastic about learning the content and attending 
Avoidant classes. Do not participate, are uninterested and overwhelmed 
by what, hýppýeps in class. 
Good citizens-, enjoy classes and participating in course activities. Participant Do as much as they can of required and optional. 
Little intellectual curiosity and learn only what is required. View 
Dependent teacher and peers as support, need authorities to tell them what 
to do. 
Think for themselves, confident in their abilities. Prefer to learn Independent what they find important and to work alone. 
Table XXIV: Learner styles (Grasha, 1996: 169) 
Similarly to teaching styles, learning styles do not appear in pure form, but it can be 
expected that certain qualities will be more pronounced than others (Grasha, 1996). 
This typology reduces the burden some teachers might feel on their shoulders of 
almost having to become psychologists to understand their students -the ethical 
debate of humanistic education mentioned earlier. 
Though the role of the educator has been emphasised so far, the view of education this 
thesis supports is co-operational or, as Freire (1972a) advocates, co-intentional, 
demanding participation from students. As Grasha (1993) admits, the best teaching 
practice can still fail if students do not operate in the same wavelength as teachers. 
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Very few will reach tertiary education familiar with the positions advocated here. 
Students will be defensive and need help to build confidence to walk the two-way 
street. They may come unwilling to accept the relative uncertainty that learning based 
on their own expressed needs and desires may offer -and will need encouragement. 
The addition of the personal approach to the concept of transformative education was 
found to comply with the set of criteria Maier & Warren (2000) use to assess education 
according to transformative learning. This is condensed into their 'learner model', 
expressed in four questions: 
Learner model 
Answers the questions 
" Mio are the learners? 
" Kliat do they know? 
" Do they have any critical misconceptions? 
" Are their technical skills adequate? 
Table XXV: L ea .r. ner model (Maier and Warren, 20008) 
In table XXV above, Maier and Warren (2000) add that educators should know about 
the way their students do things, i. e., their technical skills. They also suggest that the 
teacher should assess students' conceptions in search of critically inadequate ones for 
the defined objective. This objective, around which their text revolves, is finding work 
in the turn of the millennium. It is necessary to add that the definition of 'critical 
misconceptions' will be the result of the teacher's personal construction of the job 
market and his/her construction of students' conceptions. 
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C. Ways of teaching - education in practice 
Once formulated as the chosen paradigm, transformative education supported by the 
constructivist position has its reflexes on educational practice. Accordingly, the 
criticism against the traditional educational positions reaches the instruments of 
education with the same intensity. 
Consonant with the dialogical position of Freire (1972), the constructivist position 
ratifies his criticism against verbalistic lessons, reading requirements, and knowledge 
evaluation methods of a 'ready-to-wear approach that serves to obviate thinking' 
(Freire, 1972a: 50). These are practices as common today as they were in Freire's days. 
Procedures for teaching and assessing learning are also aspects Maier & Warren (2000) 
included in their model, as below: 
'Pedagogical model (a) 
Answers the questions 
" How can the learning outcomes be realised? 
" How will they be assessed? 
Table XXVI: Pedagogical model (Maier and Warren, 2000: 78) 
Instructional methods have been used to define teaching styles, but Grasha (1996) 
rejects that for it, instead of helping educators to know themselves better and improve 
their practice, may generate stagnation. 
Denicolo, Entwistle & Hounsel (1992), when discussing active learning, state tile 
importance of educational methods for a genuine involvement of learners, While 
criticising the 'bland bread and water diet of lectures, tutorials and practicals, each 
taught in uniformly conventional and rather limited way' (Denicolo et a. 1,1992: 31-32) 
as an ineffective invitation for active learning, they defend that a blend of established 
and innovative practices is the way forward. Likewise, this research does not propose a 
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total abolition of established practices like lecturing and written exams. Rather, the 
enhanced knowledge of students and of themselves should enable educators to assess 
what practices work best in each case. 
D. Where to teach - the environment 
Maier & Warren (2000) bring up further questions, now exploring the environment 
where education happens, which this thesis considers in its physical and 
psychological-affective dimensions. 
Implementation model 
Answers the questions 
Miat's the learning environmentfor the students? 
How will they access resources? 
How will they interact with each other and resou rces? 
Table XXVII: Implementation model (Maier and Warren, 2000: 78) 
Coherently with the transformative approach that embodies tile importance of context, 
the immediate instruction environment -be it classroom, laboratory, studio, workplace 
or the open air - has to be appropriate and conducive to the interactions. 
Research on the benefits of non-traditional learning spaces for learning outcomes is 
sparse, Nair (2002) affirms, but as progressive education is proven to work when 
properly implemented, he continues, school design should support new teaching and 
learning modalities. Although his work is mainly directed to the education of children, 
most of his projections for learner centred schools find resonance with the education 
approach this research has adopted. As lie points out, these trends are already manifest 
in different degrees. 
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Learner centred schools 
" Learning studios instead of traditional classrooms: multi-purpose spaces; 
" Kivas and atriums instead of corridors: privilege to social interaction spaces; 
" Project rooms instead of science labs or art rooms: non oriented space to 
foster integration of activities; 
" Multi-age/stage groupings instead of segregation: real life heterogeneity of 
ages, education levels and experiences; 
" Places to think -or not, instead of 100% activity charged environments: 
spaces of solitude for reflection and spiritual nourishment; 
" Technology 'there and then' instead of dedicated labs: provision for 
connectivity intra, inter and extra-schools, extending education beyond 
school buildings, with online courses and the like. 
Table XXVIII: Projection for leamer centred schools, adapted from Nair (2002: 7-8) 
The provision of instruction via means other than lecturing, and even including it, calls 
for infrastructure beyond 'bricks and mortar'. The educational process interacts with, 
and is assisted by, the total infrastructure of: property -land and buildings, 
equipment -computers and machinery, and intangibles -computer software, patents 
and copyright (Crump, 2002). It is inside this structure of resources that the interactions 
between students that Mayer & Warren (2000) stress happen, as do the interactions 
between students and the resources available. 
1. Teachinq without beinq there 
A point that needs to be raised is the issue of distance learning that, with the 
exponential expansion of the Internet in the 1990s, was fuelled by the'virtual mobility' 
(Stiles, 2000) acquired by educators and learners. 
A large field in itself, distance education is not a new concept. As Daniel (1996) shows, 
the early Christian church included distance learning in its many different approaches 
to education and training. The concepts of synchronous and asynchronous 
communication are illustrated, respectively, by Jesus' face-to-face teaching to small and 
large groups and by the Apostle Paul's epistolary instruction to the dispersed 
community of the newly founded churches -presupposing a time gap between the 
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two ends (Daniel, 1996). St. Paul's method was directed to groups, who gathered for 
worship and heard the reading of his letters by the local leader, who later conducted 
small-group discussions. As the letters to the Corinthians offer grounds to suppose, 
there was feed-back, with questions being asked to the Apostle about specific points 
and situations and his response helping solve the problems. 
With the invention of printing and the establishment of universal postal services, 
distance education could reach people where they were, establishing asynchronous 
communication between learner and teacher. In the mid 1 800s courses were on offer in 
England, Sweden, and the USA, and, before the end of that century, Australian and 
North American universities had correspondence courses alongside with their 
conventional ones (Daniel, 1996). 
The development of telecommunications and, particularly, the Internet, has given 
distance education a boost, seen by some with optimism, by others with caution, and 
by others with gloom (Ryan, Scott, Freeman & Patel, 2000). The last decade generated a 
plethora of electronic means of manipulation, storage, and transmission of information 
and knowledge. Teleschools and virtual classrooms have become extensions of, or 
alternatives to conventional schools and classrooms (Tiffin & Rajasingham, 1995). 
Distance education in on the agenda of most governments and tertiary education 
providers. 
Ryan et al. (2000: 23) give a list of ways in which the Internet can support 'resource- 
based learning' -understood as a set of strategies to promote student-centred learning 
with the use of specially designed materials, interactive media and technologies: 
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Possibilifies: 
" Delivering courses; 
" Identifying and using resources; 
" Communicating and conferencing; 
" Activities and assessment, 
" Collaborative work; 
" Student management and support. 
Table XXIX Ways the Internet can support resource based learning (Ryan et al. 2000: 23) 
This research believes, based on the reality of virtual relationships (Gonqalves, M. S., 
2000), that the relationship-based transformative education defended here is as viable 
via the WWW as it was via the letters of St. Paul. Concepts as 'computer supported 
collaborative learning' are becoming current, and introduce new requirements with the 
nature of 'social skills in asynchronous computer supported communications' to both 
sides of the pedagogical equation (Holtham, D'Cruz, & Tiwari, 1998). As a 
geographical and emotional bridge, the Internet makes every step of the educational 
process possible, requiring different degrees of adaptation in regard to methods and 
leading to various degrees of satisfaction with the experiences. This thesis 
acknowledges that, nonetheless still expanding, access to die full technological package 
for all that could benefit from it is not available yet, and is unlikely to be in the future, 
as higher education itself. 
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E. What to teach - the curriculum 
... the assumption is that whatever nature may be, or howsoever the questfor truth will turn out in the end, the events we face today are subject to as great a variety of 
constructions as our wits will enable us to contrive. (Kelly, 1970: 1) 
Men explaining constructive alternativisni as the philosophical assumption of his 
personal construct theory, George Kelly (1970) opposes it to accuntulativefragmenfalisin, 
in which truth is collected piece by piece -an understanding akin to the cultural 
transmission educational paradigm. 
Implicit in most of the discussion so far, is the understanding of knowledge as relative, 
subject to human reconstruction of reality -an active, creative, rational, emotional, 
and pragmatic affair (Bannister & Fransella, 1989; Denicolo & Pope, 2001). 
Adopting this stance, it does not matter whether absolute truth exists or not, since it 
will be construed and personalised in any case. That way, knowledge can be dereified 
and, as Esland (1971: 96) defends, becomes 'a much more negotiable commodity 
between teacher and pupil'. It follows that the limits of what is known as 'subjects' are 
but human constructs, liable to be broken. When questions arise in intense learning 
situations, these volatile boundaries give way to new configurations of knowledge, 
and, this thesis accepts, more is achieved that way. 
The educational paradigm adopted affects the issue of the content of the process: 
curriculum, in its design and delivery. In their summary table of transformative 
learning, Maier & Warren (2000) present this as below: 
Answers the questions 
Miat do the students need to know at this level? 
Miat is the curriculum? 
Table XXX: Domain model: the curriculum (Maier and Warren, 2000: 78) 
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The traditional view of curriculum is knowledge based, and the student, a consumer of 
it that teachers help to acquire the information. When higher education becomes 
student centred, students should cease to be "'recipients' making a scheduled journey 
through a curriculut-h" (Silver, 1995: 1). Replacing this mentality with a more learner- 
friendly delivery of the same static curriculum by introducing practices that ease 
students into it is still simplistic. More than geared towards satisfying the desires of 
customers who pay for the services without any participation in their provision, 
education has become a process where students are co-workers, joint makers in a two- 
way process (Silver, 1995). 
The participation of the learner is vital for the process, The probability of success of any 
instruction whose content is not relevant to the learner is minimal, no matter how able 
the teacher in juggling with teaching methods, resources, and technology. De- 
schooling theorists had already stressed the need for learners to perceive personal 
relevance in the taught matter for significant learning to take place (Denicolo & Pope, 
2001). 
Freire (1972), still on his dialogical education, proposes that tile design of curricula 
should be a participatory joint venture with students, beginning from thematic 
investigation. For him, the dialogical character of education as the practice of freedom 
does not begin when teachers-students meet students-teachers in a pedagogical 
situation, but rather when the former first ask themselves what this dialogue will be 
about. In a practical example *from his experience in Chile, he shows a possible 
sequence of stages for curriculum design based on group discussions around some 
piece of coded reality, e. g. pictures and films. Next, multi-disciplinlry teams analyse 
the recorded discussion material and then, based on this analysis, formulate tile 
curriculum. 
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The main aspect of this practice of Freire's (1972) to mention here is the usage of 
'hinged themes'. These give the class flexibility to include topics of relevance to them 
not raised in the initial discussions and, as a result, not included in the curriculum 
designed. These added themes serve frequently as connections to other portions of the 
programme. 
Again, this approach can generate insecurity among those who educate future 
professionals. This time, apprehension will stem from the zeal in teaching students 'all 
they need to know' to practice competitively in the profession. Professional 
associations spell out what they require of graduates to allow them to practice, which 
then becomes the raison d'dtre of school accreditation boards. Abiding to their 
standards, schools write their course catalogues saying what students should know 
and be able to do. 
These four last words above introduce a throbbing issue to the discussion: that 
education outcomes are changing focus from knowledge to skills, i. e., what students 
can do now matters as much or more than what they kno%v (Denicolo et al. 1992, Silver, 
1995; Maier & Warren, 2000). 
Since information is now so easily available, it has become a priority that students 
develop skills use what they know (Denicolo et al., 1992) -or will, or should know. As 
it is desired that these skills transcend the limits of the social and cognitive contexts in 
which they develop, they are known as 'transferable skills', a term that has become 
commonplace in texts on higher, professional, and even secondary education. 
This change reflects the transformation of the labour market. Based on OECD 
indicators, Maier & Warren (2000) talk about the 'knowledge economy', which hires 
workers because of their 'knowledge skill' rather than manual work, and prioritises 
more than the amount of information the person holds. The present labour market 
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prizes skills such as 'flexibility, initiative, creativity, problem solving, and openness to 
change' (Maier & Warren, 2000: 4), and higher education is suffering the pressure to 
supply such workers in all disciplines. 
With the introduction of this topic, the discussion now follows towards the ways 
professionals learn their office, subject of the next section. Summarising this point, a 
further part of Maier & Warren's (2000) model focuses on the content of the 
instructional process, as in table XXXI. 
Pedagogical model (b) 
Answers the questions 
Mat are the values and philosophy of the course? 
Wtat are the learning outcomes? 
TabIe XXXT: Assessing the contents of education (Maier & Warren, 2000: 78) 
F. Teaching (how to) work 
Nicholls (2001: 44) defines the prevailing model of professional education as 
technocratic, one that categorises development into three elements: 'development and 
transmission of a systematic body of knowledge; the interpretation and application of 
knowledge to practice; (and] supervised practice in selected placements'. This model 
alienates personal thinking from the process, and is perpetuated by members of 
teaching staff being untrained in teaching, often unable to see tile need to consider the 
relationships involved and to review preconceived ideas and values they brought to 
their programmes. 
Schbn (1987,1991), Denicolo et al (1992), Denicolo & Pope (2001), as Nicholls (2001) 
above, bring attention to the critical issue of the preparation of professional educators. 
According to them, it is assumed that professionals will develop teaching skills by 
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drawing on their own learning experience. This is largely responsible for the problems 
most educators face in their task of teaching their profession to others. 
Professional education normally reflects the requirements of the tabour market -an 
entity in constant change. In the last two decades, this mutability has become evident, 
to the point of leading authors to identify that a crisis has settled. One of the ways this 
crisis has been addressed is as the loss of confidence in professional knowledge, which 
Schbn (1991) explained *as the requirement that professionals perform tasks for which 
their education did not equip them. This shows a mismatch between education and 
practice. As a solution, an approach that prepares the professional to evolve his/her 
practice during practice itself through critical analysis of situations as they happen, 
was systematised by Schon (1987,1991) as 'reflective practice'. Reflection-in-action, die 
principle behind reflective practice, is the 'conversation with the situation' that 
integrates knowing and doing (Schbn, 1987). 
Reflective practice is coherent with Kelly's (1970) view of rationality as science making 
through 'hypothesis testing', term that Schbn (1987) also used. When surprised by a 
new situation, the practitioner tests it against a professional body of knowledge and 
repertoire of experiences and solutions. Finding there an adequate match, s/he can 
recycle a solution. While grappling with the situation, however, it may become evident 
that the existing problem-solving framework does not provide enough elements for 
completing the task, launching this practitioner into experimental mode. Once an 
adequate solution is found, the so lution and tile process of finding it are incorporated 
to the way s/he sees the world, expanding the existing repertoire or, to use 
constructivist terminology, evolving new constructions of her/his professional 
possibilities. This constructive evolution is what this research understands as 'learning 
how to tIdnk like a' professional (Sch6n, 1987). 
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The concept of artistry is recurrent in SchOn's writings, and is useful for this text. 
Professional artistry, Sch6n (1987: 22) says, refers to the kinds of abilities professionals 
sometimes demonstrate when presented with 'unique, uncertain and conflicted 
situations of practice'. 
Sch6n (1987: 15) suggests fundamental questions about professional education that 
edacators; should ask open-endedly in certain areas where education for artistry is 
necessary: 
Questions to the professional school: 
What competences; ought to be acquired? 
Through what methods? 
In what domains of practice are these competences situated? 
Is the professional school the best place to learn what needs most to be learned? 
Table XXXII: Schon's (1987: 15) questions to professional schools 
The last question, as earlier pages of his book suggest, identifies a problem whose 
solution is mostly out of teachers' hands. Since expectations of professional educators 
and governments/ professional institutions are situated in two opposite poles of the 
scale (Nicholls, 2001), reforms in the professional school starting from below often 
sound romantic or like utopia to those in power. Few educators in professional schools 
are willing -or have the time- to take the revolutionary stance. 
Discussing the complicatedness of the transition from 'ivory tower to concrete jungle', 
Candy & Crebert (1991) introduce an extensive list of ways the professional school 
differs from the workplace as learning environments -extremes that would seldom 
appear in a pure form. They suggest that each contrast is a continuum along which 
situations occur. This list is in table XXXIII. 
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Higher education generally produces The workplace generally requires the 
a student who is: graduate to be: 
. ....... . ....... curriculum-driven comp; týni at pioblem'ý- d liiiii 
41 literate in a particular study 
discipline, but with a broad 
understanding of a wide research 
area 
used to solving problems in a 
theoretically coherent framework 
used to a classroom setting in which 
instructors instruct and learners 
learn 
used to working towards pre-set 
educational objectives 
used to being assessed, rewarded, or 
penalised by external evaluation 
literate across a broad range of 
disciplines, but with appropriate 
specialised knowledge/ skills 
" used to solving problems in a 
practical, cost- and time-efficient way 
" used to an office or field setting in 
wWch there is no clear demarcation 
between instructor/ trainer and learner 
" able to function with no pre-set 
educational objectives 
used to applying self-critical and self- 
evaluative processes as well as 
receiving external approbation or 
disapproval 
used to applying abstract 
intellectual processes to problem- 
solving 
* used to manipulating symbols 
" used to expressing thoughts, ideas, 
opinions and solutions in written 
form 
" used to being assessed on written 
assignments where process is often 
as important as content 
used to writing essays, reports, and 
assignments, often over a relatively 
long period of time 
*engaged in long-term 
research/study projects 
-conscious of self as a learner within 
a learning environment 
*competitive on his or her own 
behalf, pursuing personal goals such 
as awards, accreditation, and prizes 
introverted and isolated in study 
habits 
*jealous of personal research 
* able to apply lateral or critical 
thinking processes to problem solving 
able to use the tools available to tile 
industry 
used to expressing thoughts, ideas, 
opinions, and solutions orally 
used to being assessed on oral 
effectiveness and persuasiveness 
used to making oral submissions and 
written reports at short notice 
*pursuing short-term profit-oriented 
goals 
" not conscious of self as learner within 
the organisation, but learning 
informally nonetheless 
" competitive on behalf of the team or 
organisation, pursuing 
company/group goals 
* extrovert/ gregarious 
able to share the results of research 
with team members 
lacking in well-developed possessing Wgl-dy-developed 
interpersonal skills interpersonal skills 
Table XXXIII: The academy and the workplace as learning environments (Candy and Crebert, 
1991590) 
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The pragmatic requirements of the workplace are making the case for what Nicholls 
(2001) calls 'post-technocratic' professional education. It involves coaching by an 
experienced professional, happens in the workplace, and targets the acquisition of 
professional competencies. Reflection on and in action has a crucial role in the process. 
Cheetarn and Chivers (1996) shortlist the required competencies into four: knowledge 
or cognitive competence, functional competence, personal or behavioural competence, 
and values or ethical competence. As superordinate, the meta-competencies of 
communication, self-development, creativity, analysis, and problem solving complete a 
model based on reflection that considers the academic structure as a whole and the 
importance of a solid knowledge base (Cheetam and Chivers, 1996).. 
G. Teaching (how to) design 
Formal design education is a recent phenomenon in history. Lawson (1997) has 
condensed significant amount of thought on the matter, raising points of concern for 
education in all design professions. The majority of discussions on design instruction is 
based in architecture schools, whose history in the academy formally started in the 
nineteenth century Paris, with the Ecole des Beaux Arts (Salama, 1995; Doidge, Sara 
and Parnell, 2000). More recently, from the 1920s, the Bauhaus was another strong 
influence in present architectural education, pressing for the inclusion of a more 
defined theoretical framework into an environment dominated by the search for 
artisanship. From the 1960s, a series of academic events started a new trend, including 
a series of courses, topics, and specialisations, to which, however, die process of 
teaching architectural design has been slow to respond, keeping methods and 
techniques tied to the Beaux Arts and the BaUh, %Us, as Salama (1995) argues. He 
criticises the present state of architectural practice and education for failing to respond 
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to their social responsibility -as it is now viewed as art - and for lacking knowledge, 
hence failing to anticipate users' needs (Salama, 1995). 
Even though design appears here as an overarching notion of practice, there are 
differences in the processes employed by designers in different fields. That justifies 
specialised education, rather than offering a common design base allowing for latter 
specialisation (Lawson, 1997). 
Design involves a series of skills and has to be taught -or coached - as such. Learning 
from one's own mistakes is more effective than learning from others' successful 
experiences. Skills do not'rub off, which points to the frailty of the pupillage system of 
design education as'cult of the individual' (Lawson, 1997). The constructivist approach 
to education justifies that individual professional achievement does not make up for 
effective teaching (Denicolo & Pope, 2001). 
The set of practices for long employed in design education is strongly linked with what 
became known as the 'studio culture', which indicates that the studio setting has 
become more than a place. To the physical space, a set of practices and attitudes have 
been aggregated and become more or less universal. In the entire world, design 
education - landscape design included - is strongly connected to the studio. As Schan 
suggests, it is a practicurn, a virtual world where students learn, by doing, to make 
judgements (Sch6n, 1991; Eaton, 1997). 
Despite its widespread use, studio instruction and its methods have been under attack 
by many critics who, among other flaws, point that design education can no longer be 
satisfied with training students to follow sets of procedures (Lawson 1997), in 
accordance with the criticism of the instrumentalist nature of competence based 
cou rses. 
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When considering the curriculum of design based professional education, an aspect 
that stands out is the contemporary relevance of its content, with particular attention to 
technology. The rate of change in the world and evolution of technology make 
obsolescence a rapid phenomenon, which education needs to learn how to counteract, 
preparing designers to take advantage of technologies, with artistry, as they arise. A 
decade ago, Denicolo et al. (1992) raised the concern that the 'half-life' of professional 
knowledge was decreasing, in different paces for each profession, but more rapidly for 
highly technical professions. Technological tools for the practice of the design 
professions follow that trend. 
Another of Lawson's (1997) comments is that design education is increasingly cut off 
from the workplace. A confirmation for that are the palliative measures of the 'year 
out' and internship, which try to immerse students into practice before they conclude 
their courses. Understated in that practice is the view that the design studio is not as 
effective as it should be, while a virtual world of practice. Real-world problems call for 
real-world knowledge and experience. Design education, therefore, demands a balance 
between directing the student in the acquisition of knowledge and experience without 
mechanising thought processes, which would provide space for tile emergence of 
originality (Lawson, 1997). 
Returning to the issue of distance learning, the feasibility of administering design 
studio instruction in that mode draws attention. A question arising is whether physical 
space is still essential. Although. a new phenomenon and yet to be more closely 
examined, Tai (2001) mentions 'virtual studios' as an academic reality, giving the 
example of the virtual studio conducted at Harvard University over the internet. 
Similarly, students, teachers, and researchers at the School of Architecture of tile 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology have been conducting design projects with 
schools all over the world in virtual interdisciplinary studios (Novitsky, 1997). A group 
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of Japanese and American architecture students working in a joint project from their 
own locations reported frustration resulting from not sharing the same studio place. 
Time differences made video-conferencing less effective, which, however, seemed to 
work for the final design review with jurors simultaneously in Japan and the USA 
(Novitsky, 1997). That way, the 'virtual crit', as an integral part of the studio culture, 
became possible. 
Stanford professor Renate Fruchter, from engineering, has developed software and 
design methods to further design co-operation over the WWW. Under her co- 
ordination, multidisciplinary teams of students from different schools worked in 
common projects where contributions were posted on a Website. A change notification 
system alerted participants whenever a design change by any of the contributors could 
have consequences on other members' work. A password and permissions system 
provided the necessary protection to the material. (Novitsky, 1997). 
As Wgher bandwidth connections become more widely available and affordable, the 
drawbacks caused by the size of graphic rich files will be less noticeable. Faster file 
transfers will enhance the interactivity of virtual studios and tutorials. It will depcnd 
on participants' willingness and capacity to make the most of such exchanges. 
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H. Teaching landscape architecture 
How can I teach if I don't know who I am and how my students learn? (Title of 
Plenary by Anthony F. Grasha, In CELA36,2001: 5) 
Considering that the talk whose title appears above was presented and well attended 
at a recent CELA conference, event congregating landscape educators from the whole 
USA and beyond, places the landscape school in the centre of tile discussion. 
The aspects discussed so far on education in its general, professional, and design 
forms, apply directly to landscape architectural education. This thesis considers the 
understanding of transformative education, as formulated earlier, the beginning of the 
answer to the question Grasha (CELA, 2001) directed to landscape educators in that 
plenary. 
The extensive research work carried out by Eaton (1997) on philosophy and design in 
landscape architecture, with rich discussion of their reflexes in landscape education, 
was a starting point for this thesis. Her coverage of landscape philosophy freed this 
research to seek a more practical approach to the theme. 
Since the discipline is young as an academic course of study, its pedagogy has not hid 
long to evolve as happened in other disciplines. However, the growth of landscape 
architecture as a profession has forced a rapid expansion in numbers and scope of 
courses internationally. 
Discussing the didactics of landscape architecture is urgent. This is so because tile 
demands and pressures of a changing job market are on the landscape school, whose 
educators, like those who teach other professions, were not prepared for their task. 
They are expected to develop their pedagogy based solely on their own experiencc as 
36 CELA: Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture 
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students. Teachers of landscape architecture were not taught how to teack- neither 
were their teachers. 
Adding to that, the organisation of landscape schools usually happens under the 
shadow of other established courses such as, most often, architecture and horticulture, 
and the origin of landscape educators is frequently in other fields, as the ones above. 
Consequently, educational procedures in landscape schools tend to be adapted or 
merely repeated. This thesis believes that the identity of landscape education -in its 
content, form, and means - deserves more attention. 
1. 'The slate Is blank'api3roach and the landscape school 
In the landscape school, the instrumentalist approach is present in many instances. A's 
part of it, the notion of power imbalance shows as tile anti-democratic attitude of some 
tutors who disguise their personal design preference as a given with utterances like 
'simple, clean lines produce a far more rational design', putting across their admiration 
for modernist canons, as an example (Eaton, 1997: 18). 
This is also the risk teachers of courses like History of Landscape Architecture face. A 
chronological exposition of styles, for example, can offer the impression of evolution 
and superiority of one school or style over the other. Questioning that historical 
succession means necessarily evolution for the better should be the concluding remarks 
of a thoughtful history teacher. Courses on precedent studies bring the same risk. 
Although landscape teachers will consciously try to avoid the 'this is good and that is 
bad' approach, this is still conveyed in very subtle ways, from body language to tile 
sequence in which slides are shown. 
Freire's (1972a) position, as exposed, stressed the role of communication -dialogue- 
as a way of changing the power structure and freeing the learner to self-actualisation. 
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How much of that happens in landscape schools varies. Still, it needs to be addressed 
in the face of the tendency to maintain the status quo present when students are 
educated to design and build 'the world as it is' by inbred tutors, who have come back 
to teach where they studied (Eaton, 1997). Tfids further aggravates the tendency found 
in schools of encouraging students to emulate behaviours seen as tile sign of 
professional success -a problem of competence based courses, as discussed. 
2. 'The slate Is not blank' approach and the landscape-school 
The current of ronianticism did not take long to manifest in landscape education. 
Kenneth Helphand (1976) organised at that time, as a result of his teaching practice, tile 
set of procedures he named 'environmental autobiography'- work through which Ills 
landscape students explored the places and experiences that influenced their 
perception of the environment. Other educators have developed it and they still use Ills 
technique. 
More recent reflexes of the romanticist understanding appear in works as that of 
Austerlitz and Aravot (2000), about emotional phenomena involving the'desk crit' and 
how students show how important they are in their learning experience. 
The humanistic view of education is not alien to the landscape school either. With 
different strengths, its tenets are taken on board and, likewise, their results appear 
variably. Sch6n's (1987,1991) 'reflective practice', for example, shows reflexes in the 
way studio instruction happens. 
As students begin to reach schools of landscape architecture with a previous 
educational experience more closely related to the humanistic stance, pressurc should 
mount to further evolution in that direction. 
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When discussing the limitations of transforntative learning, this review raised the 
importance of context to education. Considering landscape education this bLcomes 
evident, as highlighted by Eaton (1997). She stated that works of landscape architecture 
are reflections of the values and beliefs of the society where they are inserted, and have 
important roles to play in favour of the earth and of societies. 
3. 'Making sense of the writings on the slate'and the landscage school 
The clash between teachers' and students' ways of seeing die world is also a reality in 
the landscape school, as is the anachronism of some of the educational methods used. 
These problems are directly or indirectly present with great frequency in encounters of 
landscape educators, as the conferences promoted by the American CELA and tile 
European ECLAS. These conferences' proceedings are filled with discussions of 
educational practices used or proposed to add relevance to pedagogic form and 
content in the eyes of students -and often teachers themselves. 
Ways of teaching - landscaDe education In practfco 
Steintiz's (1997) statement that the most important aspect of landscape education is its 
content is unsafe, since educators zealous in their task of putting their whole syllabi 
across risk abusing the form they use for it. 
Landscape programmes in general tend to present a m6lange of the traditionil 
practices -lectures, seminars, and laboratories- to which Hargreaves attributes the 
role of fuel for studio work (Landscape Architecture, 1998). Crowley, in the same 
article, highlights the importance of the balance of class/studio and applied learning 
processes, adding that, from time to time, practices in the realm of'service learning' are 
useful for immersing students in the real world. 
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Verbalistic classes and reading reLlUirements, as criticised by Freire (1972,1) are still 
present in landscape schools and are likely to remain there for some tilile, until 
edLICLItOI-S hi-OLIght Lip differently, Under revised paradignis, start tvaching. Alternatives 
to trLiditiOnal methods of teaching, 110101.1gh available, dre not easy to appiv, since thev 
require commitment of both sides to experimenting and to making Ihings work. 
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6. What to teach - the landscape-curriculum 
Steinitz (1990) states that the role of landscape educators is offering learning 
opportunities that should build competence to change or conserve the landscape, 
experience and confidence in doing so, and theoretical constructs that underline both. 
He stresses the importance of theory as a major influence on the act of designing, a 
theory, or theories, better said, that underlie every aspect of landscape practice: 
ecology, aesthetics, history, perception, ideology, design process, construction, plant 
selection, and professional practice in its legal aspects. Still, Steinitz (1990) purports 
that the way areas of theory are defined and presented is idiosyncratic, their 
integration to educational methods and curriculum is rare, and, most often, there is a 
competition for attention and allegiance. The debate on what should be taught at 
landscape schools is current, with disagreement whether the core is 'planting or 
planning' (Eaton, 1997: 40). 
The discussion about the shift towards an emphasis on skills for professional education 
has reached landscape schools. An article containing the opinions of eight [leads of 
landscape schools in the USA shows a general concern for the difficulty in balancing 
the need to teach theory -knowledge, and the need to develop skills and competences 
that the labour market requires (Landscape Architecture, 1998). 
Discussing the results of a survey with ASLA fellows conducted in 1996, Miller (1997) 
condenses their concerns about the future of tile profession into six broad categories. 
Within them, the excessive breadth of the professional and, as consequences, the 
difficulty in defining a knowledge base and achieving a satisfactory public image for 
the profession were of particular interest to this research. John Motloch, from Ball State 
University, reveals that young people are not aware of how 'viable and exciting (a] 
career choice' landscape architecture is, and many of their students who entered 
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college with the intention of studying arcillteCtUre shift to LA after the completion ot 
the joint first year (Speckhardt, 2001: 56-57). 
As Eaton (1997) suggests, clarification on the possible contribUtIollS ()t 1, IIJLIS(:, Il)t- 
architecture to the sustainability of natural and built envil, olillit2lits vvoill(i 1), 
tO 1,111LIscape architects -practitioners, educators 111d students alike. This might 
counteract the trend observed by many to sce the protessioll as decorative (F. Atoll, 
1997), to which MacedO (Interview, June 21 2000) WOOS: '1, lIlLiS(-dj'0 11'ChitOCtIll'C' IS II()t 
embroidery! '. 
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As a part of landscape design curriculum, teaching on technology must be present. The 
degree to which computerisation has entered the profession was the theme of Taiýs 
(2001) doctoral work. When examining the use of computational tool by students, she 
concluded that: 
... the nature of the design process 
does not readily yield itself to complete 
computerization yet, with the current technology available to students. (rai, 2001: 117) 
In the case study she conducted with Clemson University landscape architecture 
students, Tay (2001) investigated the use and integration of digital technology during 
different phases of the design process. She observed that the group that had been 
granted the possibility of using both hand drawing and computers throughout the 
process had a marked time economy over both the hand-only and computer-only 
groups. Thds'both ways' group also showed a higher level of satisfaction. 
Tay (2001) raised that educators in landscape architecture need to be aware of when 
and how to teach computers to students. She proposes that workstations should be 
integrated in the studio so that CAD skills can be developed in that environment, 
preferably to separate CAD courses taught in most American schools. This is a reality 
in many schools, exemplified by the Edinburgh College of Art, as in die figure below. 
As a result of these considerations, and after examining curricula of different schools 
and countries, this thesis identified that the field would benefit from knowing 
preferences on 'what to teach' in landscape architecture courses and what should be 
emphasised, in a world scale. Measurement of attitudes towards the emphasis on skills 
versus the emphasis on knowledge, and within each, which abilities and curriculum 
topics should receive greater attention would aid emerging programmes to consider 
the alternatives available in a more informed way. 
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Sch6n's (1987) criticism in the previous paragraph. However, these professionals could 
have even less motivation to invest in improving their teaching skills, since their 
permanence is usually not long in the academia. Steinitz (1997) estimates the turnover 
of practitioners as part-time teachers in five years. 
When the discussion turns to the importance of the workplace as part of landscape 
architectural instruction, Bellafiore (Landscape Architecture 1998: 130) acknowledges 
that'there are parts of the profession that can be delivered by the employer only'. This 
is particularly true of the technical aspects, for which the academia provides but tile 
conceptual framework, and can be the best way to keep education in sync with the 
changes referred above. 
A further point to consider for the discipline is the requirement of adaptability to tile 
fast changing work market. As to that, Ian Robertson (Landscape Architecture, 
1998: 128) poses a rhetorical question: 'how many of us would have placed computer 
skills at the top of the list of design skills three -or even two- decades ago? ' It comes 
-is acknowledgment of the obligation landscape educators have of preparing their 
students and themselves for changes. 
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universities would include Purdue University, Estonian Agricultural University, 
University of Ljubljana, and schools in Chile, Argentina, and many more. 
Eaton (1997) concludes her discussion on the landscape studio remarking that, 
although teachers preach students need to understand places before any interference 
on them, studio culture emphasises changing places much more than understanding 
them. She goes on to suggest that a 'philosophical review stage' with a rooted concern 
for aesthetics philosophy and meaning of the place, needs to be instigated before 
students are sent out to'go away and get on with' their projects. 
Another downside of landscape architectural studio based education is that it can be 
expensive to deliver. Studio education requires from students long and intense 
workdays at school and from educators a broad education in the discipline. 
Furthermore, to function adequately studio based landscape schools require plenty of 
physical space and a low student per staff ratio (Hanna, 2001). In a survey organised by 
Schach (2001), number of faculty and physical space were identified as the two most 
concerning limiting factors for growth. 
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future employees. Many landscape architecture offices give talks and recruit interns at 
schools, hence taking over part of the education of their potential future staff. 
However, this thesis found that the degree to which the liaison of the landscape school 
with the workplace is desirable is not known, and would be useful information for 
assessing present educational practice. 
L Chapter summary 
Grasha (1998) surnmarises in a sentence the problem of current educational practice: 
... faculty models of teaching and learning are moving east while those of their students 
are moving west. (Grasha, 1996: 141). 
This chapter has examined ways to substantiate initiatives to mitigate that problem, 
analysing the educational approaches of instrumentalism, progressivism, de-schooling 
and the humanist approach. With the support of a personal construct psychology 
framework, the educational paradigm of transformative education was structured and 
presented as the chosen view this research adopts. 
The hypothesis raised that education can be an instrument of transformation can now 
be accepted, in the face of transformative education as developed here. Tile sub 
hypothesis that followed, that education can be effective in helping to solve tile 
Brazilian landscape quandary is also accepted, with tile stipulation that transformative 
education be the paradigm underlying pedagogic initiatives. Many of the tenets of this 
chosen educational view are not alien to Brazil, as the previous chapter suggested 
when briefly exposing the basis primary and secondary instruction. 
The main concerns for education in general and for landscape education can be 
surnmarised in the table proposed by Maier and Warren (2000: 78) as follows: 
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Learner Pedagogical Domain Implementation Evaluation 
model model model model 1 model 
Answers the Answers tWe-'77 : 
questions questions , Answers the 
questions 
Answers 
* Mio are the 0 
Mat are the Answers the the 
learners? values and questions * Miat's the question 
Mat do philosophy of the learning 
they know? cou rse Mat do environmentfor 
How 
9 Do they 
Klwtareth-- thestudents the students? well 
has 
have any 
learning need to know * Haw will they 
this systent 
critical outcomes? at 
this level? 
access resources 7 worked 
in 
misconceptions 9 
How can the * Miat is How will they 
terms of 
learning the tit each interact wi 
pedagogy 
Are their outcomes 
be curriculum? other and and 
technical skills realised? resources? efficiency? 
adequate? 9 
How will they 
be assessed? 
Table XXXIV: Educational models (Maier and Warren, 2000: 78) 
With an analysis of the issues of curriculum, professional education, and education for 
design, landscape arcWtecture, as an academic discipline, was found to need periodic 
reviews. 
Examining course syllabi, catalogues, and handbooks of various landscape 
programmes, documents of professional organisatiorts, and the literature, this research 
found that there are several relevant areas of concern for the practice of landscape 
architectural education. 
One of them is the apparent importance of the design studio and the practicurn for 
landscape training. These are pedagogical practices/ environments this research found 
to be common and to appear adequate for the development of transformitive 
education. Their habitual format is a fertile ground for tile necessary interactions to 
occur, potentially giving tutors and students the space where they can know each other 
and share their construct systems in search of deeper relevance of syllabi for both sides. 
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This chapter identified questions for which consultation with a larger pool of opinions 
could bring further understanding to the process of educating landscape architects. 
They would also substantiate initiatives of creation and revision of programmes. 
If any, which should be prioritised: the assimilation of knowledge or the 
development of skills? 
* Within the body of knowledge, what issues are tile most relevant for the 
moment? 
* What are the key skills landscape schools should be trying to develop in 
students? 
* Where/How: which combination of educational environment and pedagogic 
practices is the most suitable? 
However, these aspects are not isolated attributes and, it is the contention of this thesis, 
a judicious examination of them cannot regard them in isolation, which, however, is 
what most attitude measurement instruments do. Therefore, the task of finding 
appropriate methods for this examination was undertaken during this research, as n 
means of pursuing its objective, stated in the introductory chapter, of contributing to 
the process of educating landscape architects, wherever they are, to become hypertext 
poets with the added qualification of employability. 
With the support of this chapter, methods for answering the questions raised will be 
examined next. 
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RESEARCH METHODS 
A. Introduction 
The choice of research methods for this thesis resulted from the gaps in the 
understanding of the Brazilian context and of landscape education as pointed out in 
the previous chapters: 
Little knowledge about present landscape practice and professionals in Brazil, 
concerning their activities and their training route ; 
Variance in valuation of different aspects of landscape architectural education 
worldwide, requiring quantification to support recommendations for Brazil: 
0 Priority: assimilation of knowledge or development of skills? 
0 Relevance of topics within the body of knowledge; 
0 Key skills; 
Educational environment and practices. 
These points break down the main research question specified, in the Introduction of 
this thesiS37. 
The dynamic nature of the research process was enhanced by the multiplicity of 
possible ways of approaching problems, and its cyclical character caused the 
adjustment of some procedures initially chosen, the elimination of others, and the 
addition of yet other data collection instruments. 
37 'Considering international preferences and the Brazilian context with Its assets and needs, 
how should landscape architectural education in Brazil be to foster the ability of 'thinking like a 
landscape architece, and that way catalyse the evolution the profession needs? ' 
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B. Justification for the paradigm and methodology 
Advancing a set of assumptions about the world and providing a philosophical 
framework for the study of the world are roles of paradigms in research (Clarke, 
Dawson, 1999). They also direct the researcher towards the appropriate research 
methods according the nature of the investigation. 
This research accepts the already mentioned cotistnictive alternativisiti as its 
epistemological philosophy (Kelly, 1970; Bannister and Fransella, 1989). It is 
acknowledged here that any knowledge, no matter how scientifically developed, is 
subject to human reconstruction (Denicolo & Pope, 2001). Accordingly, the variety of 
methods and procedures employed, rather than amassing information, provided 
material and stimuli for reconstruing the original conceptions this researcher initially 
held on the theme here studied. This reconstruction, just started, will continue beyond 
the last page of this text -a springboard for further and novel enquiry. 
For each stage of this work, the different and growing levels of investigation required 
diversified methods, which grew in complexity, as the scope of enquiry narrowed. At 
every stage, the process of reconstruction happened upon the foundations laid by 
previous work, and the new methods introduced were the tools for elaborating a new 
layer of thought and theory building. 
Historically, the demotion of positivist paradigms in research was liberating. A shift 
from the dominance of quantitative and experimental methods has marked research 
since the last decades of the XX century. The direction of this change was toward a 
model of choices emphasising multiple methods of both qualitative and quantitative 
nature. Evaluation methods are, thus, matched to specific evaluation situations as 
required (Patton, 1987). Qualitative and quantitative paradigms are no longer 
necessarily divergent (Clarke, Dawson, 1999). For this thesis, they are parallel methods 
of enquiry. 
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In consonance with Breakwell (1995), a broader range of data types, elicitation 
techniques with lower control, and a qualitative treatment of data had more intense 
use in the early inductive phase. As the work became more deductive, data types 
narrowed, data elicitation became more controlled, and quantitative treatment of data 
received focus. 
The general narrative descriptions, as more usual among qualitative researchers (Mark, 
1996), helped to categorise the nature of elements investigated. They also provided 
basis for quantitative procedures that followed. 
C. Research Procedures 
This research demanded data to be collected from existing records, practitioners, 
educators, and students in landscape arcl-dtecture for the analysis proposed. As means 
of eliciting such information, several procedures were used, among many more 
considered. 
a Literature review; 
0 Direct observation, 
* Interviews in person and via email; 
o Web based survey; 
a Choice Based Conjoint Analysis. 
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I. Literature review 
As a first method of investigation, a literature review established a basis from which 
the investigation could proceed. Presented in the second and third chapters, it offered 
better definition of the space for this research in the field, clarifying die possible 
contributions. Sources were books, periodicals, and electronic -CD-ROMs and 
websites. 
As the development of the review on the Brazilian context required, interviews offered 
complementation. Information obtained via personal interviews, telephone calls and 
electronic mail integrated chapter 2 along with that found in published sources. 
2. Direct Observation 
Observation is a fundamental aspect of any science (Wilkinson, 1995). For this research, 
it was a starting point, instrumental in deciding which issues should be investigated in 
a deeper level and how this investigation should proceed. 
In a categorisation of observational approaches commonly employed in die study of 
behaviour, Wilkinson (1995) describes systematic observation as a family of 
investigation procedures developed in experimental psychology. It became the 
mainstay of behavioural theory and research. Observation schedules are tile basis of 
systematic observation methods. Schedules are Set Lip by defining categories and units 
of the behaviour being observed'and working out ways to measure them -timing, 
counting or rating. With that in hand, researchers then set out to analyse interactions in 
envirorunents under different levels of control. 
Ethnographic, or immersion research was initially seen a possibility, As a group of 
procedures including observation, ethnography has cultural description as its purpose 
(Uzzel, 1995). It was considered adequate to describe the landscape architecture 
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educational studio --conceivably a culture. By entering the landscape studio and 
becoming a familiar element there, the researcher could observe. Students and tutors 
would be answering the research questions by their habitual actions and behaviour. 
However, the 'observer effect', i. e., the change in behaviour caused by the presence of 
the observer, would exist and need to have its limitations weighted. 
When observing in a manner similar to Schbn (1983,1987,1991) when examining 
professional education, the observer effect should be expected. In the design studio this 
effect would be seen, from one side, in extra inhibitions by the student. From the other 
side, it might mean over-attention from tutors as a reaction to thinking their 
performance is being judged. 
A possibility for screening the observer effect would be a complementary 
questionnaire assessing emotional responses during day-to-day and observed practice, 
eliciting from subjects differences in regular practice when compared to behaviour 
under observation. Another way of screening would be discourse analysis of the texts 
collected during observations and/or produced at interviews. 
Denicolo & Pope (2001) discuss direct observation schedules in educational research, 
exposing some of the criticism these have received. Their contention is that interaction 
analysis fails to provide insight into meaningful underlying features and tends to focus 
on surface aspects. 
Describing the studio culture, thought a valid purpose, was not the aim of this 
research. A superficial analysis of landscape education was less than desirable here. 
For those reasons, observational and ethnographic procedures were not chosen as 
central investigation methods. 
Direct observation, however, was employed during the early stages of this 
investigation. The objective of the observation instances was to gain insight into the 
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teaching practice at a landscape architecture school, namely the School of Landscape 
Architecture, Edinburgh College of Art, Heriot-Watt University. TI-ds was needed to 
compensate this researcher's lack of experience with the design studio. 
Observation instances included attendance to lectures, trips and studio activities. 
Information collected during observation was recorded in writing only, This is a less 
obtrusive method than tape recording or video taping, as far as inhibitions are 
concerned. The information sought and gathered was low in detail, which also 
condoned the use of a less effective recording method. 
The material collected during observation was not analysed formally, but was 
fundamental for the development of this researcher's construction of landscape 
architecture. 
I Field Trim 
One field trip to Brazil was carried out in June 2000, The objectives of tile field research 
were: 
* To increase an understanding of the educational process shaping significant 
Brazilian landscape designers and educators and their attitude to the work 
market and legislation; 
9 To establish a communication channel with key informants; 
a To find further relevant bibliographic references and documents concerning 
the history of landscape education in Brazil. 
Participation at a national conference on landscape education in architecture schools - 
the 5th ENEPEA- was a starting point for that quest. Key informants were contacted 
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and the interview schedule used with them later was piloted wifli other conference 
attendants. 
The objectives of the trip were fulfilled and the material collected -written and 
verbal -was used in the review on the Brazilian context. 
4. Interviews 
Interviews were favoured as a means of eliciting information because of its flexibility. 
A semi-structured form was employed due to its advantages for tile processing of data 
collected. A paper schedule with questions and spaces for entry of answers was used 
loosely during interviews and served as transcription guides. 
Interviewing Brazilian palsagistas 
National representation on views about landscape education across Brazil was desired 
for this research. However, the operational aspect of personally interviewing subjects 
was challenged by costs and distances to be covered. For that reason, uniformity of 
interview methods was considered secondary to the reach achievable by applying 
different means. Some of the interviews were performed face-to-face, some over the 
telephone and others by email. Face-to-face interviews were video taped, telephone 
interviews were typed straight into a word processor and saved, as with emails, to 
computer folders. 
Video taped interviews were not fully transcribed verbatim. The relevant information 
was typed according to the transcription guides, extracted most times in summirised 
format and sometimes verbatim. 
Criteria such as relevance of the person to the national or locM kindscape architectural 
context and distribution within the range of professions involved were established 
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initially when selecting subjects to represent the Brazilian scenario. Ultimately, 
however, availability for contact within the time at hand was the limiting factor. 
Interviews in person were done with three prominent professionals. Interviewees were 
contacted previously and visited in their own offices for the interviews. These three 
subjects were Fernando Magalhaes Chacel - interviewed in Rio de Janeiro, on June 13, 
2000; Rosa Grena Kliass and Silvio Scares Macedo were both interviewed in S'Ao Paulo, 
on June 21,2000. 
Gustaaf Winters was interviewed by email through the exchange of several messages, 
and Rodolpho Geiser was contacted by telephone in the 15 of July, 2002, 
complementing the interview by email on the same day. 
Those five represented different aspects of the profession in Brazil: design practice, 
higher and post-graduate education, professional association, informal education and 
three different backgrounds -architecture, agronomy and biology. These interviews 
provided material for the design of the survey questions developed in the following 
stage. 
Interviewing exchange students 
Foreign exchange landscape architecture students at the Edinburgh College of Art 
were interviewed in search of parameters for comparisons between the different 
systems. Interviews were video taped and transcribed using the same procedure as 
above. Although no direct mention to the material collected appears in this thesis, it 
served as substrate for the definition of attributes in Conjoint Analysis. 
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S. Paisaqismo In Brazilian web-soace 
The Internet was a source of information on Landscape Architecture in Brazil. A first 
exam showed advertisements of short courses, plants, materials, and services. For 
better understanding of this virtual scenario, a search for the word 'paisagismo' by 
means of a Brazilian web-search engine38 on July 20,2001 generated 525 flits, after 
screening for evident repetitions. Pasted into a spreadsheet, the selections were 
numbered and obvious repetitions eliminated. The web references were then classified 
according to their content. 
As a complete examination of all the references found would be impractical, a 
percentage of 40% of these were visited, amounting to 210. The ones to become the 
object of this investigation were selected randomly, by generating four random single- 
digit numbers in the spreadsheet for the first, second, and third sites and successively 
adding 10 units. Hence the numbers generated were 3,4,5,8,13,14,15 18,23,24,25, 
28, and successively until 525. When visited, many links were outdated or pointed to 
die different areas of a same website, and were thus eliminated, leaving a total of 177 
valid references. 
The sites were visited only in their homepage in search for the answer of the following 
questions: 
* What is the site about? 
e What is their approach to paisagismo? 
Categories that grouped the answers to these questions were then created as the 
examination proceeded, finding repetitions. As a result the following classes emerged: 
-m WebFind, at BRFree: http: //www. brfree. com. br 
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Paisagisino in Brazilian web space 
What is the approach to paisagismo? 
* Architecture; 
0 Agronomy; 
* Gardening; 
0 All of the above; 
0 Environmental issues; 
0 Other. 
What is the site about? 
" Education -landscape courses, schools and general information on the 
subject; 
" Publications -advertisement and/or sale of books, magazines, electronic 
media; 
" Plants and products -commerce and information; 
" Services -design, maintenance, irrigation, or other, offered by firm or 
individual; 
" Services plus plants and products; 
" Web -web forums, lists of links; 
" Landscape painters. 
Table XXXV: Classes of Brazilian websites on paisagisitio 
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6. LEPAB: Survey on the Teaching of Landsca pe -Architecture - 
In 
-Brazil 
(Levantamento sobre o Ensino de Palsagismo no Brasil) 
The need for establishing a profile of Brazilian landscape professionals and students 
became evident early in this work. The educational background of Brazilian 
practitioners had to be studied. Biographic material about prominent practitioners was 
a starting point of this investigation. In a second stage, interviews with key 
practitioners provided insight into their educational history. Finally, a web based 
survey, fielded from July 30,2001, to November 20,2001, collected data from a sample 
of 151 Brazilians who classified themselves as paisagistas. 
Survey design 
Brazilian landscape literature presents the heterogeneous (Dourado, 1997) naturc of 
this interest universe, which is also illustrated by the disparate attendants to 
conferences and symposia. Quantification, nevertheless, was not available. Not even 
the size of the population could be determined with any degree of precision. 
Questions stemmed from the literature review on the Brazilian context: 
Questions abo_ut Brazilian paisagistas 
k. What do they do? 
I. What is their background? 
M. How and where did/do they learn paisagisino? 
n. How high is their education level? 
0. What is the most important component in their training, the auto-didactic or 
the academic? 
P. How much landscape design instruction have they received? 
q. Is practicum/ apprenticeship an important means of instruction? 
r. How long have they been practising? 
S. What do they do in their practice? 
t. How effective is the network of professional associations? 
U. What is their demographic profile? 
Table XXXVI: Information gaps on Brazilian paisagistas 
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A survey was chosen as fact-finding instrument, to answer these and other questions of 
What? Where? When? and How? (Bell, 1993). The nature of the study and target 
population called for a descriptive, cross-sectional design -year 2001, with 
nonprobability sampling methods (Fink, 1995b). The fragmented network of Brazilian 
landscape designers -a population whose size is unknown- and their geographic 
dispersion were motivators for using convenience sampling, i. e., contacts available and 
readers of the electronic journal lomal da PaisageII139. Snowball sampling (Fink, 1995b) 
also happened, as respondents invited other respondents within their own contact lists. 
This was encouraged in the email invitation letter, at the journal website, and at the 
survey presentation page itself. 
The nature of the population and sampling methods made it impossible to establish 
any expectancy of response rate. A target of 100 respondents and the limit date of 30 
November 2001 were defined. By the final date, liowever, the number of valid 
responses reached 151, confirming the decision to terminate collection. 
The type of questions -whether open orclosed- derived from the research objectives. 
A mixture of both types became the best sol u tion. 
The variables in the study were only nominal and ordinal. No numerical variables 
were necessary. 
Definition of scales was important for the posterior analysis and had to be meaningful 
to the study. Two questions were attitudinal, anti their scaling required special 
attention. The types of scales selected were comparison and intensity scales (Fink, 
1995a), respectively for questions 5 and 9 as below. Question 9 followed Fink's (1995 a) 
suggestion of placing the negative end of the scale first. 
" Landscape Journal 
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0 Totally or almost totally auto-didactic 
0 Predominantly autodidactic 
0 Equally autodidactic and academic 
Predominantly academic 
Totally or almost totally 
Table XXXVII: Question 5 of LEPAB 
" None 
" Little 
" Medium 
" Great 
" Total 
Table XXXVIII: Question 9 of LEPA B 
Open and close-ended questions were developed, based on the material collected 
during the open-ended interviews, which also indicated that initial questions should be 
dismembered and new ones added. From the possible types of response, nominal and 
ordinal were employed. 
Another source of parameters for survey questions was the survey conducted by Clark 
(1999) on the activities and knowledge areas of tile landscape architect in the United 
Kingdom. Borrowing questions from other surveys is advised by Fink (1996a). 
The number of questions was limited to 19. Although other questions appeared 
interesting, they were not included so that the response rate to the survey would not be 
jeopardised by questionnaire length. 
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The questionnaire contained two sections. The first section asked questions about the 
person's training as a landscape designer, while the second, focused on respondents' 
professional practice and demographic data. The kind of information requested 
conditioned the order of questions (Frey and Oishi, 1995), and they followed roughly 
from the simpler and less sensitive to the more complex or more sensitive, as age. 
The status of the landscape field and vagueness of its terminology in Brazilian 
Portuguese, discussed in Chapter 1, stressed ffie concern with a number of terms that 
would be unavoidable in survey questions. Some clarification resulted from tile 
preliminary interviews, but further exploration, testing, and clarification were 
necessary during the pilot phase. 
After the questionnaire had been uploaded and respondents invited, a suggestion 
came from one of the respondents to include the item apprenticeship within the topics 
examined. The suggestion was accepted and generated questions 9 and 10 on the topic. 
Thds caused the loss of 30 responses to the question, from those who had already 
responded in the first days after fielding. However, the final count revealed 120 
responses to these questions, considered sufficient for statistical analysis, 
Piloting 
Brazilian subjects, both familiar and unfamiliar with landscape architecture, tried tile 
survey questionnaire, in person and via email by receiving the html file as a message 
attachment and emailing comments later. Piloting proved useful to shed light on 
potentially ambiguous or imprecise terms, replaced according to the suggestions made. 
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Web design 
The means of administration chosen for the survey was the World Wide Web, for its 
ease of use, low cost, and potential access to respondents regardless of their 
geographical location. Albeit response rates achieved via die WWW can be high, dic 
fact that respondents are Internet users exclusively constitutes a form of bias (Wlierret, 
1997). 
An opening page (http: //www. eca. ac. uk/-azuin/) offered contact details, spelt out 
the main objectives of the survey, named LEPAB40, and invited the reader to follow flic 
link provided and answer the questions, located in a following Webpage. This first 
page also served as a filter to ensure respondents were student or professional 
'paisagistas', reducing the chance of invalid responses. 
Both the questionnaire and the opening page were designed with minimum graphics 
to mindmise download fime. The static portion of die pages, the litmi code, was written 
directly in text editors and with the aid of web design software, Data collection 
required that the site acquire a dynamic nature. Therefore, a CGI -Common Gateway 
Interface - script became necessary, as a piece of programming that acids internctivity 
to web documents (Boutell, 1996). Responses arrived as individual email messages 
once decoded by the CGI-script resident in the local server. 
Data sorting 
A Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) prograrn designed specifically to autornate the 
compilation of data minimised transcription mistakes when feeding the responses to 
W 
the SPSS statistics software. Responses were grouped in a single text file using the 
40 LEPAB : Levantamento sobre o Ensino de Paisagismo no Brasil [Survey on the Teaching of 
Landscape Architecture in Brazil] 
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email software reader's own capabilities. The VBA program automaticallY read each 
line of this response file and wrote the relevant information into the appropriate cell in 
a spreadsheet, which was later pasted into the statistics programme. 
Computer-aided interviewing software packages exist, wl-dch condense most of the 
above-mentioned operations (Sawtooth, 2002). However, such programs were not 
available for this research and their cost of acquisition was prohibitive. 
7. Conloint Analvsis/Cholce Based Conloin 
Being one of the most widely used quantitative marketing research tools (Orme, 
2000a), conjoint analysis -CA- has its origin in mathematical psychology. It 
measures individual preferences to levels of various attributes and refers to a number 
of related multivariate techniques (San Miguel, Ryan, & NIcintosh, 2000), working as a 
powerful predictive toot in various research settings. Applications of CA are currently 
found in numerous fields beyond marketing and product evaluation, where it is used 
for estimating market share potential, product image analysis, and segmentation 
analysis (Hair, Bush & Ortinal, 2003). 
In medicine, treatment possibilities are explored in conjoint studies (San Miguel et at., 
2000). Preferences of visitors for features in a nature preserve in Bahia, Brazil, were 
examined with conjoint techniques'in a study that demonstrated the usefulness of CA 
techniques for valuing environmental commodities (Johnson, Desvousges, Wood and 
Fries, 1997). Moogan, Baron and Bainbridge (2001) assessed the importance of decision 
making attributes in prospective students' choice of higher education courses, in an 
educational marketing CA study. David, Preston and Wilson (1992) informed a 
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discussion on services of nort-profit organisations using conjoint analysis to evaluate 
student's preferences regarding university accommodations. 
In a seminal article on conjoint techniques, Johnson (1974) exposed CA as a means of 
inferring about subjects' value systems based upon behaviour, instead of upon self- 
reports, by providing stimuli for choice within a limited array of options. The'conjoint' 
nature of the procedures translates into measuring relative values of attributes 
considered jointly -which could remain indeterminate if taken independently. 
Conjoint studies consist in offering subjects a series of choices of product profiles 
corn pu tati onally generated from a number of product attributes of Interest to tile 
study. Each attribute is presented in levels, which are the possible variations of that 
product characteristic. Performed using paper cards, on-site computing or via Internet, 
as in this research, the conjoint interview collects respondents' preferences to 
combinations of attribute levels, which are statistically analysed to provide individual 
or aggregate utilities for each attribute in question. 
The classical example is the golf ball study. Average driving distance, average ball life, 
and price are the attributes of interest. Cards, either on paper or in computer screens, 
are presented to prospective buyers, who indicate their preference for hypothetical ball 
concepts containing combinations with one level of each of these attributes. From tile 
trade-offs buyers do when choosing their favourite concept from presented sets, it is 
possible to estimate buyers' value systems and mike choice predictions. These three 
steps -collecting trade-offs, estimating buyer value systems, and making choice 
predictions - form the basics of conjoint analysis (Curry, 1996). 
More than 25 years of conjoint analysis use and research generated a variety of conjoint 
methods, each appropriate to distinct projects. As new applications of the method 
appeared, the need for increasing versatility and efficiency of CA computing packages 
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increased. The leading producer of conjoint software offers three different packages: 
Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA), Conjoint Value Analysis (CVA), and Choice Based 
Conjoint (CBC), the latter with two extra modules for more advanced estimations 
(Orme, 2000a). 
Conjoint techniques were found to address the issue raised in chapter 3 of considering 
educational variables of relevance to this study jointly, rather than in isolation as most 
procedures. Therefore a CA study was set up in search of the preferences of landscape 
architects worldwide as to how much value they place in certain aspects of landscape 
architectural education. Hypothetical landscape architecture programmes became the 
products to be tested. 
From the onset of this study, attention was drawn to two specific methods, Adaptive 
Conjoint Analysis and Choice Based Conjoint, due to their cipabilities anti 
appropriateness to this research. The next step was to decide which one to use 
I'lie number of relevant attributes and levels initially collected was too large for most 
usual CA procedures. However, one CA type started to show promising as a solution 
to that: Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA), the most used method in Europe and tile 
United States (Orme, 2000a). 
I'lie adaptive nature of ACA resides in that each interview is unique, adapted to each 
respondent. Instead of being presented with all the attributes at a time for each concept 
-a full profile- subjects are exposed to a limited number of attribute combinations, 
generated after the answers to the first questions are entered. Orme (2000a) considers 
ACA more user-friendly for both the respondent and the analyst. Respondents rank or 
rate attribute levels and assign a degree of importance to them. 
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ACA's main advantage is its ability to measure more attributes than is possible with 
traditional conjoint approaches (Orme, 2000a). The system does not overload 
respondents with information when evaluating attributes, since these are not all 
presented at the same time. A large number of attributes would also result in a long 
interview, which is undesirable, since it may lower response rates, diminishes 
respondents' interest and, therefore, might render results questionable (Sawtooth 
Software, 1993). ACA accepts up to 30 attributes, but typically, ACA projects study 8 to 
15 of them, with results similar to full-profile's when using six or fewer. (Sawtooth 
Softwares, 1993) 
One limitation of the adaptive conjoint procedure is that it does not include attribute 
interactions, meaning that utilities for attributes are measured in a ceteris paribus 
context (Orme, 2000a) of main effects only. Moreover, as the programme generates the 
interview automatically as it progresses, the flexibility as to means of administration is 
drastically reduced to one manufacturer's software, which was unavailable for this 
research. 
Further study of a second, more recent and robust conjoint technique -Choice Based 
Conjoint-, suggested it was also an option for this study, requiring some adaptation. 
The method has several advantages over ACA and other procedures. Data are 
analysed at an aggregate level, rather than individually, making it possible to quantify 
interactions. Hence, analysis can be much simpler and plain choice frequency counts 
can generate much useful information (Sawtooth Software, 1995). 
The CBC software allows the generation of 'paper and pencil' interviews (Sawtooth 
Software, 1995), which increases the feasibility of Internet-ad ministered interviews 
without the added cost of web-specific conjoint software. For the exposed reasons, the 
CBC Version 2 by Sawtooth Software was used for this study. 
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A series of procedures exposed in the Choice Based Conjoint software package manual 
guided the following stage of this research, in phases as exposed in the following 
pages. 
Derinition of attributes and levels 
A first step in any CA procedure is to define attributes of the product whose analysis is 
desired (San Miguel et al., 2000). Attributes of landscape architecture programmes 
were collected through literature survey, analysis of course catalogues and other 
course materials, professional association guidelines, interviews and direct 
consultation with designers, educators, and students. 
The 'Notes for Accreditation of Landscape Architecture Programmes' by flie Britisli 
Landscape Institute (1999), provided an initial frame of attributcs. Additions and 
alterations took place as the review of new sources progressed 
Secondly, levels had to be assigned to each attribute. Desirable levels for a CA study 
are realistic and capable of being traded (San Miguel et al., 2000). Definition of levels 
was in most cases simultaneous with the definition of attributes, leaving to this stage 
the fine-tuning of levels. 
C13C, as a full-profile procedure, imposes on the researcher a restriction in the number 
of attributes for analysis: not more that ten (Orme, 2000). Therefore, the list of attributes 
, and levels 
had to be compacted so that this study could meet the requirements of tIlL, 
software. At this point, a table of five attributes and 17 levels (Table XXXIX) appcare(I 
adequate. When fed to the program it generated a series of 20 conjoint choice tasks 
with levels distributed randomly but balanced in number of appearances throughout 
the interview. 
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Overall 
Emphasis 
Skills 
focus 
Knowled 
ge focus 
Pedagogy 
,! 1) Pnetar-ifitintp '-- . 11 attpr comnIptincran tintipraraffititp 
3. Masters 
c, ol.. I. ege/ university degree in any field 
4. Undergraduate BA, BSc, MA degree 
1. Skills 
developed subject-specific, transferable 
2 years 
5 years 
2. Knowledge subject-specific, general 
negotiation, pricing, business plans, marketing, 1. Business 
sales, IT tools 
Aesthetics: judgement and application of 
2. Design 'I principles; 
Spatial composition; Implementation; 
Problem identification; Visual and spatial appraisal; 
Production and Placement of art objects 
3. 
CommunicatiorV' Visual, verbal, and written; 
hand and computer- 
presentation, 
based model making and drawing 
--- -- 11 - T=: -- --, 3. Professional 
4. Thinking skills 
Learning and study skills; creativity; decision 
making;. analysis and synthesis; criticism 
Form, function, landscape design appreciation, 
assessment, survey and analysis of landscapes. 
1. History and Design theories, options, methodologies, dynamics, 
Theory of contemporary thinking and movements. 
landscape Architecture and Urban design fundamentals, 
architecture planning. 
Humanities: fundamentals of sociology, 
psychology, philosophy, geography, fine arts. 
physical environment and its processes, plant 
2 Environmental science, ecology, earth sciences - . agriculture/ horticulture, forestry, geology, 
sciences geomorphology, water resources, meteorology, soil 
science) 
Practice of ethics, values, laws, procedures, business, 
landscape management 
architecture 
Construction, engineering and site surveying: 
4. Technology principles, materials, tools, techniques, maciiinery, 
specification, implementation, quantities, statistics, 
GIs 
1. Lecture based Lectures, Seminars, Independent studies/ work 
2. Studio ba sed 
Projects, tutorials, individual and team work, 
critiques, Independent studies/work 
External work 3 
Work placement, apprenticeship, internship; 
. based 
"Service learning" -work for/ with with real 
communities; independent real-life projects 
Table XXXIX: First version of Attributes and levels for Conjoint Analysis 
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1 year Level/ o! pý [SiR! ýege/ university degree in any field 
duration il :; fti-r rnrnnlpfincy an iindprcrrndti., %ýn 
Submitted to a pilot test, the version of the CBC study presented problems of clarity to 
some who tried it. These became evident in the understanding of the instructions and 
of attributes. 
The choice scenario that initially invited the respondent to select the course profile 
s/he considered most adequate at each card was not engaging enough, being repl. 1ced 
by another where the person would be choosing a course as if going to start university. 
This change had better acceptance. 
The attribute 'Level/ duration' caused confusion. It was die result of a fusion of two 
separate attributes created earlier -degree level and course duration. These composed 
one double-barrelled attribute to avoid that unacceptable profiles resulted when the 
programme generated random combinations of levels. Otherwise, profiles suggestinga 
five-year long postgraduate diploma or masters' degree would appear and would have 
to be 'prohibited. Prohibition of inadequate combinations is a measure the CBC suite 
accepts, but not without the warning about diminished efficiency and accuracy. 
When presented with the options of a postgraduate diploma or masters' degree, sorne 
pilot respondents found it confusing that an undergraduate degree in another 
discipline was presupposed. Further consideration showed the issues of course level 
and duration were not essential to the study, prompting for the exclusion of the 
attribute. 
The attribute 'Skills focus' suffered three adjustments. First, the level 'Business' was 
removed and included in tile 'Professional practice' level of 'Knowledge focus'. 
Secondly, the level worded simply as 'Design', considered too attractive due to the 
broadness and familiarity of Hie term, turned into 'Problem solving through design'. 
Thirdly, the level 'Thinking skills' evolved into 'General thinking skills', clearer and 
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more distinct from the latter level. The result was a more compact table of 4 attributes 
and 12 levels, Table XL, and adopted as final. 
Overall 
Emphasis 
1. Skills for lax 
Skills focus 
Knowledge 
focus 
e architecture ', -- "I 
2. Knowledge for landscap, ý archi! iýq!! re 
Judgement and application of aesthetic 
"sojj 
ýing 1. Problem' Ii principles; spatial composition; problem ihrouglý'design, -_ý,, 1 i identification; visual and s tial appraisal 
Visual, verbal, and written; model making and 2 Commu , nica tioilL' drawing by hand and with compýj! qýý. 
_, __ 3. General Learning and study skills; creativity; decision 
thinking skills king; analysis and synthesis; criticism 
Form, function, landscape design appreciation, 
ý. j assessment, survey and analysis of landscapes; Design theories, options, methodologies, L History'iind. ` dynamics, contemporary thdnking and d Theory of movements; landscapý,., Architecture and Urban design fundamentals, architectur lanning; 
Humanities - fundamentals of sociology, 
pg, (0 10 gy 
,,. 
Pý! IRýqpjýy,. Seography, fine arts 
Physical environment and its processes, t 
science, ecology, earth sciences - 2. Environmental 
agriculture/ horticulture, forestry, geology, sciences geomorphology, water resources, 
meteorology, soil science 
" ý0_ 3. Profess 
Practice of' ethics, values, laws, procedures, business, 
landscape, -,,,., management 
architectu- 
Construction, engineering and site surveying: 
4. Technology I principles, materials, tools, techniques, 
machinery, specification, implementation, 
uantities, statistics, GIS 
1. Lecture based Lectures, Seminars, Independent 
studies/work 
Teaching 2. Studio based 1 Projects, tutorials, individual and team work, 
Pedagogy) critiques, Independent studies/ work 
3. External work 
Work placement, apprenticeship, internship; 
based 
"Service learning" -work for/ with witli real 
communities; independent real-life projects 
Table XL: Final version of Attributes and levels for Conjoint Analysis 
Although Johnson and Orme 1996) suggest 20 as an adequate number of choice 
questions for statistical purposes, pilot respondents considered an interview with 20 
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random choice tasks, each with three concepts and a 'none' option, too long. As 15 
questions is still a valid number (Orme, 2000), the study was reduced to that, to which 
two holdout fixed tasks were added. 
The programme does not generate holdout tasks randomly; it is the researcher defines 
them. They are instrumental in validating overall results, testing respondents' 
coherence, and evaluating product concepts existing prior to the conjoint study. 
The two holdout tasks were formulated fixing the attributes 'skills focused' and 
'knowledge focused' at the levels 'problem solving through design* anti 'history and 
theory', respectively. These were chosen under the assumption they would be 
acceptable to most respondents, allowing the remaining attributes to vary as necessary. 
The combinations that constituted the choices were tentatively predictive of choices by 
future respondents and aimed at testing overall preferences for general emphasis in 
skills or knowledge and teaching base in studio or classroom (Tables 4.7 and 4.8). 
General 
emphasis: *. 5 k j, 12 *knowledoe landscape 
architecture.... 
Landscape 
architecture 
skills focused 
Problem *Problem 
solving solvina 
through 
desiqn 
through 
design 
*Histo[y *History 
and Theory and Theory 
*Problem 
solving 
None throuah 
of design 
these 
Landscape 
architecture 
knowledge 
focused 
Teaching 
*tiiatory 
and Theo[y 
*, Studio *Classroom *Classrgom 
Table XLI: Holdout task number I 
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General 
emphasis: *knowledoe landscape 
architecture.... 
i *Problem *Problem 1 *Problem ý Landscape lV , l i l 'i so ing architecture ' 
so v nq so vina 
Uqh, 
skills focused th 
O 
! ý 
through throuah 
design ,, ,; design deslqný 
7' 7 Landscape 
architecture *Histocy -ý`- *HIstoEy *Hi toEy I 
knowledge and'Theor)(, and T eocy and TheoM 
focused 
Teaching *Classroom *Studio, 
2=2 Table XLII: Holdout task num6ýr 2 
None 
of 
these 
Once designed, the holdout tasks were inserted into the study as choice tasks numbers 
15 and 8 respectively. These position numbers were generated randomly on 
spreadsheet software. 
To increase statistical efficiency, allowing stable estimation of first-order interactions 
between attributes, four versions of the conjoint questionnaire were generated, as tile 
software manual suggests (Orme, 2000). Each version contained the same number of 
tasks and kept holdout tasks in the same position and order, but showed a different set 
of concepts with the original attributes and levels. A similar number of respondents 
should respond to each version. 
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Study plan 
TWs stage of the study comprised decisions about the questionnaire design and field 
strategy. 
For similar reasons as the ones given for the first survey conducted in this research, the 
WWW was the means of administration. That was the only feasible way of reaching 
the target sample -landscape architects from the whole world- within the research 
budget. 
The international nature of the prospective subjects demanded special attention to the 
language in all the material pertaining to the CBC study. Providing versions of the 
website and invitation letters in several lapguages was discarded mainly for the 
increased complexity this would bring to the programming of the site. Invitation letters 
and questionnaires were in English only, except invitations sent to Brazilians, who 
received an introductory summary in Portuguese with the invitation text. Style and 
vocabulary were kept simple and tested both with native and non-nativc English 
speakers of various origins, who helped clarify questions and instructions. 
Prospective respondents received an invitation to participate in the study by email. The 
same message containing a link to the website was sent to electronic forums or lists, 
professional associations, individuals whose addresses were known to this researcher 
or available on websites, conference directories, and other sources. The messages 
contained a request for the reader to forward the invitation to other landscape 
architects, which accounted for the'snowball' type of convenience sample. 
The CBC software allows the inclusion of segmentation questions, i. e. questions thit 
define different segments of respondents from the sample. It can use the information 
collected to sort results into the detected categories of subjects and examine variltions 
of preferences witl-dn them. 
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A demographic six-question section was therefore included as part one of the conjoint 
study. Questions and response options were an adaptation from the set used at the 
LEPAB. 
After designing and testing a PC-based version of the conjoint study, further questions 
were added to the demographic section of the website. Due to the facility of merging 
further segmentation questions and data to the study at the phase of data gathering, 
the added questions were not included in the generated CBC study. Inclusion would 
demand re-generation of all the material, changing the pa per-and -pencil versions anti 
all the choice tasks -already in web format. Therefore, they appeared on the website 
and were merged during the analysis. 
The demographic questions collected information on the following topics: 
Location: 
KVJM-, nr-__ 
_ __ 
M., 01 
o World Region 
o Country (Included later) 
Occupation: 
What was your main occupation In landiscape architecture during the year 
2001? 
" Educator (teacher, tutor etc, combining or not research and 
L 
other practice) 
" Practitionef (any activity except education) 
" Student - postgraduate 
" Student - undergraduate 
o None of the above 
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Educational background: 
0 Landscape Architecture as a first qualification 
0 tirýdsý6pe Architecture as a secOnd/third"qualificatlion 
0, Ai'ri*c"uý'Iture/, ý-'g'io'nomy/ Horticulture 
" Architecture 
" Biology 
eering " Engim 
" Forestry 
o Other 
Place of training: 
Mere were you trained as a landscape architect? 
o Region 
o Country (Included later) 
Degree: 
" Undergraduate (university degree: e. g. BA, BSL-, MA, etc. ) 
" Postgraduate Diploma 
" Masters (MLA, MSc, Whil etc. ) 
" Doctorate (PhD, Ddes, DSc etc. ) 
0 None of the above 
Origin: 
70 ý'Where are you from? " Region 
" Country (Included later) 
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Time in practice (Included later): 
How long have you been working in landscape architecture? 
01 haven't started yet, 
years, *0 t65 
* to 10 ye s 
' 0 11 to 15'y6rs,, - 
0 16 to 20 years 
0 21 years or more 
Gender: 
o Female 
MI 
o Male 
I 
Age (Included later): 
Your age 
* less then 20 
* 21, to 25 
* 26 to 30 
* 31 to 40 
* 41 to 50 
* 51 to 60 
0 61 or over 
Once ready, the study site was piloted with landscape professionals of different 
countries. This allowed assessment not only of the content and function, but also of the 
language used and layout. 
One of the testers' suggestions accepted was the simplification of the instructions to 
choice tasks into a bullet-point sequence of actions. A second suggestion was changing 
the question initially formulated as "where did you study landscape architecture? " to 
*'where were you trained as a landscape architect" to accommodate those who, like the 
Brazilians, practice but did not have an academic training in the discipline. 
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0 
Attributes I F477_-', ý 
Total of levels 77 7-7 
Random a_ýo_icetaý__- -1 Fj-g- -7777,, 
Fixed Holdout tasks 
i' Total choice tasks 
Profiles per choice task I13 plýq "None" option 
Pqginentation questions in original study 
A44ed segmentation questions 2 
Total segmentation questions 8 
Different versions fielded 4 J 
Table XLIII: CBC study final structure 
Website design and programming 
The static portion of webpages were designed using hypertext markup language (litnil) 
in text editors and two web-design software packages -Aracnophilla(D and 
Dreamweaver(D versions 3 and 4. 
One option for paper-and-pencil administration of CA has each concept within any 
given choice task contained in a paper card. Respondents then pick one card as their 
response for a task. However, the present CBC study used the term 'card' for each 
choice task on the website, as it is a visual word and gave the sense of independence to 
each task. 
To keep resemblance with the PC-based CBCadministration, each choice task -card - 
should appear independently on die screen. Selecting one of the concepts would 
automatically close the present screen and bring the next task, successively until die 
last one. This would be possible but, once uploaded to the web space, would pose 
increased risk of interruption of the study due to intense data traffic. Therefore, a 
single page contained all the cards, spaced sufficiently to avoid more than one 
appearing on screen at once. Each one of the four versions of the choicc task 
questionnaires was placed in an independent page. 
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The choice task pages contained a box with instructions for the section and a link to the 
first card. Cards were linked successively by the click of the arrows 'next' and 
#previous'. 
To facilitate certain uniformity of interpretation, respondents could see an explanation 
for all levels in the cards. When pointing with the mouse to the level text, the bottom or 
status bar of the browser showed the description of the level. Alternatively, an alert 
box with the same description appeared when clicking the level text, which was 
necessary for the longer descriptions, shown at the last column of table XL. 
The choice task pages had still an 1P card, not generated by the conjoint software. It 
gave respondents the opportunity to make up their own course profile, combining 
levels for every attribute by means of drop-down boxes. This would allow a further 
source of data for assessing the conjoint method against a usual survey technique. 
As one page with all the cards n-cant a larger file for download, the layout had to k, 
streamlined, with a minimum of graphics. A long download time would also be 
detrimental. This was taken into account for the design of all tile pages. 
A page named 'CBC Demographics' contained a brief introduction and all tile nine 
segmentation questions with a link to the choice tasks page under a 'continue' button. 
Segmentation questions collected responses with single-selection radio buttons - when 
they had few options that should come into view all at once, or drop-down boxes - 
when the options were many and did not need to appearat first sight. 
The site had three other linked pages. The link provided in the invitation email led to 
the introductory page, which, in its turn, had one link to the demographic data 
questionnaire and one to a page called 'Research Context'. The latter contained a link 
to the demographics page, information on this research, links to papers on conjoint 
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analysis, and Brazilian sites of landscape and general interest. A last page with thanks 
for the participation linked back to the research context page and offered email contact 
to this researcher. 
Once concluded the design of static documents, the pages CBC Demographics and tile 
choice tasks had to be associated dynamically. Dynamicity required simple scripts for 
alert boxes, written in Java, and more complex CGI scripting, written in the language 
PHP. 
Access to the page with the demographic questionnaire added one unity to a hidden 
counter of accesses. An alert box with numbers to unanswered questions appeared 
when the respondent clicked the'continue' button without answering all of them. 
Since the four versions of the conjoint questionnaire needed a similar number of 
responses, a pseudo-random distribution of versions was programmed. Every access to 
the questionnaires called a page with one of the four different versions of the choice 
tasks, consecutively and cyclically. 
The CGI script connected both sections of die study in a session, provided the rotation 
of versions, and produced an email message with respondent number - provided by 
the counter, version number, and all the answers, all in a pre-determined format. The 
programme then sent the message automatically to this researcher. 
Due to compatibility with the programming language PHP, die site was uploaded to 
the server at the Federal University of Viqosa, to which this researcher is attached. Data 
collection started on April 15,2002 and ended on June 6,2002, with 95 valid responses. 
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Data sorting 
As responses arrived, they %ere examined and those that showed irregularities -as 
the same letter selected for all the choice tasks- were eliminated. Once collection 
ceased, all response email messages were grouped into a single text file, using a 
common function of email programmes. 
The way responses should be coded to feed the CDC software differed from what was 
used on the website and responses. Visual basic for application procedures were 
written to convert the answers into number codes. The CBC softwarc could then read 
and store data from the text file generated, with all the comma separated recoded 
answers. The added segmentation questions were later merged Into tlic study in a 
similar same way. 
D. Statistical analysis 
The analysis of data collected for this research Nvas performed using three software 
packages: SPSS, Sawtooth CBC version 2, and Microsoft Excel. 
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- -t ? 4:, 
E. Chapter Summary 
This chapter examined the philosophical basis for this research in relation to data 
collection and the methods of investigation employed, according to Ccorge Kelly's 
Constructive Alternativism. 
A first phase had a more qualitative nature, searching for bibliographic basis for this 
thesis, complementing that where necessary, and serving for substrate for the 
quantitative phase that followed. These methods were: 
* Literature review; 
Direct observation at the School of Landscape Architecture, Edinburgh College 
of Art, 
e Field trip to Brazil -Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Belo If orizonte, and Vlqosi; 
* Interviews with key Brazilian practitioners and landscape educators; 
Tluee methods of a quantitative nature were used and described in detail In this 
chapter, and their results, suitability, and alternatives are analysed in the next chapter. 
The study of their applications in other fields showed potential for use in this research 
and other studies in landscape architecture, forming the basis of this thesis' 
contribution to method. 
The methods exposed were: 
e Examination of paisagisnio websites from Brazil; 
o LEPAB -web based survey on Brazilian paisagistas; 
* CBC - web based Choice Based Conjoint analysis study with landscape 
architects and landscape students from around the world. 
In possession of all the data, the next chapter proceeds with their analysis. 
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CHAPTER5 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF STATISTICAL DATA 
This chapter presents the results and analysis of data collected with the quantitative 
instruments described in the previous chapter, while information obtained with the 
methods of literature review and interviews integrated chapters 2and 3. 
Chapter 5 is divided into three sections, relative to each of the three quantitative dam 
collection methods employed. Each section contains the findings of one procedure, 
corresponding charts and tables, and a brief discussion of the method. 
Presented first are the findings relative to the analysis of Brazilian paisagismo websites. 
This is followed by the results of the web based survey on Brazilian paisagistas anti, 
lastly, those of the conjoint analysis study on international preferences in landscape 
architectural education. 
Implications of the results to practice and theory are presented in chapter 6. 
A. Palsagismo in Brazilian web-space 
The search showed a certain geographical distribution for landscape designers that 
was, at first sight, proportional to the regional concentration of economic activity in 
Brazil. 
The nature of postings under the key-word paisagisisto is varied. This search provided 
good illustration for the general understanding of the term, as the figures below show, 
according to the two questions proposed. 
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1. What Is the website's aporoach to DalsaClismo? 
Brazilian web sites, by theme 
More than one 3 *%Y0 
Other 2 %Y( 
Agronomy 8 %Y( 
Gardening 69% 
Architecture 20% 
Environmental I 0%Y( 
0% 10% 20% 30 
.% 
40% 5ý% 60'% 7ý% 80% 
-- 
I 
Figure 5.1: Brazilian postings on the Internet and their theme 
The association with gardening is prevalent, appearing in 69% of the sites and 
confirming the trend identified in chapter 2, with a significant difference (X2 - 64.598, 
df-2, p<0.05). The predominance of associations with architecture, in 20% of cases, 
over agronomy, with 8%, significant at the 0.05 level Q2 = 5.143, df-1), is coherent with 
the probable national numerical superiority of architects, as shown in Figure. 2.32 for 
the state of Sao Paulo. 
2. What is the website about? 
Figure 5.2 reveals that 72% of postings advertise some kind of service, be it design, 
maintenance or related to construction of landscapes. Book and magazine sales with or 
without the offer of online information with texts and pictures is the subject of 4% of 
sites. 
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Brazilian web sites, by content 
8% 8% 47/(o 
7 
13 Courses and general 
information: 8% 
0 Publications: 4% 
0 Services: 47% 
C Services, plants and/or 
25% 
products: 25% 
0 Plants and products: 7% 
47% C3 WWW (links, forums): 8% 
13 Landscape painters: I% 
Figure 52: Contents of Brazilian paisagismo websites. 
Among the sites collected, 8% offered courses on some aspect of landscape design or 
gardening. As most of them were of the NDAC type, this suggests the importance of 
these courses for the field. 
3. Evaluation of the method and alternatives 
Although a simple procedure, the analysis of web sites following a set of pre- 
established criteria was effective in pointing out relevant aspects of the general 
understanding of paisagisino and its common associations in Brazil. 
Other aspects that lie out of the procedure's immediate purposes for this research can 
also be similarly investigated, such as type of design projects featured and more. The 
same approach is applicable to gain insight into landscape practice in other plices, and 
a suggested further study is a comparison of results of that procedure performed with 
the equivalent terms in different languages. 
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B. Web based survey -LEPAB 
A baseline of information on Brazilian landscape practice and education was formcd 
with the data collected by the web based survey performed with Brazilian paisagistas. 
Once cleaned and treated for coding errors, data were fed into to statistical package 
SPSS, which provided the tables, and the figures presented below were produces with 
NIS Excel. Results here follow the question order of the original questionn1ire, to which 
the number of valid responses was 151. 
Significance of differences was calculated with the chi-square -X2- goodness of fit 
test, for the probability level of 0.03. 
Results follow the order of questions in the original questionnaire. Tables not 
presented in this section are found at the Annex: Statistical Tables. 
Question 1 allowed multiple selections, as it was expected that there would be 
respondents involved in more than one of die activities during the period considered, 
which was confirmed, as shown by the numbers of 'professionals studying, and 
'undergraduate and other courses'. 
The survey showed that more than half of the sample is active, in some form of 
landscape practice (56.3%) and an even larger slice is receiving some form of 
instruction (58.9%). 
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' Cumulative ire4uency Percent 
' Perc ent Percent 
NDAC Student 7.3 7.3 
M, LTC. S. tu. dent 4.0 11.3 
Undergraduate 24 15.9 15.9 27.2 
student 
Undergraduate and 4 2 6 2 6 29 8 
course ot her . . . ' ... .. . Post-graduate student 12 7.9 7.9 37 .7 
Professional 53 35.1 35.1 72.8 
Professional studying 32 21.2 21.2 94.0 
None 9 6.0 6.0 100.0 
Total 151,1 100.0 100.0 r 
Table XLIV: Occupation of paisagistas in 2001 
Occupation In 2001 
NDAC Student; 
8 %Y( 
Professional 
80 
MLTC 
U 
MLTC Student: 
studying; 231% 4% 
Undergraduate 
student; 17% 
Pp 
=Now 
Undergraduate 
and other 
course; 3% 
ost-graduate 
Professional; student; 8% 
37% 
Figure 5.3: Distribution of occupation of respondents in 2001 
The activity in the field is intense and, as numbers show, the vast majority is seeking to 
learn more about the profession, using all the study possibilities this survey covered. 
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This question sought to determine the most frequent academic backgrounds Brazilian 
paisagistas hold. 
Frequency Iý Percent 
Valid Cumulativo 
Percent Percont 
Agronomy i 9. ý i9.9 19.9 
Agronomy. and Forestry 1 .7 .7 64,9 
Arch itecture 34.4 34.4 54.3 
4 2.6 2.6 57.0 
. 
Civ. 11 engineering 2 1.3 1.3 58.3 
Forestry 6.0 6.0 64.2 
Geography. 1- .7 .7 65.6 
LandscapeAr'c'hitectu're 19 12.6 12.6 78.1 ("Paisagismo") 
LA and Agronomy 1 .7 .7 78.8 
LA and Architecture 2 1.3 1.3 80.1 
LA and Biology 1 .7 .7 80.8 
LA, Architecture and 1 .7 .7 92 7 Forestry . 
Other 17 11.3 11.3 92.1 
Does not aPply 11 7.3 7.3 100.0 
Total 151 100.0 100.0 
Table XLV: Undergraduate degrees of Brazilian paisagistas 
In order to calculate significance of differences, categories were grouped as follows: 
o Paisagismo : all those who had a degree in Patsagismo only with Paisagistito and 
another; 
o Agronomy: all those who had a degree in Agronomy only with Agronomy and 
another; 
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o Biology with Civil Engineering, Forestry and Geography; 
c, Other: different from the options presented. 
Undergraduate degrees grouped 
Biology, Civil Eng., 
Forestry and 
Geography: 11 % 
Agroromy, 22% 
Other, 12% 
Paisagismo: 17% 
Architecture: 38% 
Figure 54: Undergraduate deg-rees of Brazilian paisagistas 
The difference within the grouped categories as above was significant (X2,0.10.929, df-4, 
P<0.05). 
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This question provided a large pool of detailed information. Of immediate interest to 
this research is the place where studies were realised. Results were grouped by state 
into the five Brazilian geographical regions and a sixth category of those who studied 
abroad. 
This includes not only landscape architectural studies, but all courses in all levels, from 
NDACs to PhDs, totalling 255 courses, undertaken in 119 different institutions. 
Studies, per region 
Abroad: 7% 
North-, 0% 
Centre-West: 7% 
V. 
Northeast; 7% 
South; 10% 
Southeast; 69% 
Figure 55: Concentration of studies by region 
As expected, the majority of studies happened in the Southeast region. I'his was then 
broken down by state, in figure 5.6. 
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Southeast Region 
ES: 1% 
MG; 17% 17% 
SP: 47% 
RJ; 35 yc 
Figure 5.6: Division of studies in the Southeast region 
With significant differences (X2 -22-840, df=2, p<0.05), Sao Paulo state -SP, appeared 
as the largest provided of studies in the country and in the region, followed by the 
states of Rio de Janeiro - RJ and Minas Gerais - MG. 
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lk '- 
H ighest degree 
Percent Fr eq Valid Percent Cumulativo Porcent 
Secondary 2.0 2.0 
Technician 
....... .. 
5.4 
66T 4 3.7 44.3 49.7 
Diploma 26,11. 67.1 
M 
aste rs 31 20 .5 20.8 87.9 
PhD 100.0 
Total 149 98.7 100.0 1ý 
Missing 2, 1.3 
Total 100.0 
Table XLVI: Highest degrees of Brazilian paisagistas 
Highest degree 
Secondary-, 
2% 
PhD; 12% Technician-, 3% 
Masters; 21 % 
Undergraduate 
45% 
Strictu sensu; 
17% 
Figure 5.7: Highest degrees of Brazilian paisagistas 
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The data thds question raised showed an atypically Wgh level of education for 
respondents if compared to the average Brazilian population. Figures could have been 
different with a larger sample. However, considering that the sample had the 
restriction of being constituted by web users only, some of the unexpected results, such 
as the relatively high percentage of postgraduates, i. e. strictu sensu, masters, anti 
doctors, can be explained by the tendency of such categories, also including those with 
undergraduate degrees -almost half of the sample- to be more web literate and 
frequent users, and, as such, more closely networked than the others. As tile snowball 
sampling method was used, it is possible that members of each category invited others 
with a similar profile to participate. 
However, figures show participation of all the levels surveyed. 
From what was raised in the literature, it was expected that response to this question 
would reveal a high rate indicating the autodidactic as an important component of 
their professional development. 
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Academic o r Autodidac t? 
'a,. 7,77 -I [frequency I' ,- 71 Va I Ica Percent Cumulative 
, Percent 
, jot, ly utodidacLj 5. 5.4 
Mostly Auto-didact 38.3 
Equally Autodid-a-d"T. 77- 
and Academic 
39.7 1 40.3 78.5 
- , stI deiiý -ic 22 14.6 93 .3 
10 100.0 
t6iaf- 146 6.7 9i i6b. 0 
Missing 
Total 151 100.0 
Table XLVII: Brazilian paisagistas professional development: acaden-dc or autodidact 
Grouping the results of the table above into three categories, by joining 'totally' and 
'mostly' autodiclact into one group and, by joining 'totally' and 'mostly' academic into 
another, it was possible to draw a clearer picture, as shown in Figure 5.8 below, 
Academic or Auto-didact 
Totally or mostly 
academic 
21% 
Totally or mostly 
autodidact 
38% 
Equally 
autodidact and 
academic 
41%. 
Figure 5.8: Brazilian paisagistas' opinion on the nature of their professional development 
Wifl-i a significant difference, (X2=9.517, df=2, p<0.05), it was found that the balance 
between the autodidactic and the academic components rated as the most frequent 
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scenario, closely followed by those with a totally or mostly autodidact professional 
development. 
Mien analysing this question it is necessary to consider that respondents who had not 
yet finished their undergraduate degrees at the time of the survey might not have 
taken all or any of their paisagismo courses yet. 
Frequer I 
P'e 
r, ti Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
....... ... None 26., 11 17.2 17 2 17.2 
2 . 18.5 
3 to 5 1, 79.5 
6 or more 20 13.2 13.2 92.7 
not 
applicable 
11 7.3 7.3 100.0 
Total 151,100.0 100.0 
Table XLVIII: Number of courses with specific content in paisagismo undertaken by Brazilians 
during their undergraduate studies 
For easier comparison with the 'undergraduate degree' results, those who had one or 
two courses were grouped, since the literature showed that both numbersare common 
in architecture and agronomy cou rses, the most frequent in the sample, according to 
Table XLVIII and Figure 5.4 
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Number of undergraduate palsagismo courses 
6 or more; 14% None; 19% 
3 to 5; 16% 
or 2; 51% 
Figure 59: Number of paisagismo courses taken by Brazilian paisagistas during their 
undergraduate degrees. 
This question allowed respondents to select as many options as appropriate, and 
multiple selections happened in 22% of the cases. 
Question 7 showed that 53.5% of respondents did one course in paisagismo, 22% did 
more than one, and the remaining 245% did none, as seen in table L. 
Level of studies in paisagismo 
None NDAC MLTC Strictu Sensu msc PhD 
Valid 31 90 19 22 16 9 
Percent 20.5 58.9 12.6 14.6 10.6 6.0 
Table kLIX bistribution of the total 187 selections for level of studies in paisagismo 
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Level of studies in pai sagismo 
777, '7- F7- - -Fz 777WIid diiýi Rl" 
ý]F( 
; 7ý req. Percent !'u 
. ..... 
Percent Ii Percent 
none 11ý37 24.5 
-iA C '44.5 24.5 
_NDAC. 
59 39.1 7ýr 63.6 
J, 5. '3 68.9 
...... MLTC and NDAC 6.0 6.0 74.8 
SirOu Se'nsu' 5. . 5. 800 
Strictu Sensu & NDAC 6.6 6). 61 - ý 86.8 
. ... . IVISC . 2.6 2.6 89.4 
MSC & NDAC 
......... .... MSC, NDAC & Strictu Sensu 2.0 2.0 96.0 
MSC, NOAC, MLTC & Strictu Sensu, J .7 96.7 
PhD 2 1.3 1, .3 92.7 
PhD & NDA C 1.3 94.0 
- PhD & MSc 7 
PhD, NOAC & NIS .7 .7 99.3 
Phl), NOAC, Strictu Sensu & MSc .7 .7 100.0 
Total 151 100.0 100.0 
Table L: Level of studies Brazilian paisagistas have taken specifically in paisagismo, 
The question does not cover the number of programmes in which each respondent 
took or was taking part, but accepting that the majority would have taken or Lx, taking 
one programme in each level, a total of 156 would be at stake. These 156 are distributed 
according to figure 5.10 below. Statistical evaluation of this distribution revealed 
significance for differences (x2=141.5, df=4, p<0.05). 
Level of studies In paisagismo 
PhD; 6% 1 
msc; 10% 
Strictu Sensu; 
0 Y( 
14% 
NDAC: 58% 
MLTC; 12% 
Figure 5.10: Percentages of the total number of course taken by Brazilian paisagistas, by levels. 
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This figure confirms the expressive and predominant participation of the non degree. 
awarding courses in the market of education for paisagisnio, 
Question 8 offers a picture of paisagismo instruction in levels other that the 
undergraduate as to the number of courses taken by the present and former students. 
The results present an unexpectedly high percentage of 'none' anti 'not applicable' 
responses, 4.6% and 35.8% respectively, surpassing the 24.5% of respondents who 
reported not to have taken any course apart from their undergraduate. This may be 
because of courses still in progress or because of a structure of programmes that makes 
the separation into individual courses difficult to respondents. Another possibility is 
tile difficulty of respondents in classifying the content of their courses as specific in 
paisagismo or not. 
N umber of cours es at other level s on paisagismo 
Frequency Percent 
Va IId- Cumulativo - 
Percent Percent 
None 7 4.6 4.6 4.6 
1 16 10.6 10.6 15.2 
2 13 8.6 8.6 23.8 
3 to 5 27 17.9 17.9 41.7 
6 or more 34 22.5 22.5 64.2 
not-applicable 54 35.8 35.8 100.0 
Total 151 100.0 1 OU 
Table LI: Number of courses on paisagismo taken by Br azilian paisagistas i n levels other than 
undergraduate. 
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However, when considering only positive responses as in Figure 5.11 below, it was 
found that 68% of programmes taken had 3 or more units of specific contcnt in 
pazsagisnio. 
Number of courses In other levels excluding 
undergraduate 
1; 16; 18% 
6 or more; 34: 
38% 
2; 13,14% 
3 to 5: 27,30% 
Figure 5.11: Distribution of number of courses on paisqgisino taken by Brazilian paisagistas in 
levels other than undergraduate 
As exposed in the previous chapter, this question and the next were included after the 
questionnaire had already been uploaded, which caused part of the 30 missing cases, 
shown in table LII and disregarded when constructing figure 5.12, where categories 
were regrouped into three. 
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Apprenticeship Importance 
]Fý-erce-nýt [Val'id ýerý6n Frý. 
'ency 
atlve Percent 
0ý none 24.8 
little ý10.7 35.5 
Medium 9.3 11.6 47.1 
Great 43 -i 28.5 35.5. 
_82.6 Fundamental 21 13.9 17.4 100.0 
Total 80.1 100.0 
M. Lýsing 30 19.9 
Total 151 100.0 
t -a'b 1'-e- L 11: Importance of apprenticeship for Br IaI zilian paisag istas 
The difference in opinion about the importance of apprenticeship in the training of 
respondents is significant (X2=31.256, df-2, p<0.05), showing that the majority - 52% - 
of paisagistas surveyed attribute great or fundamental importancc to it. 
Importance of apprenticeship 
Little or none; 
36% 
Great or 
fundamental; 
52% 
C 
Medium: 12% 
Figure 5.12: Importance of apprenticeship for Brazilianmisagistas 
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With the same observation as question 9, question 10 focuses on the time spent in 
apprenticeships. 
P t n 
F Valid Cumulativo 
ercen reque cy PeEqqm-. j' Porcont 
none 43 28.5 33.6 33.6 
Up jp_ý months 17.2 50.8 
From 7 months to 
almost l e r 
13.2 15.6 66.4 
y ý 
From I full year to 
l ost 2 ears ý23 
15.2 18.0 84.4 
a m y ...... ftý!! years or more ý-O 151 100.0 
--Týtaf 1281 84.8 
I s's i n-g 15.2 
151 1 100.0 
Table LIII: Time Brazilian paisagistas spent in Apprenticeship 
Table 5.10 shows that 66.4% of respondents had some time as apprentices, while 33.40, u 
did not, with a significant difference (X2=13.781, df-2, p<0.05). 
Concerning the time respondents who had any apprenticeship spent in it, the greatest 
part, almost half of respondents 49%, spent one year or less; nearly a quarter - 24% - 
between one and two years, and the remaining 27% had two yeirs or more. The 
differences were significant (X2=10.047, df=2, p<0.05). 
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Time spent In apprenticeship 
2 full years or 
0 more; 24% 
Less than i 
year, 49% 
From I full year 
to almost 2 
years; 27% 
Figure 5.13: Time Brazilian paisagistas spent in apprenticeship 
Question 11 presents that the majority of paisagistas surveyed-66%- have Ixen 
practicing for ten years or less. Differences are significant (X2 -40.455, dfw4, p<0.05). 
ST* =r- 
ýreqqq! jqy 1 pqFqent Valid Percent jiý-d'urnulativ'o Porcont 
Not yet 17.9 8.0, 18.0 
0 to 5 ears 49 32.5 32.7-1 50.7 
6 to 10 years 32 21.2 21.3. j. 72.0 
11 to IS years 12 7.9 8.0 1 80.0 
16 to 20, y9ars 14, 9.3 9.3 89.3 
21 years or mor e 1 6": 
.... -.. ---J, 
--- 10.6 - 10.7 100.0 
'- Total ý 99.3 100.0 
Missing .7 
Total 100.0 
Table LIV: Time Brazilian paisagistas have been in practice 
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Time In practice 
21 years or 
more; 13% 
16 to 20 years; 0 to 5 years; 
11% 401% 
1 to 1 years; 
10% 
6 to 10 years; 
26% 
Figure 5.14: Time Brazilian paisagistas have been in practice 
This question and the next three asked for the activities in paisagismo in which 
respondents were most frequently involved. 
M ost frequent ac tivity 
Frequency Percont Valid Cumulativo Percont Porcont 
Consultamýy., 
_, ____ 
7 4.6 4.7 4.7 
Education 27 17.9 , 22.8 
Con-strucýio-n/Pl'a*ntin'g"--,. -ý....., - '27., . 17.9 18.1 40.9 
Environmental Studies 3 2.0 2.0 43.0 
Research 7 4.6 4.7 47.7 
Design Projects. 58 38.4 38.9 86.6 
Maintenance and Re_sioraPon 2 1.3 1.3 87.9 
Other 1 .7 .7 
88.6 
Not applicable 17 11.3 11.4 100,0 
Total 149 98.7 100.0 
Missing 2 1.3 
Total 151 100.0 
Table LV: Most frequent professional activity 
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With varying frequencies, all the options available were selected. Grouping valid 
responses into the most selected options resulted in Figure 5.15. 
It was found that, with significant differences (X2-93.273, df-5, p<0.05) a predominince 
of design projects as most frequent exists, followed by education anti 
construction/ planting with equal shares. 
Most frequent activity 
Education; 20% 
Design 
Projects; 45% 
Construction/Pl 
anting; 20% 
Research; 5% 
Figure 5.15: Most frequent activity of Brazilian paisagistas 
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Consultancy; 
Other; 5%!,. 
_ 
5% 
Second activity 
Maintenance 
and Consultancy: Restoration; 8% 13% 
Education; 
13% 
Design 
Projects; 27% i, 
Construction/I 
lanting; 25% 
Research; Environmental 
10% Studies & 
other, 4% 
Figure 5.16: Second most frequent professional activity of Brazilian paisaSisfas 
In relation to the previous question, activities reported as the sEvond most frequent 
show a reduction in design projects and education, an increase in 
maintenance/ restoration from less than 2% to 13% and a slight increase in '111 other 
activities, still with a significant difference (X2-37.857, df-6, p<0.05) 
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Third most frequent activity 
Maintenance 
and 
Restoration; Consultancy; 
21% 22% 
Education; 
Design 7% Projects; 
15% 
Research: Construction/ 
11% Environmental Planting: 
Studies & 18% 
other; 6% 
Figure 5.17: Third most frequent activity of Brazilian 
As third activities in frequency, keeping a significant difference (X2-20.397, df-6, 
p<0.05), there is an increase in consultancy, now the highest, with 22% and a further 
increase in maintenance/ restoration, now second, witil 21%. Reductions were 
observed for the involvement in design projects anti construction/ planting. 
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Membership at palsagismo professional association 
Yes; 18% 
No; 82% 
Figure 5.18: Membership proportion of Brazilian paisagistas in professional association3 
Less than a fifth of respondents, 18%, are members of professional associations of 
paisagisnio, difference significant (X2-62.270, df-2, p<0.05). 
When answering of which association they are members, more than half of those who 
answered 'yes' to the first part stated membership to ABAR ANP and SBP, also 
mentioned in chapter 3, appear listed, as do four others about which this research did 
not succeed in finding further information. AEASP, also cited, is the Association of 
Agronomists of Sao Paulo, not a specific paisagismo association but one that 
congregates many landscape practitioners. As numbers were small, no significancc of 
differences was calculated. 
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Member at which association 
IVO 
requific Percent y Per6e`ht*,, nt 
None 12 83.4 83.4 83.4 
ii ABAP 14'1 9.3 9.3 92.7 
93.4 AEASP 
-0.7-J ANP 2 
ý2 
95A 
ASPAMG 1.3 1 -1.3 96.7 
AFRS 97.4 
FLORESTA JR 0.7 -0.7 98 
Planta Rio 0.7 98.7 
SBP 2 1.3 100 
Total 151ý 100 J:, 100" 
Table LVI: Professional associations of paisagistas of which respondents are members 
The distribution of ages of Brazilian paisagistas resulted from question 16. Wlth very 
small numbers, the two extreme categories, 'less that 2(Y and '61 or over' were 
regrouped with the 21 to 25 and 51-60 groups respectively, appearing in figurc 5.19 
below. 
Significance was found for the difference among ages k2- -28.081, df-4, p<0.05). Ilie 
sample showed 60% situated between the ages of 31 anti 50 years, but when 
regrouping the younger than 40 years of age together, a percentage of 62% is found. 
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Age distribution 
51 and over, 
7% 
up to 25; 14% 
41 to 50; 31 % 26 to 30; 19% 
31 to 40; 29% 
Figure 5.19: Age distribution of Brazilian paisagistas 
Gender distributlon 
Male; 44% 
Female; 56% 
Figure 5.20: Gender distribution of Brazilian paisagistas 
Although Figure 5.20 shows the number of female respondents as 12% higher than 
that of males, the difference found was not significant (X2 -2.42.1, df-1, p<0.05). 
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Results of question 18 were not submitted to analysis. 
i 
The last question of the form, an open space for respondents to register their comments 
and suggestions, was filled by 53% of respondents. Responses were sorted into six 
classes according to their content. Many of them contained more than one subject 
according to the classes proposed, and were categorised according to the theme that 
dominated the text. 
Comments 
other 4% 
Status of the 
. 10% 
Suggestion on profession, 
Education; 10% complaint 26% 
Information 
-14%, request. 
'I 
Testimonials; 20% 
on 
survey: 26% 
Figure 521: Comments written, by subject 
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The subject of most comments was either complaints about the status of the profession 
in Brazil or comments on the survey. When writing about the status of the profession, 
respondents raised problems like the lack of professional regulations or expressed their 
disagreement with the current state of affairs in the profession. 
20. Evaluation of the method and alternatives 
This web based survey confirmed the suitability of the method for this research, as for 
general use in other fields of investigation and other investigative scenarios, provided 
that the target population is significantly represented in the universe of web users. 
This survey could have been adn-dnistered via the other usual procedures for similir 
situations: postal survey and telephone interviewing. Each of these methods has cost as 
a common drawback and neither of them allows the snowball sampling procedure 
with the same ease as email invitation, which is possible with the click of a 'forward' 
button. This, in a field where knowledge of the size of die population Is but 
speculative, is an important way of reaching a reasonably sized sample, 
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Conjoint analysis 
The essence of conjoint techniques -their capability of measuring relative values of 
attributes when considered jointly- justified its usage in this research. 
Similarly to the LEPAB, the use of snowball sampling and die distribution of tile 
invitation to the study in electronic mailing lists made it impossible to establish the 
final number of prospective participants. For the effect of calculating a response rate, 
the total number of accesses to the questionnaire, available from an administration 
page not accessible to respondents, was stipulated as the total samplc receiving tile 
study. A number of accesses was discounted from this total, as test runs happened 
throughout the study period to verify functionality, resulting in a final estimate of 340 
accesses. With a final number of valid responses of 95, a response rate of 28% was 
achieved -within the average of most surveys conducted via traditional methods 
(Fink, 1995b). This rate was accepted as highly satisfactory, since there were 
technical/ functional restrictions that played a part in preventing a greater number of 
respondents from being successful in completing the study. 
Conjoint tasks, requiring more than just recalling information, present a relatively 
higher complexity than most surveys. It may have been the rcason why some 
respondents marked the same letter for all the conjoint task cards. Six responses were 
discarded for that reason. 
With these opening remarks, this thesis proceeds to the analysis of the data obtained. 
The analysis of CBC results followed closely the sequence proposed at UIL, software 
manual. 
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1. Non-choice auestions 
As part of the 'CBC Demographics' questionnaire, respondents provided a series of 
data, summarised in the figures bellow, in the order they appear in the questionnaire, 
followed on their left by the results of the chi-square test for significance of differences. 
World region of respondents' activities 
Australia/ 
Oceania; 3% 
i) As a (East; Asia (I 
41% North 
America; 
39% 
Europe; 34% 
Africa and Latin Middle East; America; 
5% 14% 
Figure 5.22: CBC -world region location of 
respondent activities 
Occupation --CBC 
Student - 
undergraduate; 
129/6 Educator; 
7, N 
26% 
Student - 
postgraduate; 
22% 
Pracbtioner 
40% 
Figure 5.23: CBC - occupation of respondents in 2001 
The majority of respondents 
answered that most of their 
activities in landscape 
architecture happen in North 
America and Europe, with 
39% and 34% each, 
respectively, with a significant 
difference Q2 -72.723, df-5, 
P<0.05). 
Regarding their occupation In 
2001, respondents were 
mainly practitioners not 
involved in education, 40%, 
and educators involved or not 
in other forms of practice, 
26%, with a significant 
difference (X2 -24.540, df-3, 
p<0.05). Students were n1so 
present, with postgraduates 
totalling 22% and 
undergraduates 12%. 
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Undergraduate degree CBC 
Agriculture/Ag 
ronomy/ 
Horticulture 
4% 
Architecture 
4% 
LA as a 
seconcVthird 
qualification 
26% 4 
as a first 
qualification w 
t 
0070 
Figure 5.24: CBC - undergraduate degree of 
respondents 
Region where studied --CBC 
Australia/ 
Oceania 
1% 
Asia (East) 
North 
Europe America 
45% 37% 
Africa and Latin 
Middle East America 
5% 9% 
Figure 5.25: CBC - world region where respondents 
studied 
When asked about what they 
had as their undergraduate 
degree, the vast majority, i. e. 
66% answered landscape 
architecture as a first 
qualification; LA as a second 
qualification was the case of 
26% of respondents, while 
both architecture and 
Agronomy/ Horticulture were 
the answers of 4% of 
participants. The differences 
were significant (x2 -121.14Z 
df-3, P<0.05) 
Similarly to the question 
about their location, the one 
about the world region where 
they studied showed 
predominance of North 
America, 45%, and Europe, 
37%, folloed by Latin America 
with 9%, and the remaining 
with 8%, with a significant 
difference (X2 -103.106, df-5, 
P<0.05). This figure, if 
compared to 5.221 suggests 
that there is certain 
international mobility as to 
where people study and later 
practice. 
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Level of Education -- CBC 
None of the 
5% 
0 above Y" 
Doctorate Undergraduate 
11% 3% 
Masters 
0 
39% Postgraduate 
Diploma 
10% 
Figure 5.26: CBC - highest level of education of 
respondents 
Origin --CBC 
Australia/ 
Oceania 
1% 
Asia (East) 
6% 
North America '5 
40% 
Europe 
34% 
Africa and Latin America 
Middle East 13% 
Figure 5.27: CBC - respondents' world region of 
origin 
The level of education found 
for this sample was high, with 
39% of respondents holding 
masters' degrees and 11% 
having a doctorate as their 
highest qualification. Another 
large portion, 35%, had their 
undergraduate degree as their 
hisghest, followed by 10% 
with a postgraduate diploma 
and 5% with none of them. 
The difference found Is 
significant (X2 -47.702, df-4, 
P<0.05). 
The mobility mentioned In 
figure 5.25 is similarly 
suggested here, as 40% of 
respondents were from North 
America, 34% from Europe, 
13% from Utin America, 6% 
from Africa and the Middle 
East, 6% from Asia and 1% 
from Australia, difference 
significant (X2 -72.596, df-5, 
p<0.05), values that differ 
from those in figures 5.22 and 
5.25 showing where their 
activities happen and where 
they studied. 
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Time In practice --CE3C 
21 years or 
more 
14% 
16 to 20 1 haven't 
years started yet 
4% 16% 
11 to Is 
years 
13% 0 to 5 years 
33% 
6to 10 
years 
20% 
Figure 5.23: CBC - respondents' time in landscape 
architecture practice 
Time In practice, regrouped -- 
CBC 
years or 
more 
37% 
0 to 10 
years 
63% 
Figure 5.29: CBC - respondents' time in landscape 
architecture practice, regrouped 
Relative to their time in 
practice, figure 5.28 shows the 
sample was mainly young. 
Although all time brackets 
had a share of responses, with 
a significant difference (X2 
-25.745, df-5, p<0.05), the 
majority of respondents hid 
been in practice cidier for less 
than 5 years, 33%, or from 6 to 
10 years; those with time from 
11 to 15 years were 13%, 16 to 
30 years 4% and 21 years or 
more were 14%. From the 
total, 16% had not yet started 
practicing, suggesting that a 
large part of the 34% of 
students shown in figure 5.23 
were also professionally 
activc. 
When those who were in 
practice were regrouped into 
brackets of 10 years or less 
and 11 years or more, 
percentages were 36% and 
37% respectively, widi a 
significant difference Q2 
-5.582, df-1, p<0.05). 
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Gender --CBC 
'T, Female; 
41% 
Male; 59% 
Figure 5.30: CBC - gender of respondents 
Age --CBC 
51 -60 
61 + 21-25 
9% 2% 14% 
26-30 41-50 
% 14% 21 
31-40 
40% 
Figure 5.31: CBC - respondentsage 
: Although the difference was 
not significant (X2 -Z723, 
df-1), the sample suggests a 
trend for a numerical 
predominance of male 
respondents, 59%, above 
female respondents, 41%. 
A significant difference Q2 
-49.617, df-5, p<0.05) was 
found for the age distribution 
of respondents, who were 
mainly young: 40% were 
between 31 and 40 years old, 
14% between 26 and 30, and 
14% between 21 and 25. This 
is coherent with what figure 
5.28 shows that most haLt 
entered into practice recently. 
The remaining were from 41 
to 50 years old - 21%, 51 to 60 
-9%, and over 61 with only 
2%. 
This collection of figures offers a demographic profile of respondents, used later for 
comparison with the results of the survey on Brazil. With die exception of gender, all 
the other differences calculated were significant. 
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2. Counting analysis of choice tasks 
The CBC software offers two different ways of examining the results of choice tasks. 
The first used here is the 'counting' analysis, performed by C13C's Counts programme. 
Results are proportions ranging from 0 to 1, meaning the proportion of times the level 
was chosen from all the times it was displayed, accompanied by the chi-square test 
results for the differences between levels of the attribute in question. I'llese values are 
ratio data and can only be compared within each attribute. By default, the Counts 
programme analyses all the 15 random tasks, excluding the two holdout cards -which 
would introduce bias, since they were not randomly generated, causing imbalance in 
the number of appearances of each level. 
The tables below show the results of the counts for one-way or main effects only, Le., 
not including interactions. 
Total Respondents 95 
General emphasis: landscape architecture knowledge 0-. 32., 
General emphasis: landscape architecture and general skills 
Within Att. Chi-Square -. 23 
...... ... . Signi fi ca nce not sig : 77 
Table LVILCBC counts for the General Emphasis attribute 
Table 40 shows that when a concept containing the level knowledgc was d1spkiyed, it 
was chosen 32% of the times, while those with skills were chosen 30% of the times. 
Although there appears to be a slight preference for knowledge, the difference was not 
significant. 
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Total Respondents '77,7ý 
Skills focus: Communication [-ý24 
Skills focus: General thinking skills 
Skills focus: Problem solving through design 0.42 
quare 
. 
Within Att. 16-2 
D. F. 2 
Significance 
Table LVIII: CBC counts for the Skills Focus attribute 
Table 41 shows significant preference for the level Problem solving through design 
skills from the Skills Focus attribute, followed by General thinking skills and closely 
by Communication skills. 
Knowledge focus 
Total Respondents 95 
Knowledge focus: Environmental Sciences 0.38 
Knowledge focus: HistorV and Theory. of LA 0.30 
Knowledge, focus: Professional practice 0.28 
Knowledge focus: Technology 0.27 
Withi-n.. ý. tt. Chi-Squarý... 
_ 
2 
D. F. 3 
Significance-. P 
Table LIX: CBC counts for the Knowledge Focus attribute 
Environmental Sciences was the preferred level from the attribute Knowledge Focus, 
with a significant difference, as seen in Table LX followed by the other three, separated 
by a small margin of preference. 
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jeaching 
Total Respondents 
Tea , iing: Classroom based LO. 17- 
Teachin External work based ;j0.33 
'Tea, g-__ý! udio based 110.42 
Within Att. Chi-Square 42.08 
2 D. F. 
Significance 
Table counts for the Teaching attribute 
From the Teaching attribute, the preferred level was Studio based, with a significant 
difference, followed by External work based and, lastly, wifli a larger difference, 
Classroom based teaching. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the study included among choice tasks two 
fixed holdout cards. The results obtained for these cards confirmed the results above. 
Both holdout cards showed no significant difference for choices on both levels of 
General emphasis (Holdout 1: x2 = 3.43, df-1; Holdout 2: X2 - 0.86, df-1). Tile other 
levels tested by the holdout cards were studio based and classroom teaching, showing 
significant differences in both cards (Holdout 1: X2 = 51.48, df-1, p<O'. 01; Holdout 2: X2 - 
33.48, df=1, p<0.01). 
In addition, in the last card of the conjoint study webpage, Card 18, respondents had 
the opportunity to make up their own programme profile by selecting from drop.. 
down lists the levels of their preference to each of the four attributes. The choices 
confirmed the significant difference results of Counts for main effects for the three last 
attributes: skills focused k2 = 59.200, df=2, p<0.05), knowledge focused OC2 - 39.211, 
df-3, p<0.05), and teaching (X2 - 67-347, df-2, p<0.05). However, the first attribute, 
General Emphasis, showed significant difference, with 62% of choices for LA 
Knowledge the remaining 38% for LA Skills (X2 = 5.568, df-1, p<0.05). 
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Another possibility the Counts program offers is the exam of two-way effects, by 
combining two attributes, also allowing the screening for interaction between 
attributes in the choice process. 
After examining all the two-way tables generated for this CBC study, only one pair of 
attributes showed to interact significantly, as in Table LXI below. Reading the results of 
two-way tables can be done either direction, with no difference as to which If tile 
attributes is chosen as 'banner' or 'stub'. 
Skills focus * Knowledge focus 
Total Respondents 
Knowledgerocus: 29 0 Skills focus: Communication . Environmental Sciences' 
Skills focus: Communication I 
Knowledge focus: I listory and - 
Theory of LA 
0.20 
Skills focus: Communication 
Knowledge focus: Professional 
practice 
0.22 
Skills focus: Communication 
_ Knowled e focus: Technology 
_j 
0.24 
Skills focus: General thinking skills 
Knowledge focus: 
E! ývironmental Scienýeý 
0.41 
Skills focus: General thinking skills 
Knowledge focus: History and 0.25 ý Theory of LA 
Skills focus: General thinyjag skills_ 
__.,, _jýqowl! 
ýqge focus: Prof. practice 0.24 
Skills focus: General thin 
... 
Knoýv! ý_q ge_ focus: Technology_ ' 0.18 
Skills focus: Problem solving through Knowledge focus: 0 44 Environmental Sciences . 
Skills focus: Problem solving through Knowledge focus: History and 0.42 
design Theory of LA 
Skills focus: Problem solving through Knowledge focus: Professional 0.42 
design practice 
Skills focus: Problem solving through Knowledge focus: Technology 0.38 
desi n 
D. F. 6 
Significance P <. 01 
Table LXI: CBC counts for the two combination of attributes Skills focus * Knowledge focus 
To improve visualisation of results, Figure 5.32 presents them in die manner of die 
'demand curves' of economics. The x-axis displays the Knowledge focus attribute and 
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the y-axis is for probability of choice, also referred as preference or higher valuation. 
This order was chosen for the convenience of producing a graph with diree curves 
instead of four, wWch would result from Skills focus as the x-axis. 
Probability of choice: Knowledge focus * Skills focus 
QU70 
45% 
40% 
35% 
30% O 
25% NI, 
20% 
15% 
10% 
5% 
0% 
Knowledge: 
Env. Scl. 
Knowledge: 
Hist&Theor 
LA 
Know ledge: 
Professional 
practice 
Know ledge: 
Technology 
Skills: 0.29 0.20 0.22 0.24 
communication 
-4s- Skills: general 0.41 0.25 0.24 01118 
thinking 
Skills: problem 0.44 0.42 0.42 0.38 
solving - design 
--*-Skills: 
communication 
--m-Skills: general 
thinking 
Skills: problem 
solving - design 
Figure 532: Probability of Choice: Knowledge focus by Skills focus 
Figure 5.32 can be read horizontally and vertically. The tables below makes the reading 
in each of the directions, showing orders of preference: 
Those who 
prefer the 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
skills: 
Design Env. Sciences 
Hist & Theory =Prof. Technology 
Practice. 
General Env. Sciences Hist & Theory Prof. Pract Technology 
Think! ng 
Communication Env. Sciences Technology Prof. Pract Hist Theory 
Table LXII: Reading the order of preferences from Fig. 5.32 horizontally 
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The horizontal reading in table LXII shows the inversion of preference in the bottom 
line, in that, differently from the others, those who value Communication skills more 
highly favour knowledge of Technology rather than History and Theory in second 
place. 
Those who prefer Have the order of preference for the Skills of: 
the Knowledge of-. st 2nd 
1: Env. Sciences 
IFDesi General Thinking- 11 unication 
n eral Thinking Communication 
Communication General Thinking Prof. Practicý 
r unication iking, Dý' l9gy 
-] 
[Pý 
. --- -. ý. Iý -------ta-bleJLX-I'JI-I: --- Riading the order of preferences from Fig. 5.32 vertically 
Conversely, it can be said that those who value Technology skills show preference for 
Communication skills above General Thinking skills, on the contrary of the others. 
possible interpretation of this is that the knowledge of recent presentation 
technology, e. g. CAD, photomontage, and 3D modelling, is closely related with the 
skills to communicate the results of the design process. 
Although Counts is an intuitive form of displaying results, it has some associated 
drawbacks and inaccuracies, and, as Orme (2000) recommends, it should not L-*-- used as 
the final base for decisions, reason enough for proceeding with Logit analysis, 
described below. 
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3. Logit analysis of choice tasks 
The CBC system offers the option for the more statistically robust multivariate analysis 
method of Logit, which produces results in terms of effects, or logit 'utilities' for each 
level of each attribute (Orme, 2000). 
As Orme (2000: 441) describes, 'A utility refers to the degree of worth or preference for 
a product feature', and larger utilities mean more preferred levels. For the 95 
respondents of the present study, the results of the Logit run are displayed in Figure 
5.21 below, with utilities under the column'Effect'. 
, Ct 0.051'" *b. 03Q-_1.46534T'__' 11'' jiýjýral ernpý n wedge 
2 -0.05 1 0 0313 12 
General emphasis, __Ckina'j_en_eiYIr, 
kill s s s 
3 -0 Skills 66ýF_C&m_iii6nicatlon 
4"'--*--- 4.1-7 0,04553 -_Vý2_9*8-1 22 
5: 1 0.41 0.04206 9.83837 23 
Skills focus: Problem so ving through 
6 0.29 0.05371 5,37136 31 Sciences 
7 -0.04 0.05898 -0.67831 32 
K ridil 6age, 1 ý6 us: Rs _t o r"y' 'a n, -d,, Th e- 6-r y- 
I I of LA i 
8 . 0.06 0.05665 . 1.10363 33 Knowledge focus: Prof6ssion6l'l5iiactico 
9 9 -0.9 -3.11818 34 f6cýi7t6ih-F(ýIo-gy- 
10 -0.5ý bNO-17 I, -1'1.1759_ý 41 Teaching: '-Class-room based- 
11 0.14 0.0429 '3.25295 42 Teaching: External work based 
12 0.41 0.04078 10.05254 43 Teaching: Studio based 
Table LXIV: Logit output for utilities 
Significance of differences between utilities is tested with a West, with t being the ratio 
between the difference between utilities and the pooled standard error - the square 
root of the sum of the squared standard errors. This calculation was performed using 
this formula in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, resulting in significances shown in table 
LXV. 
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With the results of the t-test is possible to have a better interpretation of the utilities as 
plotted in Figure 5.33. The value of t is only shown when there is significance at p<0.05. 
-6- ii-y*, . 63- 
1777 
-i 
F 
-0 05 
............ 0.6 -1 . -- .-ý ''.. "... -.. - -ýI- -- --ýI 2.0 1 0.05 
....... . .. 
4 0.04539 4 2-1 
-0.17 0.04553 -3.75298 '2 2' 1.12! 1 n. ý. 
0.41 -9.838-3-F] ý. Z3 . 051, 
0.29 0.05371 5.37136 31 
0.05898 -0.67831 32 4.12 sl t<0.05 
-0.06 
. ... . ...... 0.05665 -1-10363 33 0.28 n. s. 
-0.19 0.05964 31 18 18 34 1 . 50 n. s. 
-0-55 0.04917 -11.1759 41 
0.14 0.0429 3.25293 42 10.56 sig t<0.05 i 
0.41 0.04078 10.05254 43 4.57 sig t<0.05 
Table LXV: Test for significance of differences between utilities, for the global sample 
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Utilities for the Global Sample 
0.60 
0.40 
0.20 
0.00 
-0.20 
-0.40 
-0.60 
-0.80 
0 Gen. emphasis: LA knovAedge 
0 Gen, emphasis: LA &Gen. skills 
0 Skills: Communication 
m Skills: Gen. thinking skills 
C Skills: Problem solving I design 
0 Knowledge: Env. Sciences 
" Knowledge : Hist. & Theory of LA 
* Knowledge: Professional pract. 
* Knowledge: Technology 
a Teaching: Classroom based 
M Teaching: External work based 
ell Teaching: Studio based 
Figure 533: Conjoint utilities for the global sample 
The interpretation of Figure 5.33 above is as below, following the order of attributes 
shown as clusters of bars, from left to right: 
* There is a significant general preference for the emphasis on the acquisition of 
knowledge over the development of skills (t-2.07); 
e Problem solving through design skills are valued more highly than 
communication and general thinking skills with a significant difference (tal). 43), 
while an apparent preference for general thinking skills over communication 
skills is not significant; 
9 With a significant difference (t-4.12), respondents in general value the 
knowledge of environmental sciences more highly than tile knowledge areas of 
history and theory of landscape architecture, professional practice, and of 
technology. Although the figure shows a slight tendency for preference for the 
last three areas of knowledge in this order, differences are not significant. 
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* The preference for teaching practices is higher for the studio based option 
(t--4.57 over external work), followed by external work based and, lastly, as the 
least preferred option, the classroom based approach (t-10.56, with external 
work); all differences are significant. 
Further exploration of the data collected is possible in many different directions and 
with several other procedures. 
4. Segmented analysis 
Following the analysis of the data provided by the general sample, this research 
utilised the segmentation facilities offered by the CBC softwarc, &%mentation 
segments of the sample united by common characteristics. The information used in the 
segmentation analysis was that collected at the 'Demographics' section of the website, 
which preceded the choice tasks. 
Each of the nine questions that made up the questionnaire provided enough 
information to constitute segments. For this study, resulting from the issues raised In 
previous chapters, decision was made to focus on the segments based in three of 
respondents' characteristics: their occupation during 2001, the world region where they 
studied, and the number of years they have been practicing in the field. The other 
segmentation results not used for this discussion with respective tabics and figures are 
available as part of the annexes of this dissertation. 
The analysis after each figure is based on the t-test for significance as calculated in 
Table LXV above performed between adjacent levels unless stated otherwise in tile text 
or with the results in brackets. The discussion is more thorough with tile first 
segmentation to expose the process of reasoning towards the final differences. In the 
second and third segmentations only the final differences are given. 
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First segmentation: Educators, Practitioners, Students 
Here the preferences of these three groups are compared. 
EDUCATORS 
0.60 . - 
0.40- 
0.20- 
0.03 
0.00- ==6= 
-0.03 
-0.20- 
-0.40- 
-0.60- 
-0.80 -- --- 
0 Gen, emphasis: LA 
knowledge 
N Can, emphasis: LA &Gen. 
skills 
0 Skills: Communication 
N Skills: Gen, thinking skills 
0 Skills : Problem solving I 
design 
OKnovdedge' Env, Sclemse 
Knowledge ý HISI, & Theory of 
LA 
: 
Knowledge - Professional 
ONS91edge: Technology 
STeachlng: Classroom based 
M Teaching: Extemal work 
based 
0 Teaching: Studio based 
Figure 534: Conjoint utilities for educators 
Educators value: 
e an emphasis on knowledge as much as on skills; 
o the skill of problem solving through design more h-ighly than the others 
(t-3.55), with no difference between communicationand general thinking skills; 
a the knowledge of environmental sciences as highly as history and theory, but 
more highly than professional practice (t-1.97) and technology; history and 
theory as highly as professional practice, but more highly than technology 
(t=2.41); 
9 studio based teaching more highly than classroom based and external work 
(t4.61). 
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0.60 
0.40 
0.20 
0.00 
-0.20 
-0.40 
-0.60 
-0-80 
OGen. emphasis: LA 
knowledge 
a Gen. emphasis: LA & Gen. 
skills 
a Skills: Communication 
8 Skills: Gen, thinking skills 
Q Skills: Problem solving I 
design 
0 Kno%vledge Env, Sciences 
0 Knowiedge Hist. & Theofy of 
LA 
0 Knowledge ProlessionAl 
P! act. 
0 Knowledge Technology 
M Teaching, Classroom b4sed 
0 Teaching: External work 
based 
0 Teaching: Studio based 
Figure 535: Conjoint utilities for practitioners 
Practitioners value: 
9 an emphasis on knowledge more highly than on skills (t-3.63); 
the skill of problem solving through design more highly than thu, others 
(t=6.88), with no difference between communication anti general thinking skills; 
the knowledge of environmental sciences more highly than all the others 
(t-2.71 against history & theory); history and theory as highly ns professional 
practice and technology; 
studio based teaching as highly as external work based, but both more highly 
than classroom based (t-8.44 for classroom against external work). 
PRACTITIONERS 
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STUDENTS 
0.60 
0.40 
0.20 
0.00 
-0.20 
. 0.40 
-0.60 
-0.80 
0 Gen. emphasis: LA 
knowledge 
0 Gen. emlýhasls: LA &Cam. 
skills 
C Skills: Convnunlc&Uw 
0 Skills : Gen. Wnking skills 
Q Skills: Problem solving I 
design 
C Knowledge Env, SCI*nces 
N Knowledge HIst. & The" of 
LA 
a Knowledge: Professional 
pract, 
0 Knowledge: Technology 
w Teaching: Classroom based 
n Teaching: External work 
based 
NTeaching: Studio based 
Figure 536: Conjoint utilities for students 
Students value: 
e an emphasis on knowledge as muchas on skills; 
e the skill of problem solving through design more highly than the others 
(t=5.41), with no difference between communication anti general thinking skills; 
* the knowledge of environmental sciences as highly as history and theory; but 
more highly than technology (t=2.61) and professional practice; 
* studio based teaching more highly than external work (t-2.06) and classroom 
based; and external work more highly than classroom based (t-7.82). 
The main differences found between segments were: 
0 practitioners place more value on the acquisition of landscape architectural 
knowledge than on development of skills at school, while educators and 
students, although showing a slight trend to diverge, value them the same; 
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practitioners value the knowledge of environmental sciences more highly than 
all other areas, while educators and students place equal value on 
enviroranental sciences and history & theory. 
These three segments were obtained from grouping respondents based on their 
selection for world region where they studied. As numbers for Africa and Middle East 
Asia, Australia/ Oceania, and Latin America were small, they were grouped as 'rest of 
the world'. Another observation is that respondents Mio selected Nortli America liad 
all studied in the USA. 
Studies: Europe 
0.60 
0.40 
0.20 
0.00 
-0-20 
-0.40 
-0.60 
-0.80 
CGsn emphasir LA 
knowledge 
w0on, emphasis: LA & 
Gion. skills 
0 Skills Commuinicaon 
m Skills, Gen. thinkog 
skills 
0 Skills , Problem *olying I design 
0 Knowledge Env, 
Sciences 
Is Knowiedge Hitt, 
Theory of LA 
III Knowledge ý 
Professional pract. 
* Knowledge 
Technology 
" Te3ching: Classroom 
based 
" Teaching: External 
work based 
MT*aching* Studio 
based 
Figure 5.37: Conjoint utilities for those who studied in Europe 
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Studies: North America 
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Figure 538- Conjoint utilities for those who studied in North America 
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based 
Figure 5.39: Conjoint utilities for those who studied in Africa, Asia, Australia/Occanlik, LAtin 
America and the Middle East 
The main observations within these groups were: 
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Studies: Rest of the world 
* Those who studied in Europe value the teaching of skills more highly Ulan 
knowledge (t=2.22), contrary to those who studied in North America (t-3.02) 
and in the rest of the world (t-3.28), who value skills more highly than 
knowledge. 
9 All three segments follow the pattern of the global sample for values of skills. 
9 Though the knowledge on environmental sciences appeared to W the most 
highly preferred in all three segments, the significance of differences varied. 
o For those who studied in Europe preference to environmental sciences 
was equal to history and theory and professional practice, but higher 
than technology (t=3.50). 
o For those who studied in North America, preference to environmental 
sciences was higher than the three others (t-3.25, ), and there were no 
significant differences among the preferences for history and theory, 
professional practice and technology 
o For those who studied in the remaining world regions, die only 
significant difference was between environmental scienccs and history 
and theory (t-3.08). Environmental sciences, professional practice and 
technology were equally preferred, as were history and theory %vith 
professional practicq and technology. 
e For those with European and North American degrees, studio instruction was 
significantly preferred over external work (t-2.48 and t-3.25, respectively) and 
external work over classroom based (t-7.50and t-5.27 respectively) 
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In the demographics questionnaire, question 6 gave six response options for the 
question 'How long have you been working in landscape architecture?, ranging 
from 'I haven't started yet' to 21 years or more. For this segmentation, those who 
had not yet started working were disregarded, and the remaining grouped into 0 to 
10 years and 11 years or more. 
As the younger group was more numerous, with 63% of the practitioners, their 
responses have probably had greater weight in the global utilities, hence the closar 
similarity with the global picture than the older group, 
0 to 10 years in practice 
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NT*&Ching, Studio 
Figure 5.40: Conjoint utilities for those who have pricticed in landscape architecture for 10 years 
or less 
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Figure 5.41: Conjoint utilities for those who have practiced in landscape architecture for 11 years 
or more. 
The main observations within these groups were: 
The group of those younger as practitioners, 0 to 10 years, s1lowed tk 
significant preference for a general emphasis on knowledge (t-4.08), while 
those in practice for 11 years or more showed significant preference for the 
emphasis on skills (t=2.22). 
* Both groups valued problem solving through design skills more highly than 
all the others (0-10: t=7.06, >11: t-5.09). Both groups valued gencral thinking 
skills and communication skills equally. 
e The preferences of the group of older professionals did not differ 
statistically for any of the knowledge areas, with a slightly higher value for 
environmental sciences. However, the younger professiomils revealed the 
preference for the knowledge of environmental sciences (t-Z96), followett 
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by history and theory and professional practice with no difference and both 
above technology (t=2.57). 
9 Those in practice for 10 years or less showed no statistical difference in 
preference for studio based teaching or external work bascd, whilc the older 
group did (t-3.66). Both groups valued classroom based teaching the lowest 
(0-10: t=8.99, >11: t=3.35). 
5. Evaluation of the method and alternatives 
CBC was an efficient method for, as proposed, measuring die attitudes of respondents 
to a set of characteristics of landscape architectural instructional programmes. Its 
capability of evaluating preferences that are not normally expressed in isolation proved 
useful to this thesis. Another important feature was the possibility of segmentation, 
which allowed comparisons between the preferences of different strata of the sample, 
The conjoint study would not have reached its target sample were it not web based. 
The location of respondents in so many different countries would have made telephone 
interviewing cost-prohibitive and the return of disks by respondents themselves 
directly to this researcher very unlikely, as self-addressed envelopes to mail field disks 
would have to be posted at the respondent's expense. 
I'lie option of offering a rewar4 to respondents who completed the study was 
contemplated at an early stage of the work as a way of increasing response rates. 
However, the operation of a prize-draw or similar amongst respondents would require 
a whole new set of procedures when programming the website. One of them would k, 
the request of identification of respondents, contrary to the decision of ke-eping 
anonymity. 
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A formal previous contact with professional associations in the different countries 
could have provided better access to practitioners, possibility only envisaged and used 
in the final stages of the work. 
The usage of English as the sole language in the study was a limitation that may IvIve 
weighed in achieving a lower response rate from non-English speaking subjects. 
A limitation of the study not anticipated was the problem with browser compatibility, 
resulting from the programming language used, PHP. As a programming language 
still growing in popularity, PHP is yet to become more widely available in most %yeb 
servers. 
Browser compatibility also played a part in reducing response rates. ader browser 
versions, such as Netscape 4. x and older, and Internet Explorer versions older than 5. x 
had problems working with the dynamic features of the CBC study website. Problems 
of compatibility were also found with Internet Explorer 6, reported by respondents anti 
later observed by this researcher. One of the sources of problem was the routine that 
reminded respondents of the questions not answered, preventing the submission of 
incomplete forms, later removed without jeopardising the study. 
Because of the restrictions above, the CBC study sample consisted of 
0 Landscape architecture professionals and students; 
* With access to the Internet on computers with updated browsers; 
0 Able to read and understand texts in English. 
The procedure presented here is repeatable in other contexts, e. g., educationil 
preferences within a country or region, and other spheres of interest, such as 
environmental preferences of potential user in preliminary design studies. Tbe same 
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consideration as for the first web based survey presented here that the target 
population should be significantly represented in the universe of web users applies to 
web based CA. 
TI-ds thesis found that CBC and other types of conjoint analysis in gencral to be robust 
tools for use in landscape architectural research. 
With the caveats pointed, such as cost and means of administration, CBC, ACA, and 
others deserve consideration whenever the multi-factorial analysis of preferences 
becomes necessary. 
D. Chapter Summary 
Chapter 5 presented the statistical results, tables and figures relative to the three 
quantitative data collection procedures developed during this researcli: 
e Analysis of Brazilian paisagismo websites; 
* LEPAB - web based survey on Brazilian paisagistas; 
e CBC - web based Choice Based Conjoin-t analysis study. 
Brief discussion of the methods and methodological alternatives were also presented, 
showing the suitability of the methods chosen for the purposes of this researcli as 
delineated in previous chapters, and raising their potential for use in other 
investigations. 
With this material, this thesis proceeds to the formulation of its conclusions and 
implications. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
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A. On research methods 
Regarding methods of investigation used, this research has found that they were very 
satisfactory in providing the information sought. The 'conjoint' use of all die methods, 
as alluded in the title -one informing each other-, has proved to be a sound 
approach to research, and has strengthened this researcher's interest in tile practice of 
enquiry under the paradigm of constructive alternativism. 
The data collected by the qualitative and quantitative methods can still be construed in 
many more ways, being open to further examination and discussion, wl-tich are left 
open for the future, as that surpasses the proposed scope of this thesis, It is suggested 
that the data available should be used in further exploration and that the usage of 
methods performed here should inform future research not as prescriptive, but as a 
springboard for further methodological constructions. 
This thesis acknowledges that both LEPAB and CBC would have benefited from larger 
samples, although the number of participants in both studies was satisfactory for 
statistical analysis. The feasibility of conjoint analysis with small samples is one of tile 
strengths of the method that this research pointed out in the exposition of tile method 
in Chapter 4. 
It is also recommended here that, if a survey similar to LEPAD is designed aiming at 
wider coverage in Brazil, that the web format should not be used as the sole one 
It is worth stressing the strength of conjoint analysis as a method to evaluate attitudes, 
offering deeper information of relationships and interactions between attributes 
investigated. Although few interactions were observed in this study, the potential of 
the method to reveal and analyse them has been proved. 
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Similar conjoint studies can be used to examine local preferences in landscaFV 
education to better inform policies br a given region. Environmental prcferences and 
attitudinal assessment are other areas CA can prove useful, informing decision making 
processes, policyrnaking, design, and post-occupancy evaluation. 
B. Research question and hypotheses 
At this final stage, this thesis reiterates the question that condensed the intcntiow of 
this research: 
Considering the Brazilian context with its assets and needs, and internationil 
preferences, how should landscape architectural education in Brazil be to foster die 
ability of 'thinking like a landscape architect', and that way catalyse the evolution the 
profession needs? 
Along with that, the hypotheses on which the thesis is built are: 
o There is discord in Brazilian landscape architecture and a solution for that is 
necessary. 
o Education is an instrument of transformation. 
o Education can contribute to a solution for the 'perverse conflict' and (lie elitist 
profile attributed to landscape architecture in Brazil. 
Th. is chapter examines the ways these were addressed anti the final conclusions of this 
work. The way it is composed follows parts of the above question, not necessarily in 
order 
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C. Considering the Brazilian context with its assets and needs... 
As hypothesised. in its Introduction, this thesis confirmed in Chapter Z via literature 
review complemented by the interviews, the existence of discord In Brazilian 
landscape architecture and that it needs a solution. 
Paisagisino in Brazil still needs a continued effort to make its true potential known to 
the public and to practitioners themselves, adding in due course and level, all tile other 
attributions to the design of gardens, from where it started and %vilere it focuses today, 
as the analysis of web sites showed. 
As part of this effort, this thesis played a part in clarifying the profile of Pusagistas by 
providing numerical characterization of a sample of the category. The LEPAB survey 
presented original information on the characteristics of a group of 151 pusqglstas 
practicing in Brazil. 
Although this number was sufficient for statistical analysis, the sample collected may 
not represent the total population, whose exact size is unknown, Judging from the 
numbers presented by four providers of technician degree - MLTC - and non degree. 
awarding courses, in Chapter 2, at least 4100 people had some form of landscape 
instruction during the last decade, although it is uncertain how many of thern went 
into practice. This calls for further study, for which this survey pointed 41 viable'. 
direction, and should comprise more comprehensive surveys, that could ix, carried oIIL 
for instance, at conferences and other gatherings. This new database could substanti Ate 
the necessary reviews of the legislation regulating the practice of landscape, 
architecture in Brazil, raised here as necessary measure but out of the scope of thls 
thesis. 
Table LXVI displays the profile of the Brazilian paisagista this research raised, based an 
the most common responses to the survey. The subsequent paragraphs of this ssoction 
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result from the discussion of survey results, approximately in the order relawti 
questions appeared in the questionnaire. 
rd7rI"tWr§L-Ir-TrIT 1&-TMMPMM=ýý 
Occupation in 2001 Proiýsslonal Professional studying 
Undergraduate degree Architecture Agronomy 
Courses with specific 
contentin paisagismo taken 1or2 3toS 
at the undergraduate level 
Where studied SSo Paulo-state Rio do Janeiro state 
Highest degree Undergraduate M-CA. 
Autodidact or academic Both, equally 
Toully or mostly 
autodidact 
Other landscape Non degree awarding SInctu ietists 
instruction courses postgrad ui to cou rso 
Courses with specific 
content in paisagismo taken 6 or more 3 to 5 
at this other level 
Opinion about Great to fundamental 
apprenticeship for her/his importance Little or no Importance 
training 
Time spent in Less than one year 
Between oneand two 
apprenticeship years 
Time in practice 0 to 5 years 6 to 10 yeans 
Most frequent acdvity Design projects 
Education or 
construction/ pl. inting 
Second most frequent Construction/ planting4i Design prolects -Activity 
Third most frequent Consultancy Mainten. Anceand 
activity restoration 
Membership at a None ABAII 
professional association 
Age 41 to ýO years old 31 to 40 yeant old 
Gender Female Male 
Present in web space 
services of design and Offering services. 
offering... 
other and orientated plants and equipment, 
towards gardening archilecturt, tirientated 
Table LXVI: The profile of Brazilian paisagistas based in LEPAS findings 
11 Inverted for coherence 
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LEPAB also showed that there is space in Brazil for all the course levels to coexist. A 
demand for each of the levels surveyed exists, and thds research expects t1w the 
demand for the new sequential courses should also grow as the public Wcomes, more 
largely aware of their existence. 
The predominance of architects in the practice of landscape architecture In Unizil is 
relative. Architects are the most numerous anti cohesive category, but 62% of 
paisagistizo practitioners have tertiary degrees in other disciplines. In ternis of 
accreditation to practice, 60% of the total surveyed are architects or agrorWOMbU, 
entitled, as CREA professionals, to practice paisagissito or parqws e jirditts, which could 
mean an advantage for these professionals if, Instead of competing, they Joined efforts 
to put the existing regulations into practice. 
Although LEPAB did not ask respondents about their origin and place of practitv, tile 
mobility of students and graduates is expressive-. The concentration of studICS in the 
Southeast region, particularly in the stites of greater ivonornicactivity ind populition. 
deposits on the educational establishments thereof the rcsponsibility tit prep. Arisir. 
professionals able to practice in other regions with different ch-IrIcteristics, Tills 
reinforces the need for transformative education, which Should Cluble practitioners to 
adapt to their local context of practice. 
The level of studies of Brazilian paisagistas was shown to N. - high, counting favatirA)Iv 
for the profession. It offers hope. indicating that the, field 1133 All dcademic NAW to 
support growth, suggested by the number of postgraduates encounterml 
Numbers have partly confirmed initial expectations raised by literature dnd intervlew% 
about the importance of the autodidactic component in the profession. il devc-lopmelit 
of paisagistas, but it did not show an absolute precedence over the aodemic. A lugh 
percentage of paisagistas consider, as expected, that their professional developmelit %v. 1% 
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preLIOMill, liltly autodiddctic, but the largest traction of the glotl 11 
that the academic component of their training is equaliv important 
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the sample as studying or having studied Paisagisnio, the programme usually offering 
the largest number of courses. This highlights the importance of courses in 
undergraduate programmes, which, not only should be Increased In numlx-ts for Wtter 
coverage of present contents, but also in terms of options and content -relevant 
content. This recommendation is of special significance to agronomy and archluxture 
courses, since, as legally entitled to practice in the field, need Mier bmis for their 
work. 
The survey showed that most of the taught courses taken by pusagistas on the subject 
were in levels other than undergraduate. This, associated to the importance attributed 
to academic training, draws attention to the importance of 1wisagistilo cour" In all 
levels as preparatory of professionals. These points highlight to instructors their 
responsibility in shaping the profession. Considering that numerically the non-derwo 
awarding courses are the most expressive, it results that they should receivo nion, 
attention as formative of opinions about the profession and. particularly, of the t-1111C. 4 
for the practice of paisagismo. 
Apprenticesi-dp, as reported in the literature review, is an important means tit 
instruction for paisagistas. The survey confirmed that. also showing that duratiol" dre 
in most cases less than a year. However, as some of the commentl from tile survey. 
interviews, and literature showed, opportunities are not always avallable. u%willy 
resulting from personal contacts and acquaintances. Chances of finding practicrs open 
to traineeships are even slimmer in areas away from the Rio-S. Io I'dulo axis, whete 
number of practices is smaller. 
Results confirm literature information that the numerical exparmlon of tho profewoon I% 
recent, with the majority of practitioners surveyed active in practice for ten years or 
less. A very large portion of the sample is young, recent In practice. and Im%sibly 
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willing to develop professionally, as suggests the numbe-r of profemlonals studying 
and of people who took part in two or more independent courses of study In 
paisagismo. Though this appears to be a valid proposition, this rese-arch d1d not have 
enough elements to determine whether the cause of die large percentige of 
practitioners receiving education found is the desire for 'continued profaslonal 
development' or whether, allowed by the laxity of professional regulations, the entry of 
students into professional practice is premature. 
Design is the predominant activity of paisagistas, followed by cotutruction dild 
planting, and education. Although the survey did not collect detailed Information oil 
this, literature and the website analysis discussed earlier suggest garden design its the 
most frequent area of practice. 
Professional associations 
Membership numbers in professional organisations was found to be low. 'nu.. 4bsoluto 
numbers informed by ABAP and ANP, and responses to LEPAB show thit a %vr-y low 
percentage of practitioners are affiliated to any of them. Some of the posilble reasoms 
for that may be their little visibility and the general unawareness of their 1xitclitial 
advantages to individual professionals and for the Industry asa whole, 
The single mention in the survey of AEASP as a professional association of 1%ustISIX14b 
brought to attention that architects and agronomists from the sample Aptsear not to %j'V 
their own professional associations, such as the CONFEA/CREA system or [All- 
Institute of Architects of Brazil - anti the stites' AEAs -associatiot" of (18rononli%ts - 
as concerned with landscape practice. 
It was a choice of this researcher not to focus on this area of the (letuile. but its 
importance as part of the solution for the existing discord Is evident anti its mention 
here could not be avoided, albeit briefly. 
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The management of schools and instructors' accreditation and die centrallsation of 
professional registry are fundamental tasks frequently seen, Internationally, In the 
hands of professional associations. This thesis refrains from postulating whether tile 
key for Brazil is creating a new and overarching association that would take on both 
roles, forming one to respond for each, or yet, delegating powers to any of the existing 
organisms to undertake those tasks. Whichever the road taken in the future, sonic 
aspects regarding education will need attention, all demanding open channels of 
communication between those in education and those In practice -represionted by 
their organisation(s), which should: 
o Organise a registry of courses, schools, and individual Instructom six-cifying 
qualifications held and offered, which LEPAD has shown to vary %videly. This 
could be a first step towards future professional regulations amt wotild 
acknowledge the different levels of instruction received by ptisagisms. 
o Manage the scarcity and bad distribution of positions for apprenticeship, such 
an important part of the education of future Isaisagistas as the survey confirillett 
o Invest in marketing among students and professionals to rnAts thenuelves 
known and encourage association. 
This topic demands further study at length, left for other research opportunities 
Nonetheless, this thesis restates and underlines Jenkins's (1943) words on tile 
willingness to yield and compromise personal and corporaWit interests. It is 
unavoidable that all sides involved will have to take seats at a negotiation table with 
'each prepared to sacrifice some of his [sic] sectional interests in order to reach in 
amicable agreement' Uenkins, 1943: 13) 
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The discrepancy found via CBC on the valuation of educational attributes Wtween 
those in practice and those in the academia shows that even though most of the points 
formulated above regarding associations are followed in the countries to whicil illd 
majority of respondents are connected, communication can be deficient. Inils serves as 
a warning to Brazil when the work to review, reformulate or create the- association(s) is 
finally undertaken, underscoring the importance of close connection betwimn both 
sector so that they can be mutually relevant. 
D. Considering International preferences 
This part of the research question was mainly addressed via the CBC study. intl t1jo 
paragraphs below are extensions of the analysis of tables and figures in amptin S. 
Tile first issue examined, that of emphasis on knowledge vs. oil skilij, is a jX)lArJs'hI 
topic in landscape architecture. Although tile literature review suggestotl a trell(I to 
emphasise the development of professional skills in higher t. -ducidon, tl*-- conjoint 
analysis study showed that there is still a general preference for an education Lmsiod it% 
die assimilation of knowledge. The development of design related skills was found to 
be the most highly valued amongst the options offered, as were the knowledge of 
environmental sciences and studio based instruction. This makes up ilia profile of 
programmes that would be valued most highly by die interriation. il sample of 
landscape architects. 
CBC results and die conjoint nature of the procedure support the CoMusioll thAt 
respondents in general believe the studio and its associated practices CiAll atitirvis 
efficiently not only practical -skills expected from a 'learn by doing' approach. but abso 
the necessary knowledge for the practice of the profession. Though generally ticcepted 
the studio is not exempt of criticism, as Chipter 3 discussed, 
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After segmentation of CBC results, a stern dilemma In the mindset of Internation. 11 
landscape architects was identified: a chasm between practice and academia. Agallist 
expectations, practitioners were found to give greater Importance to the acquisition 
knowledge at the landscape school than to the development of skills, while educators 
and students see the need to cultivate skills as equally Important. Similarly, 
practitioners were found to ascribe greater importance to the acquisition of knowledge 
on environmental sciences, whereas educators and students value learning history dild 
theory of landscape architecture as much as environmental sciences, This could nican 
that efforts, time, and resources in landscape schools may be directed to (lie training of 
a professional that is different from what die market is demanding. 
The variation observed at different segments for the value attributed to the history and 
theory content of landscape education could be a sign that the rclevalice of this content 
to practice should be reassessed, with attention to teaching procedures employett 'Ind 
emphases given. These aspects may be jeopardising the usability of the historicil and 
theoretical content of landscape curricula. 
A. Tile international trend in favour of the knOWICL19C of environmervul Scienevs 
for landscape education speaks in favour of agronomists and forestry engincers 
in Brazil, highlighting their role in the profession and in the education tit it. 
This fact is already acknowledged by schools of architecture, which arv 
growingly hiring agronomists and related professionals as mcnilva of 
landscape teaching staff. 
B. Results of LEPAB and CBC made it possible to draft a table of characteti3ti%, , 101 
Brazilian paisagistas vis-, A-vis international landscape architects -Tables LXVII, 
Although similar in some points, these profiles, ill the light of the characterimics 
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raised at the literature, stress die need for careful consideration when using 
imported elements in the process of structuring landscape architecture as a 
profession in Brazil. 
Occupation in 2001 Practitioner 
Undergraduate degree Archdtect , ure 
Landscape 
Architecture 
Where studied 
Highest degree 
Time in practice 
Age 
Gender 
T 
S, 10 Paulo state 
Undergraduate 
(Ito 5 years 
41 to 50 years old 
Female 
able LXVII: Comparison of profiles 
USA 
Undergraduate 
0 to 5 years 
3140 yeirs old 
between LEFIAB and CDC 
... how should landscape architectural education In Brazil bo to fostar ilia 
ability of 'thinking like a landscapo architoct'... 
I'lie literature review in Chapter 3 supported the acceptince of the livpotlielis that 
education is an instrument of transformation that cin help mitigate the conflict em'%ting 
in Brazilian landscape architecture, and that the paradigm of translorminvo edtication. 
as presented, is a possible approach. 
In die concluding remarks of that chapter. this thesis stated that tho tenets (it 
transformative education are not alien to Brazilian education lk-causto thev dre %trongly 
connected to the educational philosophy of Paulo Freire (19721), which now tvrineatei 
many of the pedagogical initiatives in the country, 
The adoption of the transformative educitional paradigin will affect every parl ol the 
process. It will be present: 
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o in the way learning and teaching happen, 
o in the choice of techniques and media, 
o in the choice and preparation of the learning environment - real or virtual -, 
o in the design of curricula and syllabi as a participatory process, 
o in the way landscape architecture is approached and taught as a profmion, 
o in the way design capabilities are nurtured, and, finally, 
o in the way landscape architecture is understood -a construct liable to evolve. 
rather than an absolute invariable truth, Suarded by a hermit clol3tered dt the 
summit of an ivory tower lacking windowsand mirrors, 
As pointed out by CUC results, this thesis mvommends the studio dpproach it) 
landscape architectural education in Brazil. Caveats of cost, lo%v tutor/ student ratto 
demand, physical space and more, as in Chapter 3. should not Iv deterrents to the 
implementation of studio instruction. 
In that respect, Brazilian schools of architecture lj'jVL. OIL, Ativantage of tile 'Oklellor 
courses' that embody great part of the studio philosophy. In many schools. the atelier 
receives a smaller time share of programmes, but is still present. 
Models of studio instruction vary, as does the amount of time dedicated to it iii 
landscape schools. Many British and American schools showed predoininanco (it 
studio work, though other forms of instruction tire used in parillel and have their role 
recognised by many landscape educators, like mentioned aLx)tjt George I Ingreav", 
(Landscape Architecture, 1998). There are established schools in Eurojx- thm du not uso 
studio at all. 
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Yet the landscape design studio figures here as the most Indicated of existing 
pedagogic practices for the discipline, this research stresses that it Is not a reidy 
package and needs to adapt to local peculiarities. From resources available, through 
culture, to staff experience, many factors will influence the way the landscape studlo 
will work, how much time will be dedicated to It, and how much Investment it will 
require to work. 
The present use of the format cited as occurring in Brazilian architecture schools 
confirms that it is also viable for landscape schools existing and yet to be cre-ated. 
Brazilian landscape courses shall also have to consider that the debate 'Lnowledge ar 
skills' is not closed, has found no consensus, and probably never will, embodying lite 
dynamic balance of a pendulum, swinging between the two ends. S1111ilarly tj%ey nevd 
to read the times and understand which abilities and areas of knowledge tire the molt 
relevant for the day and place -design skills and environmental sciences lWay in moo 
of the world. 
F. ... and that way catalyse the evolution the profosslon noods 
The professional trained under the frarneworý proposed in this thesis shall No Alle to 
think like a landscape architect, thus beconýing apt to face the unexptvicd and 1110 
changing - intrinsic nature of the profession. 
Tile one who personifies the initial problem of this rcicarch, Butle Marx, %VAS not t1u, 
first, and will not be the last to cross disciplinary boundaries ind sucecod Todly 
landscape architects are even more likely to trespass these Wundarics, %V1001 dre 
woolly and vanishing. He thrived in a market unknown and virtually non-toximelit. and 
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hik-ewise, new landscape architects recei%, iiig, traming now will have to tx4 
edLIC, It('d - to act in a world, with all likelihood, very ditterent trom the prewnt 
l1r, llwdol of professional education Im's 
(( M1 111"'lons (it tills kI(IaI IS(. ( )t It-, IIIII- vý IMIý, -I 11,1 ,i I-, -I, IýI, -I. II !ý! . I! -, I, ý- 
paves a road that tuture paisagistas Should not have to Walk aloliv. I'llt suppoltvd It% .1 
transtormative school. 
Beyond that, this thesis also acknowledges 111111, Ills wolk, and Ills wold., x- 
the conflict in a protession that know% how 1-clevant it call Ix, to, tht. wodd 1,111 v. %, -I% 
III 1-11', WhCe liIIIItL'd to Write poetry that ivw privileged peoph- %ýan read tl it, % C. IN 
point vdicre landsc, ye architecture ill 
Bram, liceds to evolve, 
lVi It It I CI It I op I ('11I Ip repare I ie(iplefir I /it -it ri At towpi (%I w4l, ow, it i I,,, %% i%1. ), ") IS) 
p 
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C3 T6cnico (oficialmente reconhecido) 
Especializagdo (P6s-graduagAo latu-sensu 
-graduagao strictu-sensu) Mestrado (P6s 
0 S , DDes, PhD) Doutorado (D 
8. Quantas disciplinas apresentando conteýd 
neste outro nivel? 
(So vocd marcou mais do ume opqfio em 7. acirna, res, 
disciplines do paisagismo) 
Y 
lica ao meu c3so 
Est3do: 
oto ou sm and3mento7 il- 2, ý' :ý 
o strictu-sonsu) 
lea quanto so carAter autodIdsta 
ou escola) ou ocadimico (sprendids om k-, 
emcffica do Palsagismo vocA cursou 
06 ou mais disciplinas 0 Wo fiv 
A faz ou fez a1gum curto om quo 61fol 
10? 
212ssifla do Palsagismo voc& cursou 
)nda segundo o cwso mm m&w ntWwo et 
77,7-, '7j'77777ý7 
A 
0 Nenhuma 01 02 0 3aS 0 6oumaisdisciplinas 0 Mo 
se aplica ao meu caso 
IR 9. Qua importIncla love para sua forma; 3o 0 estAglo cam pronsslonals do palasgIsmo? E 
0 Pequena 0 M6dia 0 Grande 0 Total 0 Nenhuma 
A 10 Quanto tempo do estAglo voc6 fez so todo durante &us forms; Ao? 4 
-lei 
0 Nenhum 
06 meses ou menos ý44 
: ý' -. '- 
0 De 7 meses a1 ano Incompleto 
0 Do I ano completo a2 anos Incompleto3 
02 anos completos Ou mais 
P 
W 
".,,.. ", 
i, I.; I F, ,, ýI, 
r3eu Exercicio ProfissionL ' 
6 l i ? atua no pa sag smo I, HS quantos anos voc 
da n5o atuo 00a506a 10 0 11815 0 ISA20 021 0 Ai n 
anos ou mais 
12. Em primeiro lUgar, am quo atividade dentro do palsagisma voc6 alum cam male 
i ? freqOinc a 
0 Consultoria/assessoria 
0 Ensino 
"f_ 
0 Execugdo/ConstruqdoiPlantio 
0 Estudos ambientais (EIA/RIMA. RCA/ PCA, Piano do Manolo, PRAD ew) . 
0 Pesquisa 
0 Projeto paisagfstico 
0 Manutengdo/Restaura; io 
"'A 0 Outro 
0 NSo se aplica ao meu caso 
13. Em segundo lugar, am qua atividade dentro do palsagismo voc& atua cam male 4" " 
freqUdncia? 
;I $ 0 Consultorialassesspria j 
0 Ensino 
0 Execuqto/ConstruCAo/Plantio 
0 Estudos ambientais (EIAIRIMA, RCA/ PCX Piano do Manolo. PRAD, etc, ) J 
v--': 'ý ? 'ý ., ý. 
ý, A 0 Pesquisa 
i; -, - 
0 Projeto paisag(stico 
0 ManutenCdo/RestauraCAo 
0 Outro 
0 NSo se aplica ao meu caso 41 
Em terceiro lugar, am qua atividade dentro do paisagismo voc& stus cam male 14 ' . freqUncia? ,A -ý' 
_4 __r f ' ,T 
Envio de suas respostas 
ado por sua participgao Muito obri . g [ 
.. 4, , !ý, As informaq6es 
fornecidas serao mantidas em sigilo. 0 conjunto do todos os ". "i V, "' 
question6rios respondidos serA estatisticamente anallsado a discutido no trabalho 
,ý 
de tese em preparaq6o e publlcaýdes pertinentes. Dentro do a1guns mesas. *orb 
possivel acesso ao produto deste levantamento. Confira nossa DAning crinclmllou 
faCa contato: a. zuin(8eca. ac. uk . 
ýLlmparFormulSrlo 
Aý 
voita 6 DAgIng princloal 
Indigue o LEPAB a urnla colega Dalsiolsta 
jI, "0 , .4, '. 
-,, iý 
a 1. "ýi 
ýiv 
edinburgh 
college of art 
schobl'of 
landscape 
architecture NN 
more information 
th is link 
F" ý44 Vik 
con inue 
,; ýý, 
-. ý'ý-Choic-e"Bas-'ed'Conjbint Ddm6grappics For m asu'sed In'tho stddý, ;, -\ 
are part of You a select group of landscape 
architects who have been Invited to give their 
opinions regarding professional education In 
landscape architecture. 
First we would like to know a little about you for 
statistical purposes. Please answer the 
q estions bellow and then proceed to the next u 
section by clicking "continue" at the bottom of 
the page. 
Obs.: All answers are anonymous and confldentlal. 
Q 
Where do most of your activities In landscapa 
architecture happen? 
Region: 
I please select world region is 
Country: I please select country 
2. What was your main occupation 
In landscape 
architecture during the year 2001? 
0 Educator (teacher, tutor etc, combining or not research 
and other practice) 
0 Practitioner (any activity except education) 
0 Student - postgraduate 
0 Student - undergraduate 
0 None of the above 
3. What did you study to become a landscape architect? 
0 Landscape Architecture as a first qualification 
0 Landscape Architecture as a second/third qualification 
0 Agriculture/Agronomy/ Horticulture 
0 Architecture 
0 Biology 
0 Engineering 
0 Forestry 
0 Other 
3b. Where did you study landscape architecture? 
Region: 
please select world region IN 
Country: I please select country 
4. What is the 
highest degree of studies you have 
completed? 
0 Undergraduate (university degree: e. g. BA, BSC, MA, 
etc. ) 
0 Postgraduate Diploma 
0 Masters (MLA, MSc, MPhil etc. ) 
0 Doctorate (PhD, DDes, DSc etc. ) 
0 None of the above 
S. Where are you from? 
Region: 
please select world region 
Country: [please select country 
6. How long 
have you been working in landscape 
architecture? 
I please select 
7. Sex: 0 Female 0 Male 
8-Yourage: Ipleaseselect I 
I KkAOLIU111111 
; 
0 
.' 
Choice tasksý, ýersion-3` 
Instructions 
-, A Iý, .0 In this section we are considering some aspects of 
landscape architecture programmes. Some 
combinations of these aspects will be presented to you 
in cards. They can look similar but are not Identical, so 
please read carefully. 
You will choose in 17 Independent cards. This Is what 
to do at each card: 
choose the column with the combination you 
prefer; 
0 click the button below it; 
0 click "next" to continue; 
0 do the same in each new card, but don't think 
about the previous choice; 
0 card 18: make up your own combination by 
choosing from the boxes; 
o Submit". 
To see explanations for the underlined word In the 
cards you can point your mouse to them and read in 
the bottom line of your browser or click them to see a 
text box. 
To choose, consider the following: 
Suppose you have just finished school and you are 
ready to start university. Your decision was to follow a 
career in landscape architecture and you are now 
choosing a course of study. 
Considering all you know about the profession, which 
of the options presented in the following cards would 
you prefer? 
I 
2 
4ýi 
A B C 
General 
emphasis: 'ýskllls 
landscape 
architecture... 
Landscape *Piobl. cm 
architecture solving thrOLIgh 
skills focused (1psigr? 
thinking skilk; 
Landscape 
architecture *T 101REly. 
*Prof e. ssional 
knowledge practice 
focused 
Teaching *Studio. *FXtern'll *Classtnom 
W01 
click on your choic e0 0 0 
back to histructimi% 
A B C 
General 
:! mphasis: *kp WIqLO_qq *skills skills landscape 
3 rch 1 tectu re.. 
Landscape *Gcneral *Problom 
architecture .., thinking skills f; OlvinLI 
thiouqh *Cormilmilcatioll 
skins rocused de"11111 
Landscape 
architecture y-and. *F-nvironmenta l *Professlonal 
knowledge PI! zPry rICI(, IICC% pl. "Iftice 
focused 
Teaching *Classroom *"tll(jlo *Extemol wwk 
EMOTIM 10 0 0 
U. 
" ", . 
Iý - -. , 
--, ý fm NoM, 
Ir 1; 
ýZ- -,. I, 17, , 
"Wo! 
" ;I --- ,., ýx. 
W- 
TA 
, 
7v"'Q; 
, e- Zvi" I 
0; .01W., - i- 
; oil RA - 
'Vol AIR in. J. Qq '. f 
tom-snow 
Av v 
02 of ý0, -, V-' 
0 Consultorialassessoria 
0 Ensino 
0 Execugdo/construgao/Plantio 
0 Estudos ambientais (EIA/RIMA, RCAJ PCA, Plano do Mansio RAID otc) P , . 
0 Pesquisa 
0 Projeto paisagfstico 
0 Manutengk/Restauraqk 
0 Outro 
0 Wo se aplica ao meu caso 
15. Voc6 6 membro do a1gurna assocla; 3o profissional do p3isagistas? I. ,, ý 
- 
, 
I ý,. 
ý ' 
0 
Nao 0 Sim Qual? 
16. Em qual clas seguintes faixas atirlas voc6 so Inclul? ? ý,, , ý,, III 
0 at6 20 anos 0 21 a 25 anos 
0 26 a 30 anos 
0 31 a 40 anos 
0 41 a 50 anos 
0 si a 60 anos 
0 61 anos ou mais Tj 
Sexo: 0 Feminino 0 Masculino 17 . 
I S. Seu enderego eletr6nico para contato (opcionst, No soM d1yulgada a torceiros) bus 
home-page: f 
E-mail 
Home page II 
so sua escoia ou organinoo tiver outra UHL. ou to vorA dosolar odcar siguill ou" fA*. PO 90mvia 04*06%* 4& 
questAo 19 abaixo 
19. Seus comentbrics, sugest6es ou perguntas podem sor digitados nO WACO abalao! 
Volta ao iniclo- 
-' 
I "- ---- 
I 
- -- 
back to Itistructlops 
General 
! mphasis: 
landscape 
rchitecture 
Landscape 
architecture 
skills focused 
Landscape 
irchitecture 
knowledge 
ocused 
Teaching 
AB 
*Problen 
* (5piimn I- 
solvin. ci throunh LbLnAkILLiu-k! U5 desicin 
tio o(Ly.. ', -; 
*S. tudlo *Claw., Pqm 
0 
ýjfic. 4 to the previous card 
MIX 
I ktnm 0 no. 
prk 
KOW. "n a 
back to Instructimis 
back to the previous card 
General 
ýrnphasls: 
landscape 
irchitecture.. 
Landscape 
irchitecture 
skills focuscd 
Landscape 
irchitecture 
knowledge 
'ocused 
Teaching 
-: -' 14 
*Problem 
5, QMD9-LI-'rOP9b- 
desian throuf h dul ji 
illý61L*iALoryumnýL agrv, ýIq 
ýT ico ry 
*Clatssroom 
work 
back to Instrimilom 
4im; 4 to the previous cnr(i 
A C f- 
General 
2mphasis, *knowlcd q k. ý'khqwlcd gq 
landscape . 
3rchitecture... 
Landscape *Gcnvral 
* ti i P-mc uIL architecture Com mi mu. n m thinkLij g skills L LhInk Ltig ký! IIS f 
skills focused . - 
Landscape 
*Envlrqqm architecture 
knowledge 
focused f 
Teaching Inal work LYSLI Q 
Qctvv 
Wqiý ., ýk,. " 
click on your choic e: , 
back to Instructintis 
ýy;. 4 to ilia previous card 
B A 
General ý, 11,17 
'mphasis: :,, *kngMed66 ý- skills landscape , 
irchitecture... 
Landscape *General 
irchitecture thinkina skills thinkin 
skills focused 
Landscape 
irchitecture '*En vironmen tal- * Pcofcs 
knowledge sciences -P - ujO ", C 
cused 
Teaching *. External work- *, Qpurolom 
0 
-C. 
1-*knowledý' 
t7lý 
Lr 
t, 
- 
0' 
1 
back to Instructloill 
to the previous card 
AB C 
General 
! mphasis: 
landscape 
rchitecture... 
Landscape 
irchitecture *CommunIcLi I ns. qlv, inU zj! p- 
skills focused through clp, -, jg! j 
Landscape 
irchitecture *111-st and ,y 
L 
,: ,7 knowledge o 
ocused 
Teaching *Studio *! 70551329111 *$4010 
i h % ce click on your c o : 
back to jijstr_ucllo, rl% 
bac4 to tile PrOVIOUS card 
AB C 
General 
amphasis, ills" *Lngwlqý AV Aý ILI landscape 
3rchitecture... 
Landscape PLqbl _qrn *11roblern 
architecture so Ing through s jy, [tjfljLirqpgtUg? tKjjjg 
skills focused ýýcign EJ 
Landscape 
architecture U Ilt5 -to ty-And I 
*=QrLjm D. d rv. -13! 
1, -5to - knowledge 
focused 
Teaching *. Studio Cki-r"Rml, 
our choic li k e: on y c c ,,,, 
back to Iiistr uct loll% 
4ar. lj to the previous carti 
AB C 
General 
,. mphasis: kills 
landscape 
! ý irchltecture... , ý, A" , ", ý 
Landscape 
l t l J j 3rchitecture Co. mMv n. . ca L q-q Cm. 11,11-1i 11.1 Cil tt , QP-sQ1Y P-9- 
skills focuscd 
Landscape 
3rchitecture 
x 
c1H 9 igg y ýA *Te 
knowledge . ýscicnccs 
ocused 
Teaching *Studio E) t! zT tl- ý1 YvQt -k 
*045. msml 
our choice li k n :' y c c o 
i"ý 
back to llistructloiiis 
!!!! c, R to the previous card 
General 
k 
emphasis: *sk Ills 
landscape 
architecture... 
Landscape rn 
architecture sOlYINJAIINP9,11 thinking skills 
Akiftolton 
. 
skills focused dgsign 
Landscape 
architecture tjlýo -01n 
Uts-M 
knowledge Proct 
focused j 
Teaching *External- *, EXtprna. l 
yýgrk w 
ho r k ice c on you clic .ý 
back to Instructlutis 
jLaýh to the previous card 
General 
emphasis: 
landscape 
archItecture. - 
Landscape 
architecture 
skills focused 
Landscape 
architecture 
knowledge 
focused 
Teaching 
krioAlqd q, *knowl Ia A-q 
*Gcncr, il *Communication * ------- -- - 
latullul I U. A! 0 I I-s 
jo rg cna 1_' nýl -rc_n 
*111st ry and 
, 5c Jhcqr y 
*Classroom *ýZliýmwp 
A. ý 
AI 
*P- 
, nlyhial 
Lim 
ilcs. laa 
W"9 y 
back to Instructlans 
to tile previous cald 
General 
emphasis: 
landscape 
architecture. 
Landscape 
irchitecture 
skills focused 
Landscape 
3rchitecture 
knowledge 
ocused 
Teaching 
Ills' 
1"; 70 -0I 
*Gcneral 
solvin sk 11 1s , thinkin .... ua .. . desicin 
ýTcchnolqgy 
71-777ý'7,7, glences ý4 
I 
*External 
! :0 J ý 
back to ItistrAictiolis 
General 
, mphasis: 
landscape 
irchitecture. 
Landscape 
irchitecture 
skills focused 
Landscape 
irchitecture 
knowledge 
ocused 
Teaching 
I Al kn wl dgg 
bill 
,I 
*Rr 
- 
Q b! Q-m- *Gonc-ral 
dpqig . _! Ijnkin. 
g skill 
ý _q 
*Tecfn9ioqy Thl 
*5LUCIO 
- 
*Extcrticil-wor-h 
0 
! ý! jlcjs to tile previous card 
40, 
u Q, 
back to the previous card 
General 
2mphasis: 
landscape 
3rchitecture... 
Landscape 
irchitecture 
skills focused 
Landscape 
3rchitecture 
knowledge 
ocused 
Teaching 
, ýk 
*Skills 
*Communication 
ýIlq! Nl. nq -ýimlls 
ni and 
*External work *ýSttjclip 
o 
Lk 1ý5 
p Alm 
IlyiUmum 
back to InsIrpc1lons 
General 
!, mphasis: 
landscape 
irchitecture 
Landscape 
3rchitecture 
skills focused 
Landscape 
architecture 
knowledge 
focused 
Teaching 
back to tho previous card 
AB C 
*knQwlcdgc 1*sýjlls 
*Problem. *ProDL *trp1J qnL . jyjrlg_u_ 
design design Lin. "'n 
*Uýý. k'Ty "d .0 J4n., U Theo tlý ýr y 
*Classrooi 
General 
emphasis: 
landscape 
architecture... 
Landscape 
architecture 
skills focused 
Landscape 
architecture 
knowledge 
focused 
Teaching 
back to 9 strpO10.113 
*Lnowl2dg 
Oac)i to the previous card 
C 
I 
*Pro 
l i th *c , I ti, n h, roug mmu n so v ng ca o 
nvLrp rinlen La - . *LcLhnoloAy nlawrl 
*ux rmull "RL e, *Studio *QI 5ýrooll l - . 1. L l vypik 
back to Instructions 
bacýý to the previous cnrtl 
AB C 
Genera 
. mphasis- p kiltj *knowledge ilits landscape . 
rcliltecture ... 
Landscape *General, 
irchitecture thinkIng skill. * skills focused 
Landscape 
irchitecture 
ktiowledge 
ocused 
Teaching 
*Communication *ýjut inigý11plipli 'Jaillib- 
'Ology , *Ilisto, r I 
jhcoý-y ar nu U-m 
*Classroom 
0 
*External woik 
000 
back to Instructlowes 
back to the previous card 
General emphasis: landscape 
irchitecture... 
Landscape architecture skills 
ocused 
Landscape architecture 
(nowledge focused 
Teaching based in 
I Knowledgo II 
Communication 
1 Erivironmental scienc_Os, 
-- -,. 
I External work I 
I 
ý'Suoml 
bac4 to the previous card 
contact me 
This Conjoint Analysis study is part of 
rny PhD research on landscape 
education, at the Edinburgh College of 
Art. 
This PhD is funded by the Brazilian 
governmental agency ý; APES. 
My mai-n Interest with this research is to 
g in further Insight into the education of a 
landscape architects to contribute to the 
organisation of the profession and 
development of landscape education In 
Brazil, my home country. 
Below you will find a series of links to 
several points of Interest connected to my 
research and this study. 
This investigation applies Choice Based 
Conjoint (CBC) as a tool to measure the 
importance landscape architects place in 
different aspects of landscape education. 
By choosing concepts from a series of 
combinations presented in cards, you will 
be making trade-offs that will be 
measured. 
This is how it happens: at each card one 
combination is expected to appear better 
than the others, although it may have one 
or more aspects you won't consider the 
overall best. Choosing repeatedly from 
cards with different combinations, you will 
provide enough information for us to 
calculate the utility you place in each 
aspect considered. 
That is why the CBC study may appear 
repetitive. 
You can learn more about conjoint 
techniques following the links below. 
Articles on Conjoint Analysis 
Sawtooth Technical Papers Library 
Conjoint Basics, from Sawtooth Library 
Landscape Architecture in Brazil (all in Portuguese) 
Jornal da Palsa em 
[Journal of the Landscape - 
online] 
ABAP - Associa 5o Brasileira 
de Arquitetos PaisagisLas 
[Brazilian Association of 
Landscape Architects] 
ANP - Associac5o Nacional 
de PaisLqg:! smo 
National Association of 
Landscape Design 
Brazil (general interest) 
Brazil in brief 
Continue to the CBC study 
Contact: Affonso H. L. Zuin 
I hope You have follild this 
Interesting 
Planso cqmra-mc if vou linve nity othar 
queries, commetits, suounstimis or 
Would 111(o to know n1jout tho 1.41sults 
of this research lei the futtiro. 
back toAnfolflintloll all C011101111 collftlysis nild 
tills folowdo 
